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ABSTRACT
There has always been a desire to develop industrial processes that minimize the resources they
use, and the wastes they generate. The problem is when new guidelines are forced upon long
established processes, such as solvent based coating operations. This means instead of
integrating an emission reduction technology into the original design of the process, it is added
on after the fact. This significantly increases the costs associated with treating emissions.
In this work the ultimate goal is the design of an “add-on” abatement system to treat emissions
from solvent based coating processes with high destruction efficiency, and lower costs than
systems in current use.

Since emissions from processes that utilize solvent based coatings are

primarily comprised of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), the treatment of these compounds
will be the focus.
VOCs themselves contain a significant amount of energy. If these compounds could be
destroyed by simultaneously extracting the energy they release, operational costs could be
substantially reduced. This thesis examines the use of model-based design to develop and
optimize a VOC abatement technology that uses a Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) for energy
recovery. The model was built using existing HYSYS unit operation models, and was able to
provide a detailed thermodynamic and parametric analysis of this technology.
The model was validated by comparison to published literature results and through the use of
several Design of Experiment factorial analyses. The model itself illustrated that this type of
system could achieve 95% destruction efficiency with performance that was superior to that of
Thermal Oxidation, Biological Oxidation, or Adsorption VOC abatement technologies. This was
based upon design criteria that included ten year lifecycle costs and operational flexibility, as
well as the constraint of meeting (or exceeding) current regulatory thresholds.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
Development and optimization of industrial processes involve designs that balance production
with resource use and waste generation. The problem is when new criteria are forced upon a
process that has already been developed and in operation. Re-engineering of a developed
process will result in a loss of production efficiency and will require a significant cost to be
incurred. This is precisely what is happening to solvent based industrial coating operations.
Over the last decade or more, governments around the world have been implementing reduction
strategies targeted at volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which are the main component of
solvent based coatings. These reduction strategies include limiting emission rates, mandatory
emission reporting, and providing guidance through published best management practices.
For this reason, industries emitting VOCs are pressured to implement VOC reduction strategies.
The ideal (and most effective) pollution treatment solutions normally involve removing the
pollution source from the process. This would involve substitution of current VOC based
coatings with low or no VOC based coatings. Secondary pollution abatement strategies involve
alteration of the process itself to reduce the overall contaminant processed and released. An
example of this would involve altering (updating) spray equipment to increase the transfer
efficiency of the coating being applied onto the part. Unfortunately, due to very long and costly
approval procedures for new processes and materials, these types of solutions tend to be
prohibitive to implement, and therefore industries turn towards “end of pipe” or “add on”
solutions.
There are many “end of pipe” technologies currently available that can effectively reduce VOC
emissions, however, in many cases implementation of these technologies will substantially
increase facility costs, downtime, and/or maintenance. The result is that facility management is
required to implement a new process into their currently established operations that will
drastically increase their operating budgets and complicate overall operations. For example, for
a medium sized automotive parts painting facility that runs 60,000 cfm of air through the paint
booths with an annual loading of 100 tonnes of VOCs, implementation of an abatement system
1

consisting of a Regenerative Thermal Oxidizer is calculated to require a capital investment of
$1,699,600 and an annual investment of $1,832,800 to operate (costs calculated using the design
principles outlined in the EPA Cost Control Air Pollution Handbook) 1.
Clearly these types of monetary investments are considered “non-value added processes” and
will deter against the implementation of air pollution abatement systems. Therefore there is a
need to develop VOC abatement technologies that have reduced operational costs without
sacrificing VOC destruction efficiency.
In order to reduce these operational costs, either the system must become more cost-effective as
a whole, or a secondary product of significant value must be generated from the process. By
their nature, VOCs contain significant amounts of recoverable chemical energy, and if extracted
with sufficient efficiency, operational costs could be offset. Therefore, the following simple
design constraints could be established:
VOC destruction with high efficiency to innocuous basic compounds that meet regulatory
thresholds; and,
Energy recovery with high overall efficiency.
To meet this energy recovery goal, there are two types of technology that could be employed: the
Stirling Engine and a Fuel Cell (in particular the Solid Oxide Fuel Cell or SOFC). Both of these
systems would generate high value electrical energy. The Stirling Engine is a well matured
technology with relatively low capital investiture and predictable performance. The idealized
system is limited by the well known Carnot efficiency and therefore is limited by temperature
differences in the hot and cold reservoirs of the engine, and the requirement of having a
combustible concentration of VOCs. Efficiency will then be limited to temperature differences
that can realistically be maintained throughout the operation.
On the other hand, a fuel cell will recover energy through electrochemical reactions at constant
temperature. These conditions mean the system is extracting the energy of reaction directly from
the oxidation-reduction reactions and is not relying on physical changes in the system to provide
the work. Therefore the fuel cell does not meet the definition of a heat engine, and will not be
2

limited by the Carnot efficiency. This also means that under similar operating conditions, the
fuel cell will achieve higher electrical generating efficiency then the Stirling engine.
Furthermore, the conversion of hydrocarbon based fuels to energy using a fuel cell is a much
cleaner method then by any combustion process. This is because the combustion reactions will
produce nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide and particulate matter if the oxygen concentration in
the reaction is not at perfect stoichiometry. Since they operate a lower temperatures, and the
anode and cathode streams are separated, electrochemical reactions do not produce these byproducts, and therefore emit a cleaner final exhaust stream. As such, this work is focused on the
use of fuel cell systems.
Although conceptually the idea of using a fuel cell for this application is valid, significant
engineering considerations must be met to make the system function in a real world
environment. Typical VOC emission streams from industrial solvent based coating operations
have the characteristic of a high volume of air with a low concentration of contaminant (VOC).
Dilution of the feed stream entering the fuel cell will cause significant in-efficiencies, and
therefore for realistic operation the VOC stream will have to be pre-concentrated prior to being
sent to the fuel cell. Furthermore, fuel cells cannot use hydrocarbon based fuels directly. These
fuels must be at least partially converted to hydrogen (and/or carbon monoxide for high
temperature fuel cells) before they can be utilized. This means after the pre-concentrator, the
VOCs must be sent through a reforming operation to convert the VOCs into a usable fuel
derivative.
The last consideration is the type of fuel cell that must be used. Low to moderate temperature
(800C to 2200C) fuel cells require specific noble metal catalysts to ensure the reaction rate is
sufficient for practical application. These catalysts tend to be expensive to purchase and prone to
carbon monoxide poisoning. For high temperature fuel cells (6500C to 11000C), the catalyst
requirements are relaxed because the elevated operating temperatures ensure a sufficient reaction
rate 2. The catalysts in high temperature cells are more robust, and instead of being poisoned by
carbon monoxide, can actually use them as a fuel source, as high temperature operations allow
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for internal reforming. For this reason, the choice of fuel cell in this project was the Solid Oxide
Fuel Cell (SOFC).
Overall this means the system will need to consist of a VOC concentrator unit, followed by a
reforming unit, and finally the SOFC. A schematic overview of the system flow is seen below in
Figure 1.

VOC + Air

Reformer

H2 +

Fuel Cell

H2O +CO2

CO

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the SOFC-VOC hybrid VOC abatement system.

1.1 Research Contributions
Currently, Ford has a program in place for the development of this technology. They have
studied the use of various fuel cells (SOFC and MCFC), as well as the Stirling engine to perform
the simultaneous VOC destruction and energy recovery. Although their system shows promise,
no data is publicly available for review.
In this work, a new hybrid VOC abatement system with the dual purpose of destroying VOCs
and generating energy for useful work or distribution was modelled; with the model being used
to evaluate the system. During this model based design process the following has been done:
Development of a VOC abatement technology rating tool to be used to compare and
contrast the effectiveness of various VOC abatement technologies against one another;
Lifecycle analysis performed on three mainstream VOC abatement systems
(Regenerative Thermal Oxidizer, Carbon Adsorption System, and Biofilter) for a medium
sized automotive part painting facility;
A HYSYS steady-state model was created of a hybrid SOFC-VOC abatement system to
complete a detailed thermodynamic and parametric analysis of the process, and to
develop sizing and lifecycle cost parameters; and,

4

Overall feasibility determined for the hybrid SOFC-VOC abatement system in
comparison to current mainstream technologies using the technology assessment tool and
lifecycle cost analysis.

1.2 Thesis Structure
This thesis is divided into six main sections. Chapter 2 provides a review of the issues associated
with the release of VOC compounds into the atmosphere, beginning with associated health
effects on human and plant life. Moreover, this chapter reviews legislation and guidelines that
have been established in various countries around the world regarding the emission of VOCs
from industrial coating operations. Next it provides an explanation of the mainstream
technologies being currently utilized in add-on situations for industrial coating operations.
Lastly, it describes fuel cell operations (specifically the Solid Oxide Fuel Cell).
Chapter 3 documents a Technology Assessment Tool that was developed to allow for the
objective comparison of VOC abatement technologies against one another. The chapter also
outlines a case study in which the Technology Assessment Tool can be used to provide an
objective comparison of current VOC abatement technologies to the SOFC hybrid abatement
system.
Chapter 4 outlines the model based design process used to develop the SOFC hybrid abatement
system, and examines the considerations involved in creating this design.
Chapter 5 validates the model through comparison to published literature values, and by use of
several Design of Experiment‟ Factorial Analysis. This chapter also uses the results of the
factorial analyses to assist with the optimization of the model. Lastly, this model utilizes the
techniques outlined in Chapter 3 to develop a lifecycle analysis of the SOFC abatement system,
and to develop objective comparison criteria.
Chapter 6 summarizes the results of this work, and provides a direction for the next stage of
research for this promising technology.
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Chapter 2: BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
To justify the need to develop an abatement system that can simultaneously destroy volatile
organic compounds and extract the energy contained within these compounds requires a
fundamental understanding in following:
Health effects of volatile organic compounds in the atmosphere, and their contribution to
the impairment of local air quality;
The political strategies being used by governments to regulate industrial emissions;
The current status of VOC abatement systems, their operational principles, their overall
efficiency; and,
The general operation of fuel cells.

2.1 Volatile Organic Compound Structure and Health Effects
VOCs are compounds primarily composed of hydrogen and carbon that are found in products
such as solvents, paints, inks, petroleum, oils, and fuels 3. At ambient conditions these
compounds are found in the liquid phase, but they have a characteristically high vapour pressure
causing a significant percentage to be lost to vaporization 3. For this reason, human activities are
seen to be the major source of VOCs in the local atmosphere of urban centers.
This class of compounds is quite extensive, and as a result, their importance as ambient air
pollutants has only recently been recognized 3. For compounds specific to industrial coating
operations (e.g. alkenes, ketones, acetates), the environmental issues are more readily quantified.
There are two reasons for this:
The main degradation pathway for these specific VOCs is through photochemical
oxidation to ozone in presence of nitrogen oxides; and,
The measurement of ground level ozone concentrations has come to the forefront of
public concern 3.
At ground level, ozone is a substance that can cause significant harm to both plant and animal
life. In humans, ozone has been proven to impair the function of the upper respiratory tract
In urban centers, this translates into detrimentally affecting the local populace while
6

3, 4

.

simultaneously placing increased strain on healthcare systems. In plants, ozone has been seen to
inhibit photosynthetic activity and weaken the overall health of plants 4, 5. In rural environments,
elevated ozone concentrations will have the ability to lower crop yields and negatively impact
natural ecosystems 4, 5.
VOCs can also directly impact human health, as some compounds effect human senses through
odour, some exert a narcotic effect when inhaled, and others may be toxic 3. In particular, for
industrial coating operations, it is the odour threshold which will cause the most problem. This
is because odour is a difficult concern to objectively quantify. For a typical industrial coating
plant using solvent based coatings in close proximity to residential or commercial sites, odour
detection of the solvents can have major repercussions in regards to business operations. For
example, if in Ontario Canada, if a resident were to detect a solvent odour, and complain about
this odour to the local Ministry of Environment Office (MOE), the MOE would launch an
investigation. If the investigation found that an industrial coating operation using solvent based
coatings was in close proximity to the resident, the onus would be on the facility to prove the
odour was not coming from their facility. Furthermore, if the facility was positively identified as
the source of emission, the facility would likely have to implement an odour reduction strategy
(regardless if their emissions were proven to be below the regulated emission thresholds for
those particular VOCs). This would typically involve some sort of VOC abatement.

2.2 Regulatory Overview
In this section, the current status of regulatory/non-regulatory VOC emission control programs is
explored. The scope of this section is to include legislation put in place in Canada and the
United States with a focus relating to solvent based coating operations.
2.2.1 Canada
In Canada, VOC emission rates and limits are controlled at the provincial and federal levels.
Federally, Environment Canada (EC) published proposed concentration limits for several sectors
utilizing VOCs in significant amounts. The aim is to curb the overall use of VOCs. The sectors
of concern were subdivided as follows:
Architectural Coatings; and,
Automotive Refinishing Products,
7

EC estimates that through the implementation of these VOC reduction guidelines, annual VOC
emissions from automotive refinishing operations would reduce by 40% (reductions from the
alterations in the architectural products have not been quantified). Table 1 below outlines
Canadian regulatory and non-regulatory requirements.
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Table 1: Regulatory and non-regulatory guidance applicable to Canadian jurisdictions.
Governing
Body

Document Title

Implication

Canada
(CCME)

PN 1318 - Recommended CCME
Standards and Guidelines for the
Reduction of VOC Emissions From
Canadian Automotive Parts Coatings
Operations

Guidance document recommending minimum VOC
emission standards for Automotive Coating
Operations.

Canada Federal
(Environment
Canada)

Proposed limits for the amount of
VOCs allowed in various types of
coatings (April 2008)
http://www.ec.gc.ca/nopp/voc/EN/bk
g.cfm6
NPRI – mandatory annual reporting
Ambient Air Quality Objectives and
Guidelines

NPRI - annual reporting of VOCs mandatory for
industries meeting certain threshold size requirements.
Information is made publicly available.

Provincially:
New Brunswick

Clean Air Act

Under this Act, facilities meeting certain size
restrictions must apply for an approval to emit a
contaminant. VOCs are included. Class 1 approvals
require public consultation.

Provincially:
Ontario

Ontario EPA, O. Reg. 419, O. Reg.
127

OEPA – Requires facilities to obtain approval prior to
operating systems that will emit a contaminant
(includes VOCs)
O. Reg. 419 - Sets out threshold limits for individual
compounds (includes VOCs)
O. Reg. 127 – Mandatory annual reporting criteria

Provincially:
Quebec

Environmental Quality Act Air
Quality Regulation, Division V,
Emission of Organic Compounds
R.Q. c.Q-2,r.20 Articles 12, 13 and
15

Article 12 – outlines general emission rates allowable
for substances baked or heated
Article 13 – outlines incineration limits if the general
limits cannot be met
Article 15 – outlines specific emission rates to various
types of coatings

Canadian
Provincially:
Alberta

Sets out guidelines for various contaminants that all
industrial facilities must remain below. Includes
various VOCs.

Provincially, there are only four provinces that have specifically implemented guidance and/or
regulatory requirements with regards to VOC emissions. Alberta, New Brunswick, and Ontario
all have implemented mandatory emission limits that all industrial facilities must abide by. New
Brunswick and Ontario in particular have permitting requirements that facilities must meet prior
to beginning or altering a process. Quebec outlines the actual emission rate of processes specific
to the operation taking place.
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2.2.2 United States
In the United States, the Federal government instituted 40CFR63, to limit the emission of
contaminants from various sectors. Each subpart of the regulation pertains to a specific sector.
An example is Subpart PPPP which pertains to Surface Coating of Plastic Parts and Products.
The plan limits the amount of VOC emission limits based upon what substrate the coating is
being applied to. The rule applies to major sources that use more than 100 gallons of coating per
year that contain HAPs, or greater than 10 tons of any individual HAP, or greater than 25 tons of
total HAPs.
Furthermore, individual states, and groups of states have implemented their own regulations that
go beyond those limitations imposed by the United States Federal Government. These include
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, New York, and California. Tables 2 and 3 outline the rules in place
governing the emission of VOCs throughout the United States.
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Table 2: Summary of the regulated requirements put in place by the Environmental Protection
Agency (Federal) of the United States.
Governing
Body
United States
Federal
Government

Document Title

Implication

40CFR63, National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) outlines
limits for various sectors and various
compounds.
Subpart IIII – Auto and light duty truck
surface coating
Subpart T – Degreasing Organic Cleaners
Subpart NNNN – Large Appliance
Subpart EE – Magnetic Tape Surface Coating
Subpart KKKK – Metal Can Surface Coating
Subpart SSSS – Metal Coil Surface Coating
Subpart RRRR – Metal Furniture Surface
Coating
Subpart HHHHH – Misc. Coating Mfg.
Subpart FFFF – Misc. Organic Chemical
Production and Process
Subpart HHHHHH – Paint Stripping and
Misc. Surface Coating Operations
Subpart PPPP – Plastic Parts Surface Coating
Subpart KK – Printing and Publishing Surface
Coating
Subpart QQQQ – Wood Building Products
Surface Coating
Subpart JJ – Wood Furniture Surface Coating

PSD/NSR
8
http://www.epa.gov/nsr/
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Each subpart is specific to the operation or
sector involved. Example, Subpart PPPP sets
out limits for the Plastic Parts Surface Coating
Sector. In the guideline, the following
limitations are placed:
Affects:
Facilities that are considered a major source,
located at a major source, or part of a major
source of a HAP, and uses ≥ 100 gallons of
coatings annually.
Compliance Dates:
Initial start-up on or before Dec-04-2002, then
considered existing source and must comply by
April 19, 2007
Initial start-up after Dec-04-2002, then you are a
new source and you must comply by April 19,
2004, or your initial start-up date.
Compliance Requirements:
General Coating Use 0.16kg HAP/kg of coating
solid
Auto Lamp Coating 0.26 or 0.45 kg HAP/kg of
coating solid
TPO 0.22 or 0.26 kg HAP/kg of coating solid
New Assembled On-Road Vehicle 1.34 kg
HAP/kg of coating solid
http://www.epa.gov/ttn/atw/mactfnlalph.html7
Pre-construction permitting agreements for
emissions. Also applies when modifying
facilities or processes.

Table 3: Summary of the regulated requirements put in place by the individual States of the United
States.
Governing
Body
California
(LA area)

California
(San
Francisco
Area)
Illinois

Indiana
Michigan

Document Title

Implication

Rule 1122 – Solvent Degreasers
Rule 1125 – Metal Container, Closure and Coil Coating
Operations
Rule 1132- Further Control of VOC Emissions from HighEmitting Spray Booth Facilities
Rule 1141 – Control of VOC Emissions from Resin Coating
Operations
Rule 1145- Plastic, Rubber, Leather and Glass Coatings
Rule 1171 – Solvent Cleaning Operations
9
http://www.aqmd.gov/rules/index.html
Regulation 8 outlines all volatile organic compounds rules
http://www.baaqmd.gov/dst/regulations/index.htm 10

New and existing sources

Title 35: Environmental Protection –
Parts 218 - 220Organic Material Emission Standards And
Limitations

New and existing sources
www.ipcb.state.il.us/SLR/IPCB
andIEPAEnvironmentalRegulati
11
ons-Title35.asp
New facilities as of January
1980
Outlines emission limits and
permit requirements.
http://www.deq.state.mi.us/apcr
12
ats/toc_collapsible_2.shtml

Article 8, 326 IAC Volatile Organic Compound Rules
http://www.in.gov/legislative/iac/T03260/A00080.PDF
Rule 336.1601 to Rule 336.1661 outline emission rules for
existing sources of VOCs
Rule 336.1707 to Rule 336.1710 outline emission rules for
new sources of VOCs

Minnesota

None beyond NESHAP

New York

New York State Environmental Conservation Rules and
Regulations (6NYCRR) Part 228 Surface Coating Processes
http://www.dec.ny.gov/regs/4214.html15

Ohio

None beyond NESHAP
16
http://www.epa.state.oh.us/dapc/regs/3745-21/21_09.pdf
None beyond NESHAP
http://www.pacode.com/secure/data/025/chapter129/chap129t
13
oc.html

Pennsylvania

Wisconsin

Chapter NR 419 Storage and NR 422.083 Plastic Parts Coating
17
http://dnr.wi.gov/air/rules/NR400toc.htm
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New and existing sources

http://www.pca.state.mn.us/air/a
13, 14
ir_mnrules.html
Applies to all new permits
issued after July 23, 2003 to:
- all facilities in New York City
Metropolitan Area
- facilities emitting more than
25 tons/year VOCs Lower
Orange County Metropolitan
Area
-facilities emitting more than 50
tons/year VOCs in other areas
of the state

Outlines emission limits of
weight of VOC per volume of
coating for various types of
coatings
New and existing sources

2.3 Mainstream VOC Abatement Systems
VOC abatement systems are divided into two main categories; destruction, and recovery 18.
Destruction technologies involve oxidation of the VOC substances to their most basic form;
namely, carbon dioxide, and water (for hydrocarbons containing chlorine or sulphur, the exhaust
will also include HCl and SO2) 19. Recovery technologies, simply remove the contaminant from
the exhaust stream for recovery or further treatment. Figure 2 below outlines this division, and
includes subcategories for each type of system.
VOC Source

Measures at the Source (not discussed in this paper)

Add on Measures

Recovery

Adsorption
Condensation

Destruction

Absorption
Biological Oxidation

Biofilter

Biotrickling
filter

Thermal Oxidation
Catalytic

Bioscrubber

Non-Catalytic

Figure 2: Categorization of VOC abatement technology systems.

2.3.1 Destructive Technologies
Destructive technologies use oxidative processes to break down complex VOC compounds to
their most basic constituents. These technologies can be further sub-divided into thermal
oxidation and biological oxidation.

2.3.1.1 Thermal Oxidation
Thermal oxidation (incineration) is the process of raising and maintaining the temperature of a
combustible substance above its auto-ignition temperature in the presence of oxygen to complete
its conversion to carbon dioxide and water 19, 20. The process is quite effective, and virtually any
gaseous organic stream may be safely incinerated given the proper design, engineering, and
maintenance conditions 1.
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Design parameters are a function of the feed stream composition, and consist of residence time,
combustion chamber temperature, and turbulence 20, 21. Knowledge of these parameters will
provide enough information to develop a system lifecycle cost. To minimize capital and
operational costs, it is always recommended that the designer attempt to lower the total volume
of air that is being sent to the thermal oxidizer 21. This could mean either concentrating the
emission before it enters the thermal oxidizer, or incorporating some sort of air re-circulation
system in the process to minimize clean air sent to the system21. There are practical upper limits
to the level of concentration that can be achieved, as most municipal/regional fire prevention
governing bodies and insurance companies limit the concentration of emission going through
thermal oxidizers to below 25% of the lower explosive limit (LEL)

20-22

. This is a preventative

measure used to minimize the risk of fires or explosions within the system, and can be
considered part of the design constraint to meet current legislative requirements.
Another aspect of the design is the recovery of heat. Since these systems are operating between
temperatures of 6500C to 1,1000C it is standard practice to design the system to retain as much
heat as possible 20, 21. One method involves using heat exchangers to transfer heat from the
exhaust side of the oxidizer to the feed stream. When this type of heat recovery is used the
thermal oxidizer is called a Recuperative Thermal Oxidizer 21. The second method of recovering
heat involves the use of multiple beds packed with a ceramic type insulating material. Prior to
entering the combustion chamber the feed stream is preheated as it is sent through one or more of
these heated ceramic beds 21. When the reaction is complete, the hot exhaust stream coming
from the combustion chamber is sent through one of the cold ceramic beds exchanging heat with
this bed to prepare it for the next volume of feed 20. The bed packing normally has a very high
rate of heat recovery, and can last between 5 to 10 years 19. These systems are called
Regenerative Thermal Oxidizers. Both the recuperative and regenerative thermal oxidizers can
be referred to as RTO‟s. Figure 3 and 4 below illustrates both styles of RTO.
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Cycle 1:
1.) Emission enters Bed 1, exchanges heat with
it, causing Bed 1 to cool down and the
emission stream to be preheated prior to
combustion
2.) After combustion, the product exchanges
heat with Bed 2, causing Bed 2 to heat up,
and the emission stream to cool down.
Cycle 2:
1.) Bed 1 is now the cool bed, and Bed 2 is
now the hot bed.
2.) The emission now enters Bed 2, and
exits from Bed 1. This preheats the
emission stream prior to combustion,
heats Bed 1, and cools Bed 2. It is now
ready for the next cycle.

Emission

Bed 1
Combustion Area

Bed 2

Bed 1

Product

Product

Combustion Area

Emission

Bed 2

Figure 3: Illustration of the Regenerative type thermal oxidizer operating/heat exchange cycle.

Figure 4: Recuperative type thermal oxidizer heat exchange cycle.

Catalytic thermal oxidation is essentially the same as thermal oxidation, except catalysts are used
to modify the chemical kinetics of the reaction such that combustion can occur at a lower
temperature. Limitations exist on which types of exhaust streams this process can be used, as
certain combustion by-products from certain contaminants may poison the catalyst (e.g. when
corrosive by-products are produced like HCl) 21.
Overall, thermal oxidation is an attractive VOC abatement option because it can be used for
complex mixtures of compounds, and it can provide very high levels of control (destruction
15

efficiency range of 95% – 99.9%) 19, 21. On the downside, once these systems are designed, they
are set for a specific residence time which is very difficult to change 20. Furthermore, thermal
oxidizers are not well-suited to exhaust streams with highly variable flow rates, because the
reduced residence time and poor mixing resulting from high flow rates decrease the
completeness of combustion, which causes the combustion chamber temperature to fall and the
destruction efficiency to drop20.

For a typical hydrocarbon emission stream, a characteristic

residence time would range between 0.5 sec to 2 sec, with temperatures between 650 0C to 1,100
0

C (1,200 F - 2,000 F)19, 21.

Often the VOC stream may not provide the appropriate concentration of VOCs to support
combustion, and then there is the additional cost of adding fuel (e.g. natural gas) to the stream.
Lastly, despite having substantially efficient heat recovery systems, auxiliary fuel costs, and
electrical consumption arising from circulating air through the system add significantly to the
operational costs.

2.3.1.2 Biological Oxidation
Biological oxidation processes work by making use of microbial populations that are able to
utilize volatile organic compounds as the primary source for both their catabolic (respiration) and
anabolic (growth) requirements 23. The basic concept is to immobilize micro organisms (bacteria
and fungi) in a packed porous bed or media through which nutrients and pollutants may flow
24, 24

18,

. Nutrients, nitrogen, and phosphorus, are supplied to the culture through a mixed solution,

while the pollutants are allowed to flow through the media. The immobilized microbial
population will utilize the pollutants as their primary carbon source for growth and metabolism,
oxidizing the VOC components to their most basic form of carbon dioxide, water, salts and
biomass 24.
The outcome is a relatively safe process that results in degradation of VOC compounds to carbon
dioxide, water, nitrogen oxides, and salts. The main criteria to ensure successful operation lies in
controlling the microbial population health and growth rates.
This can be done by ensuring the following are met:
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1. Carbon, oxygen, water, and nutrient sources are provided to cells to meet their catabolic and
anabolic requirements,
2. Carbon, oxygen and nutrient sources provided to the cells are able to reach the cells; and,
3. Biomass and wastes produced as a result of oxidation; do not accumulate in or around the
microbial population 23.
Peat/compost

Inert Support

Treated Gas

Microrganism
biofilm on peat
Biofilter
Material
Effluent Gas

Particle
Removal

Humidify
Packed Tower

Figure 5: Illustrative depiction of a typical biofilter operation 18.

These three requirements can be met by understanding the contaminant type (and concentration),
the substrate used to support cell growth, the physiochemical parameters of the system, and
nutrient and moisture requirements of the bed 23.
The biodegradability of a pollutant type is dependent on the VOC transfer rate to the biofilm, and
the VOC biodegradation rate of the microbial population 23. The VOC transfer rate depends
upon three basic processes: transport of the VOC and oxygen from the gas phase to the liquid
phase, transport of the VOC, oxygen and nutrients from the liquid phase to the surface of the
biofilm, and simultaneous diffusion and biotransformation of VOC, oxygen and nutrients within
the biofilm 25. Delhomnie and Heitz summarized the average time requirements for the
completion of these main mechanisms within biofilters. Figure 6 below is a representation of
this figure.
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Mortality
Microbial growth
Reaction
Diffusion
Convection

0.001

0.001

10

1,000

100,000

10,000,000

Characteristic Times (sec)

Figure 6: Average time taken for the main mechanisms in the biofilter 23.

Figure 6, illustrates that in comparison to the reaction within the cell, diffusion and convection
can be on the order of 1000 times slower than the cellular reaction rate. This indicates that mass
transport (diffusion & convection) activities in and around the microbial population could be the
limiting factor for the overall biodegradation. For VOCs in particular, this occurs because
industrial paint exhausts are composed of solvents with poor water solubility. This solubility
relates to poor liquid-gas phase interactions, leading to poor pollutant-biofilm absorption rates,
thereby potentially limiting overall degradation rates 23.
The substrate is one of the most integral parts of these systems because it provides a safe and
habitable environment for microbial populations to grow. The ideal media would have the
following characteristics:
1. Resistance to compaction (high tensile strength);
2. Moisture and nutrient holding capacity;
3. High surface area for bacterial attachment and improved VOC mass transfer;
4. Good for bacterial attachment (rough, porous, large surface area and
hydrophilic); and,
5. pH buffering capacity 24.
Medias such as compost, peat, and soil have excellent water retention capacities, but may be
prone to compaction events 23. Compaction has a tendency to create fixed pathways throughout
18

the media, limiting gas and nutrient distribution resulting in inefficient conversions, or worse,
cell death. Inorganic medias have high tensile strengths mitigating against compaction, however,
microbial populations have trouble adhering to these surfaces (particularly metals and glasses),
and can sometimes fall and block gas diffusion pathways 18, 25. Furthermore, inorganic medias
do not store/hold moisture near as well as organic media do, and therefore will require microbial
inoculation and robust systems in place to ensure moisture and nutrient contents in the media
remain suitable for the microbial population. Table 4 summarizes the most important properties
for various biofilter media as outlined by Devinny et. al 24.
Table 4: Summary of important Properties of Common Biofilter Materials 24.
Characteristic

Compost

Peat

Soil

Inert Materials
(i.e. activated
carbon, perlite)
None

Synthetic
Material

Indigenous microbial
population
Surface Area

High

Medium-low

High

Medium

High

Low-medium

High

High

Air permeability

Medium

High

Low

Medium-High

Very High

Assimilable nutrient
content
Pollutant Sorption
Capacity
Lifetime

High

Medium-High

High

None

None

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low-High

None-High

2-4 years

2-4 years

> 30 years

> 5 years

> 15 years

None

Cost

Low

Low

Very Low

Medium-High

Very High

General Applicability

Easy, Cost
effective

Medium, water
control problems

Easy, low-activity
biofilters

Needs nutrients,
may be expensive

Prototype

Biological oxidation can be very cost effective provided the system has been designed properly.
The main consideration for these systems is in understanding the properties of the emission
stream and matching a biological system that can handle the requirements. Unfortunately,
because of the complex processes that occur within the biofilter, the design process for these
systems can be much more tedious than for other systems 24. High residence times correlate to
large bed sizes, or in economic terms, large facility space requirements. Lastly, because of the
nature of these systems, increased operator training and effort is required to ensure smooth
operation. Overall, these systems are only economical if a low level of control is required, and
if a large area of land is available for installation.
2.3.2 Recovery Technologies
Adsorption, absorption, and condensation are among the leading recovery technologies used to
separate VOC emissions from process exhaust streams. An added consideration for these
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technologies is what to do with the captured contaminant once the process has been completed.
In some cases, it is feasible to recover the pollutant with sufficient purity as a commodity for
resale. In other cases, a final disposal step is required to complete the abatement process.

2.3.2.1 Adsorption
In nature, the attractive forces holding a solid together do not suddenly end at the surface of the
solid. These forces can reach out beyond the surface and attract and retain molecules and ions of
other substances in which it may come into contact with. This simply means that when a bulk
fluid is in the presence of a solid surface, the solid surface will accumulate some of the
molecules of the bulk fluid. This phenomenon is called adsorption, and the extent to which the
process will occur depends upon the characteristics of the bulk fluid (adsorbate), and the solid
(adsorbent) 26. An important thing to realize is that if the bulk fluid contains a variety of
molecules, each type of molecule will have a different affinity for the solid 26. It is this
difference in affinity that can be exploited to utilize adsorption as a separation or purification
process.
Adsorption itself can be subdivided into two main categories which depend upon the actual
interactions occurring between the adsorbate and the adsorbent. Physical adsorption is the
process in which weak intermolecular forces such as dipole moments, polarization forces,
dispersive forces, or short range repulsive forces interact with one another to form a weak
connection 27. Chemio-adsorption refers to adsorption where valence forces arising from the
redistribution of electrons between the solid surface and the adsorbed atoms. This distinction is
important, because with physical adsorption, the interactions holding the adsorbate to the
adsorbent are weak and so the process is reversible27. This means the adsorbent can be reused by
regenerating the adsorbent, allowing recovery of the adsorbate material. This is especially useful
if an adsorbate-adsorbent system is chosen too preferentially adsorb one molecule from the bulk
fluid over another (selectivity). In chemio-adsorption, the target molecules are strongly held
therefore making the process difficult to reverse and the adsorbate difficult to recover. This
means the adsorbent will now become a waste (depending on the adsorbed compound, it could
be considered a hazardous waste) because it may only be able to be used for one cycle.
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For the recovery of VOCs from airstreams, adsorption has become a feasible separation process,
with the VOC molecules being the target adsorbates that are preferentially adsorbed to the
appropriate adsorbent (normally activated carbon or zeolite). Design considerations require in
depth knowledge of the emission stream and characteristics of available adsorbents 28.
For the emission stream, the important parameters tend to be the concentration of the target
species in the carrier (normally as a partial pressure for gases), the overall system pressure, and
physical characteristics like the molecular size and shape, polarity, bulk density, particle size,
particle shape, size distribution, particle porosity, and pore size. For the adsorbent, there are
numerous characteristics that must be taken into account, and these are listed and described in
Table 5 below 29.
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Table 5: Description of the main characteristics required of the adsorbent when developing an
adsorption system design. 29
Characteristic

Description

What does it tell you or how is it measured

Physical
Considerations

1. Particle density
2. bulk density
3. pore volume
4. particle size
kg of adsorbate/kg of
adsorbent

Allow determination of equipment size (volume of adsorber vessel),
and pressure drop expected.

Capacity for
Adsorbate

Most important adsorbent characteristic
Allows for calculation of cost of adsorbent required
Allows for calculation of volume (when used with physical
characteristics listed above
Determined using isotherms (fix temperature, and measure
capacity vs. partial pressure of adsorbate)
Can be determined using isoteres or isobars (not normally)

Selectivity

Ratio of the capacity of
one component to
another in a given fluid

Determines the purity obtainable for purification processes
Ratio approaches a constant value as concentration drops close to
zero
Smaller selectivity means larger equipment is needed

Regenerability of
adsorbent

The ability of a
substance to be
removed from an
adsorbent

Heat of adsorption provides a relative amount of energy required
to perform regeneration (lower values are better)
Normally, the first couple regeneration cycles result in
significant loss in capacity, then there is a gradual decay of
capacity over the overall lifespan of the material
The working capacity is determined after this short term loss of
capacity has been established

Kinetics of
adsorption

Rate of adsorption

Related to intraparticular mass transfer
Slow diffusion can be combated by decreasing particle size, but
then this increases pressure drop, so a balance needs to be found
Helps determine cycle and residence times

Compatibility of
adsorbent to
adsorbate

Reactivity of adsorbate
to adsorbent

Adsorbent should be inert to carrier and adsorbate
Should not irreversibly react with any species in the emission
(i.e., not chemio-adsorb to VOC or carrier)
Reaction conditions should not cause attrition of adsorbent

Cost

Basic capital cost

Wide ranges, but can be between $0.30/ lbs to $50 / lbs

By far the most important characteristic of the adsorbent is the capacity 29. The capacity is
defined through the use of adsorption equilibrium data 28. When a gas is exposed to a solid
surface, gas molecules will strike the surface. Some of the molecules will stick to the surface
and become adsorbed, and others will bounce off 28. Initially, the rate of adsorption is high
because the surface of the solid is bare, but over time, the rate will decrease. While this is
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happening, molecules previously adsorbed to the surface will begin to leave (desorb). Over time,
the decreasing rate of adsorption will equilibrate with the increasing rate of desorption. This will
continue until the two rates are equal, meaning the surface of the solid is in adsorption
equilibrium with the gas.
For a given adsorbent-adsorbate system, the equilibrium amount is a function of pressure and
temperature as described by equation 1 below.

Equation 1

In this equation, x/m is the amount adsorbed (in mass) per unit mass of adsorbent at the
equilibrium pressure and temperature.
The adsorption equilibrium amount can then be described in three ways:
1. Isotherm – hold temperature constant, and plot capacity vs. concentration;
2. Isobar – hold pressure constant, and plot capacity vs. temperature; or,
3. Isotere – hold capacity constant, and plot concentration vs. temperature.
The most convenient and typically most utilized form of the adsorption equilibrium is the
isotherm. By developing an equilibrium relationship through the isotherm, one can also
determine the other important adsorbent parameters. For instance, through development of the
isotherm one also will determine:
Kinetics of the adsorption process reaction;
Heat of adsorption, which provides information on the regenerability;
Selectivity of the adsorbent for specific compounds when compared to established
standards; and,
Cost because it is related to how much adsorbent is required.
The isotherm itself has been defined many times by many authors using kinetic, statistical, and
thermodynamic methods, and empirically through experimentation30, 31. In many cases the
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isotherms developed are only applicable under a very specific set of conditions. Nonetheless, the
most common isotherm shapes have been categorized and identified with general performance
predictions. These are depicted below:

Figure 7: The five types of pure-component gas-adsorption isotherms in the classification of
Bruanauer, Deming, Deming, and Teller. Also called the BET classification. 26.

Each isotherm shape depicts general operating characteristics which can be exploited during the
adsorption/desorption process.
Overall, designing adsorption systems can become quite cumbersome, as many factors influence
the actual performance of the technology. In industrial design situations, the isotherm
relationship is the key, and therefore tends to be determined empirically. Once the empirical
relationship between loading and pressure at various temperatures has been developed, operating
criteria such as adsorption times, desorption times, overall cycle times, operating temperatures
for each cycle, and the amount of purge gas can be predicted. This information can then be used
to determine operational needs, and more importantly operational costs.

2.3.2.2 Absorption
Absorption involves the selective transfer of a gas to a specific solvent depending on the
solubility of the gas in the liquid, and the mass transfer of the gas to the gas-liquid interface 32.
The diffusional component is made up of both molecular and turbulent diffusion, for which
turbulent diffusion is orders of magnitude higher. For this reason, absorption systems are
designed to maximize turbulence during absorption by flowing both the liquid solvent and gas
contaminant through a randomly packed solid column 32. The basic structure of the column and
packing material is designed to increase the contact surface area increasing the overall mass
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transfer of the absorbate to the solvent. A typical system operation would be to percolate the
absorbent liquid through the top of the column down, and allow the contaminant gas to pass from
the bottom of the column upwards.

2.3.2.3 Condensation
Separating VOCs by condensation is accomplished by one of two processes: holding the
temperature constant and increasing the pressure (compression condensation), or holding the
pressure constant and lowering the temperature (refrigeration condensation) 20. Most
condensation systems are refrigeration type condensation units 20. For efficient operation these
systems are limited to VOCs with boiling points above 100 F and relatively high concentrations
above 5,000 ppm 33, 34.

2.4 Fuel Cell Operation and Considerations
The fuel cell is an energy conversion device used to transform chemical reaction energy into
electricity. It was discovered in 1839 by Sir William Grove 35, 36. Through experimentation, he
was able to demonstrate that electricity could be produced via the reaction of hydrogen with
oxygen over a catalyst 37.
The general reaction taking place is an oxidation-reduction reaction between a fuel and oxidant
(typically hydrogen and oxygen). The orientation of the fuel cell is to have an electrolyte
sandwiched between two electrodes 38. Both electrodes serve the same general purpose, which is
to provide a porous medium for the chemical reaction to take place, provide an interface between
the electrolyte and the electrode, catalyze the respective reactions, and allow a path for electron
transport to and from the external load 39. The type of fuel cell denotes which electrode will
form the ion, but in general, one electrode will form an ion, and the other will consume it 39.
During that process, electrons are formed and transported externally out of the fuel cell. The
purpose of the electrolyte is to allow the selective transport of ions through it, facilitating the
movement from one electrode to the other 39. This ensures that the reactant and oxidant are
physically separated, preventing direct combustion of the reactants. Figure 8 illustrates the
general orientation of the Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC), and Figure 9
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illustrates the general orientation of the Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC). In comparing the figures
you will note that in the PEMFC, the ion is generated at the anode (and has a positive charge),
while in the SOFC, the ion is generated in the cathode (and has a negative charge).

Figure 8: General schematic of a PEMFC and PAFC. Fuel (in this case hydrogen) moves into the
anode, reacts to form a positive ion, which is then transferred through the electrolyte onto the
cathode. At the cathode, these protons react with oxygen, releasing two electrons.

Figure 9: Schematic of an SOFC. Oxygen enters the anode, where it is reacted to form oxygen
anions. These anions are transported across the electrolyte to the cathode. On the cathode, water
(or carbon dioxide if carbon monoxide is used as a fuel) forms with the anion while losing two
electrons.

As a summary, Table 6 outlines basic functions and components of the general fuel cell.
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Table 6: Summarization of general fuel cell components, their functions, and requirements.
Component

Purpose

Requirements

Electrodes
(anode –> fuel)
(cathode -> air)

Catalyze the reactions
Provides a site for the
reaction occur
Allows for electron transport
into and out of the cell

Porous, conductive, and catalytic

Electrolyte

Conducts the movement of
ions
Physically separates the
reactants preventing
combustion

Must promote the movement of ions
Must have similar thermal expansion
properties as the electrodes (more important
in high temperature fuel cells

Reactants

Consist of Fuel and Air

Is the source of electrons from which the
current is developed

Supports

Physical supporting
structure.

Materials must be compatible with the
operating conditions (Temperatures and
Pressures)

2.4.1 General Fuel Cell Performance
The promise of efficient and direct conversion of chemical to electrical energy makes fuel cells
an attractive technology 40. Although the same can be said for batteries, comparing the two
technologies will highlight why such intense research is being focused on fuel cell technologies.
In terms of similarities, they both have the same basic function (to generate power from
electrochemical reactions), and both are considered galvanic cells which consist of two
electrodes (anode and cathode), and an electrolyte 37. Also, in both, the reactions that occur force
electrons to move through the electrodes to and from an external load 37. Lastly, individual
batteries and fuel cells both produce small direct current (DC) voltages, which can be amplified
to obtain useful power if the individual units are combined together in series or parallel
configurations.
The major difference lies in the composition of the electrodes. In batteries, the anode and
cathode are composed of materials, which are consumed during the reaction. This means the
usable lifespan of a battery is dependent upon how long it takes for the reactions to consume the
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electrodes 37. Conversely, in a fuel cell, the consumable portion of the electrodes is supplied
externally, meaning it will run as long as fuel and oxidant are supplied to it 37.
In this research, a fuel cell will be utilized in a stationary power generation application. For this
particular use, the fuel cell is compared to a heat engine, because as mentioned previously, a
Stirling Engine could be utilized as the energy generator. Fuel cells are superior to heat engines
for several reasons. First, they have a higher thermodynamic efficiency, second, the
electrochemical reactions taking place in fuel cells produce far less pollution then the
combustion reactions associated with heat engines; and finally, fuel cells operate more efficiently
at partial load 41.
The heat engine is a physical device that converts thermal energy to work 42. It operates on a
thermal cycle that exploits the temperature gradient between a hot source and cold sink 42. In a
heat engine, the following steps take place:
1. Receives heat from a high temperature source (combustion process like from a coal
furnace or nuclear reactor);
2. Converts part of this heat to mechanical work (e.g. through a turbine, or moving piston on
a crankshaft); and finally,
3. Rejects the remaining heat to a low temperature sink (typically the atmosphere)
The efficiency of both the heat engine and the fuel cell can be described using a first law of
thermodynamics analysis. This means defining the efficiency as the difference between what is
being used in comparison to what is being supplied. For the heat engine, French scientist Sadi
Carnot proposed that theoretically, the most efficient heat engine would require all processes to
occur reversibly42. This means expansion and compression steps would be both isothermal and
adiabatic 42. The ideal heat engine cycle is called the Carnot cycle, and its efficiency can be
described by the Equation below:

Equation 2
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In Equation 2, TL refers to the temperature of the low temperature sink, T H refers to the
temperature of the high temperature sink, and ηCarnot refers to the Carnot efficiency 43. TL is
usually limited by atmospheric conditions, and therefore the Carnot efficiency will depend upon
the temperature of the high temperature sink (combustion chamber) 43.
For a fuel cell, the efficiency is determined by a comparison between the maximum work a cell
will perform in comparison to the chemical energy input into the cell. The maximum work is
equal to the change in Gibbs free energy between the products and reactants, which is equal to
the work required to push electrons through a potential difference. Mathematically, this is
described in Equations 3 and 4 43.

Equation 3
Equation 4

For equation 3, WMax,cell refers to the maximum work output, ΔG refers to the Gibbs free energy
(or usable energy) of the reaction, ne refers to the number of moles of electrons transferred per
mole of fuel reacted, F refers to the Faraday constant, and E 0 refers to the reversible cell
potential. In Equation 4, ηcell refers to the fuel cell efficiency, and HHV refers to the higher
heating value of water.
With Equations 3 and 4, the efficiency of both systems can be compared. For a reversible fuel
cell running on hydrogen as the fuel and oxygen as the oxidant, the maximum efficiency at 250C
and 1 atm would be equal to 43.
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For a heat engine to reach an equivalent efficiency (0.83), the high temperature reservoir
temperature can be calculated by rearranging Equation 2-1, and substituting in the appropriate
values 2:

Therefore in order for a reversible heat engine to reach the same efficiency as that of a reversible
fuel cell operating on hydrogen and oxygen at 250C and 1 atm, the temperature of the high
temperature reservoir would be very high (14800C). This temperature is significantly higher than
would be seen in normal combustion style generation systems 2.
Practically speaking, the efficiency of a heat engine would be further limited because a portion of
the heat being supplied via the fuel would have to be utilized to reach and maintain the
combustion temperature of the reaction 2. An example of this is in the utilization of methane.
During the combustion reaction of methane, approximately 35% of the heat released in the
combustion reaction is used to reach and maintain the combustion temperature 2.
For a fuel cell, this temperature relationship is not seen because fuel cells operate at one constant
temperature. There is no thermal cycle, and the system is based on an electrochemical reaction
(displacement and movement of electrons), not a combustion reaction. The overall result is a
technology in which a greater amount of the input energy available can be utilized to do useful
work.
This can be better observed by considering the overall processes taking place to transform the
chemical energy into electricity for both the heat engine and the fuel cell. For a heat engine to
transform chemical energy to electricity, there are three distinct steps 28:
1. Chemical energy to heat;
2. Heat into mechanical work; and finally; and,
3. Mechanical work to electrical energy.
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At each step of the process, a portion of the energy input will be lost as entropy. Conversely, for
the fuel cell there is only one step - chemical energy converted to electrical energy. There is no
heat transfer or mechanical work requirement, which in essence means there is much less
opportunity to loose the inputted energy to entropy 37. Figure 10 below illustrates this.

Heat Engine:
Entrop
Chemical

y

Entrop
y

Heat

Mechanical

Energy

Fuel Cell:
Chemical

Entrop
y

Electricity

Work

Entrop
y

Electricity

Energy
Figure 10: A comparison of the processes taking place to create electrical energy for the Heat
Engine and the Fuel Cell. In the Heat Engine, there is more opportunity to lose input energy as
entropy41.

Basic combustion reactions for hydrocarbons involve the reaction of the hydrocarbon with
oxygen to form carbon dioxide and water. This generic equation is depicted in Equation 5
below.

Equation 5

As stated above, this equation does not tell the whole story, and is only valid for perfectly
stoichiometric operations. In practical applications, it is difficult to achieve this ratio because the
oxidant used is not pure oxygen (usually it is air), and the hydrocarbon source is rarely pure. Air
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is composed of about 79% nitrogen, 20% oxygen, with trace components such as argon making
up the remaining composition. To ensure complete combustion of the fuel, typical combustion
reactions are undertaken using excess air. The excess oxygen reacts with nitrogen in air, and
forms nitrogen oxides. Conversely, in situations where the oxygen stoichiometric ratio is too
low, the product mixture of the combustion reaction will include carbon monoxide. Either way
(burning with excess air, or sub-stoichiometric air), the heat engine will produce secondary
pollutants (carbon monoxide and/or nitrogen oxides).
Fuel cell reactions are not combustion reactions. They are oxidation-reduction reactions which
will only form water, and in some cases CO2 (for high temperature cells that can utilize CO as a
fuel). Therefore in comparison to other heat engine technologies, fuel cells do not produce
secondary pollutants 40. This is particularly important when trying to implement energy
generation processes in air sheds heavily taxed with combustion related processes (resulting in
increases in nitrogen oxide concentrations and thus smog). Although the process does form CO2,
the presence of CO and NOX are severely decreased. In particular, it is these situations in which
using fuel cells for the stationary generation of power would be environmentally beneficial.
Despite these benefits, there are also issues associated with utilizing fuel cells for this purpose.
The primary issue is as a result of technology maturity. The long term performance of fuel cells,
and degradation trends of fuel cell components are unknown, and thus provide much uncertainty
in their ability to perform over long periods of time. Furthermore, because these systems are not
being produced in mass numbers, capital production costs are much higher than other systems
being able to generate comparable power.
That being said, these problems can be overcome provided appropriate research is undertaken.
This is the first step in opening the door to this research.

2.4.2 Choosing the Appropriate Fuel Cell for VOC Abatement
The purpose of this research is to simultaneously destroy volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
while generating energy. The idea is to develop a technology that will provide environmental
and economical benefits. The main criteria will be the optimization of these two processes. This
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means destroying the target compounds below regulatory thresholds, and extracting maximum
energy from these compounds with minimal operational costs.
Fuel cells are an ideal technology for this purpose because they are thermodynamically efficient,
environmentally unobtrusive, and in principle can operate utilizing any hydrogen rich
hydrocarbon. For stationary power generation applications in particular, it has been found
storage, delivery, and safety issues associated with hydrogen use can be alleviated if hydrogen is
generated on demand from hydrocarbons in a process called reforming, which will be discussed
in greater detail in Section 2.5 44. In fact, development of a fuel cell which can handle a variety
of hydrocarbon fuels is actually a large field of active research.
Low temperature fuel cells such as the Polymer Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC),
Alkaline Fuel Cell (AFC), and the Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC), have operating
temperature maximums limited by their cellular components (usually the electrolyte). In order
for these cells to show practical power production, noble metal catalysts must be used to speed
up the reaction kinetics 41, 43. However, these catalysts are very susceptible to carbon monoxide
poisoning, and its presence in even very low concentrations will impede the function and
lifespan of the fuel cell significantly 41. Conversely, high temperature fuel cells, such as the
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC), and the Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC), have operating
temperatures which promote high reaction rates relaxing the catalytic requirements of the
electrodes. Both the SOFC and MCFC can utilize carbon monoxide as a fuel – as opposed to be
poisoned by it; and both can support internal reforming of hydrocarbons 41. Furthermore, high
temperature operation creates high grade waste heat 39, 40. This heat can be utilized elsewhere in
the plant, making the fuel cell‟s overall efficiency much higher (over 80%) 39. Most importantly,
these high temperatures can internally reform hydrocarbons (such as VOCs), thereby reducing
the overall capital investiture required for implementation of these systems 39, 40, 44.
In this research, a mixture of volatile organic compounds will be utilized as the primary fuel
source for the fuel cell. After considering reforming issues, and the need for higher efficiency, it
is obvious that high temperature fuel cells are more suited to this research then low temperature
fuel cells.
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In particular, the high temperature fuel cell of choice for this research will be the SOFC. This is
because it has the potential to be more robust then the MCFC. Although the MCFC shares the
numerous advantages of high temperature operation with the SOFC, it has a tendency to form
nickel oxide in the electrolyte after sustained use, thereby degrading fuel cell performance and
lifespan 37, 41. The MCFC is also more sensitive to sulphur compounds then the SOFC41.

2.4.3 The Solid Oxide Fuel Cell: Fundamentals
The basic operation of the SOFC is outlined in the steps below:
1. At the cathode, oxygen from air is transformed into oxide ions by receiving electrons
from the external load;
2. The oxide ion travels from the cathode, through the ceramic electrolyte, and onto the
reaction site of the anode;
3. In the anode the oxide ion combines with the reformed fuel (hydrogen and carbon
monoxide) to form water and carbon dioxide, releasing electrons to the external circuit,
and venting gaseous water and carbon dioxide; and,
4. The electrons travel through the external circuit, through the load, and back to the
cathode to begin the process again with fresh oxidant and fresh fuel.
The overall process is pictorially outlined in Figure 11 below:
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Figure 11: Pictorial representation of the operation of the solid oxide fuel cell 45.

The electrochemical reactions taking place are outlined in Equations 6 to 10
Anode Reactions

Equation 6
Equation 7

Cathode Reactions
Equation 8

Overall SOFC Reactions
Equation 9
Equation 10

At 10000C, as displayed in Equation 2-6, carbon monoxide can be directly oxidized to carbon
dioxide. In practice, the oxidation of carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide can actually follow
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another pathway. This involves the water-gas shift (WGS) reaction which is displayed in
Equation 11 below.

Equation 11

Therefore the oxidation of carbon monoxide actually has two competing pathways, one which
follows reaction 7, and one which involves reactions 11 followed by reaction 6. In reality
reaction 11 (WGS reaction) is much faster than reaction 7 (direct oxidation of CO by oxygen) in
an SOFC, meaning the majority of carbon monoxide is oxidized in this manner 41. The
significance of this is that cell performance calculations can be greatly simplified in an overall
systems model such as the one used in this work. At the anode, reaction 7 no longer needs be
considered provided that the equivalent amount of hydrogen produced from the WGS reaction is
incorporated into reaction 6. This can be done by assuming that 1 mole of CO will produce 1
mole of H2 (as is depicted in Equation 11).

2.4.4 The Solid Oxide Fuel Cell: Performance
To quantify the performance of a SOFC one must be able to determine what energy is coming
into the fuel cell, how much energy is being converted to electricity, and how much energy is
being converted to heat. The thermodynamic definition of the change in Gibbs free energy is
presented in Equation 12 below.
Equation 12

In Equation 2-11, ΔG refers to the Gibbs free energy, ΔH refers to the enthalpy, T refers to the
system temperature, and ΔS refers to the entropy. For fuel cell operations, a more practical
relationship for the change in Gibbs free energy is that it also represents the maximum amount of
electrical work that can be done at the standard state. This is presented below in Equation 13.

Equation 13

In this case, ΔG0 is the change in Gibbs free energy, n refers to the number of electrons involved
in the reaction, F is the Faraday constant (96,485 C/mole), and ΔE0 is the potential difference of
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the cell at equilibrium. This relationship can be further expanded to incorporate the calculation
of the potential difference at different conditions other than the standard state. Equation 14
outlines this relationship.

Equation 14

In this Equation ΔG refers to the change in Gibbs energy at a non-standard pressure and
temperature, with R representing the gas constant (8.314 J/moleK), and Q representing the
reaction quotient. If the relationship in Equation 13 is inserted into Equation 14, the Equation
that results is the general form of the Nernst Equation.

Equation 15

With Equation 15, the potential difference for an ideal fuel cell operating reversibly can be
calculated. The next step is to calculate the performance of a real fuel cell. Real fuel cells will
experience loss as a result of differences in temperature, pressure, mass transfer, kinetic effects,
fuel utilization, air utilization, and resistances of different components (anode, cathode,
electrolyte, and interconnects) 43. These can all be quantified.
Polarization
The polarization curve is the main tool in which to describe fuel cell performance; as this plot
illustrates how voltage varies with current density. Current density is defined as the rate in
which electrons are moving through the system per unit area. It is directly related to the rate of
oxidation taking place. For this reason, the polarization curve also illustrates how the rate of
chemical reaction affects fuel cell voltage. Furthermore, fuel cell voltage is an indication of fuel
cell efficiency because in effect, it reflects the ideal amount of work that can be extracted from
the fuel cell. The real fuel cell voltage deviates from the ideal voltage as a result of the various
parameter considerations listed above (temperature, pressure, mass transfer, kinetic effects, fuel
utilization, etc...), and is depicted by the curve in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: General polarization curve for a fuel cell. Describes the conditions that influence
various regions of operation 43.

For a fuel cell running on pure hydrogen and oxygen, at 250C, and operating at atmospheric
pressure, the ideal fuel cell voltage will be -1.23 V 43. When no current is running through the
cell this ideal potential difference is realized (on Figure 12, this is called the Theoretical EMF or
ideal cell voltage). Once current begins to run through the cell, the actual work being extracted
deviates from the ideal case as depicted by the curve in Figure 12. This curve experiences losses
from three main sources, each of which exerts pronounced effects during different regions of the
curve.
At low current densities, the reaction is slow, reflecting sluggish electrode kinetics 43. At this
point, the reaction is trying to overcome the activation energy of the reaction, which results in the
pronounced drop in voltage as is outlined above. Stated another way, the activation potential is
the extra potential required to overcome the kinetic barriers of the reaction. It can be quantified
by using the Tafel Equation and is called Activation Polarization (Equation 16).

Equation 16
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In Equation 16, ηAct is the drop in voltage due to Activation Polarization, α is the electron
transfer co-efficient, i is the current density, and i0 is the exchange current density. Higher
exchange current densities reflect reactions with fast kinetics, meaning a smaller activation
polarization needs to be used to overcome the kinetic barriers. Conversely, small exchange
current densities result in larger activation polarization values.
On the extreme right of the curve, the reaction rate is very high, and reactants are being used
much quicker than can be supplied to the reaction sites 43. Essentially mass transfer of reactants
is hindering the reaction, resulting in a severe drop in cell potential 43 The mathematical
expression quantifying the contribution to voltage losses from this phenomenon is called
Concentration Polarization and presented in Equation 17.

Equation 17

In Equation 17, ηConc refers to the polarization effect on voltage as a result of mass transfer
issues, and iL refers to the limiting current density. The limiting current density is a measure of
the maximum rate at which a reactant can be supplied to an electrode 2. The term ln(1-i/iL)
actually represents the ratio of reactant in the surface of the electrode vs. reactant in the bulk
solution, which allows the determination of how mass transfer will affect fuel cell efficiency
(voltage) as the reactant gets depleted around the electrode surface.
In the intermediate regions, the drop in potential difference is related to the resistance of the
various materials within the cell (electrodes, electrolytes, and interconnects)

2, 43

. The loss is

linear because resistance of these materials is constant at constant temperatures. This is called
Ohmic Polarization and is mathematically expressed as an Ohm‟s Law relationship in Equation
18 below.

Equation 18

In Equation 18, ηOhm refers to the voltage lost as a result of resistance within the fuel cells
components, and R refers to the sum of the resistances of the various materials in the cell.
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Overall, these effects can be summed up, and subtracted from the ideal voltage to determine the
actual voltage.
Equation 19

Overall, this allows for the development of a polarization curve for any system in consideration.
The next step is to outline how temperature, pressure, fuel utilization and air utilization can
affect the voltage of the fuel cell.
Temperature and Pressure
An examination of Equation 12 indicates that as temperature increases, the amount of energy lost
to entropy will increase. This means that the ideal cell voltage or reversible potential will
decrease. As an example, we can see that at atmospheric pressure, the oxidation of hydrogen by
oxygen will have a reversible potential of -1.23 V at 250C, and -0.91 V at 10000C 43.
Conversely, the effect on the voltage performance of a fuel cell will actually increase with
increasing temperature. This is because increasing temperature increases mass transfer rates, and
kinetic reaction rates, while also decreasing resistance within the cell components. The effect is
a decreasing influence in all types of polarization.
The effect of system pressure can also be analyzed by considering both the reversible and ideal
potentials.

Equation 20

From Equation 20, when the system pressure increases, the Gibbs free energy increases. This
allows more energy to be available for conversion into electrical work, meaning the ideal
potential will increase with an increase in pressure. Furthermore, when the system pressure
increases, reactant partial pressure, gas solubility and mass transfer rates will increase. As with
increasing temperature, this means polarization effects will decrease, allowing for an overall
increase in real cell potential. Figure 13 below summarizes these trends for the oxidation of
hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and methane.
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Figure 13: Representation of the effect of pressure and temperature on the ideal cell voltage for the
oxidation of carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and methane 43.

Fuel and Air Utilization
The amount of fuel and air utilized is directly related to the magnitude of current flow. As more
fuel is utilized, more electrons are moved, and thus a higher current is evolved. However, higher
fuel or air utilization decreases the concentration of the reactant at the end of the flow path thus
decreasing performance in this region of the cell. This is significant, because this develops a
minimum potential. The cell voltage adjusts to this minimum potential because the electrodes
are isopotential and good conductors. To quantify this effect, Equation 15, is rewritten with the
reaction quotient being defined as the partial pressure of products over reactants at the outlet of
the cell. This is seen in Equation 21 below.

Equation 21

In Equation 21, XH2OAnO is the mole fraction of water at the anode outlet, XH2AnO is the mole
fraction of hydrogen at the anode outlet, XO2CaO is the mole fraction of oxygen at the cathode
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outlet, and PT is the total pressure of the cell. Equation 21 can be further manipulated to obtain
an expression that will yield a value for the ideal potential as function of fuel utilization.
Equation 22, first defines fuel utilization (UfH2), and Equations 23 and 24 define the respective
mole fractions in terms of fuel utilization. Equation 26 combines Equations 21 to 25 to obtain
the overall expression of the ideal potential of a fuel cell running on hydrogen and air.

Equation 22
Equation 23
Equation 24
Equation 25

Equation 26

In Equations 25 and 26, λ refers to the ratio of excess air (not oxygen) being supplied to the cell.
Equation 26 is an important one because it relates temperature, pressure, and fuel utilization
together in one simplified relationship which will yield the ideal potential of the fuel cell. To
obtain the polarization curve, the result of Equation 26 can be substituted into Equation 19.
Overall, Equations 19 and 26 can be used to quantify fuel cell performance.

2.4.5 Fuel Processing - Reforming
In principle, an SOFC can utilize any combustible fuel; as the high temperature operation
supports internal reforming 40. Internal reforming involves the conversion of the source fuel to a
reformate mixture that is compatible with the internal electrochemical reactions of the fuel cell
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. For the SOFC, this mixture is typically hydrogen and carbon monoxide.
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The internal fuel reforming step utilizes the process of steam reforming to convert hydrocarbons
into the reformate mixture. The overall chemical stoichiometry of the reaction is displayed in
Equation 27 below.

Equation 27

More specifically, steam reforming involves the reaction of hydrocarbons over catalysts to
promote their conversion to carbon monoxide and hydrogen 46. The breakdown of the original
hydrocarbon itself is an endothermic reaction, and therefore requires a constant supply of energy
to drive the reaction 47.
Overall, steam reforming is a well established process that can have high conversion efficiencies
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. However, the process is not without problems, especially for higher hydrocarbons. Steam

reforming of higher hydrocarbons occurs in two steps. First, there is an irreversible adsorption
onto the catalyst, and second, a subsequent cleavage of C-C bonds one by one until finally only
simple single carbon compounds are remaining 46. Once cleavage begins, the reaction rates of
individual hydrocarbons can vary substantially from compound to compound, and even though
most higher hydrocarbons react faster than methane (and at lower temperatures), they are
susceptible to non-catalytic thermal cracking 46. At the high temperatures associated with fuel
cells, thermal reactions begin competing with catalytic reactions, causing the formation of olefins
(precursors to coke formation) from these higher hydrocarbons 46. Coke deposits will inactivate
the catalyst, causing irreversible harm, and deactivating the anode electrode 38. In general, larger
hydrocarbon molecules (more carbons), result in slower reaction rates, increasing the risk to
thermal cracking 46.
To solve these problems, higher hydrocarbons can be pre-reformed prior to entering the vessel.
This means transforming the hydrocarbon fuel into small or short chained carbon containing
compounds (CH4, CO, and/or CO2) at lower temperatures, or completely reforming the
hydrocarbon so it is immediately usable by the fuel cell. Pre-reforming can be performed
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utilizing one of three different processes: steam reforming, partial oxidation, or autothermal
reforming.
Steam reforming is the least expensive method of producing hydrogen and is used for most of the
world‟s hydrogen supply 47. It is basically the same process as internal reforming – which was
described above. The main difference between the two processes is that by separating the
process from the fuel cell, the reactor temperature can be controlled. This means lower
temperatures can be used (approximately 2500C – 3000C) eliminating the risk of carbon
formation 46. The lower temperatures also permit the use of Group VIII metals – normally nickel
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.

The primary reaction involved in the steam reforming process is also highly endothermic 48. For
this reason, reactions tend to be limited by heat transfer, and not kinetics 48. This means typical
reactor designs are focused upon heat exchange, and thus tend to be large and heavy 48.
Partial Oxidation (POX) involves the reaction of the fuel hydrocarbon with a sub-stoichiometric
ratio of oxygen to form a reformate mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen 48. In principle,
the low ratio of oxygen ensures the stoichiometry will not allow full combustion to occur;
consuming all the oxygen but not all the fuel. One of the main attractions of this type of system
is that the process is highly exothermic operating at approximately 800 0C to 10000C 48, thus no
in-direct heat is required to sustain the system 49. The general reaction is presented below as
Equation 28.

Equation 28

Issues occur when dealing with mixed hydrocarbons because the ideal stoichiometry is difficult
to achieve. This means more oxygen is supplied then required leading to full combustion zones
within the POX reactor 50. The result is rapid temperature rise within the reactor, soot formation,
and difficulties in controlling the actual reformate compositions 50. Overall, although the process
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is well studied, it is difficult to control, and on average has been found to have the lowest
conversion efficiency in comparison to steam and autothermal reforming 50.
The last reforming technology is known as auto-thermal reforming (ATR). Auto-thermal
reforming combines the steam reforming and POX reactions into one process. The idea is to
exploit the benefits of each technology, lowering overall operational costs and increasing
efficiencies. The POX reactions occur first, converting the higher hydrocarbons to lower
molecular weights substances and generating energy to help drive the steam reforming reactions.
The result is a self-sustaining reaction that does not need energy input.
The Autothermal Reactor (ATR) is a refractory lined vessel swaged with a smaller diameter at
the top to provide a combustion zone 38. The bottom of the reactor contains the catalyst. The
feedstock and steam enter from one entry point, and are mixed with enriched air. They mix in
the combustion zone. This is where the POX reactions take place. As the reaction mixture
moves towards the outlet, steam reforming reactions begin to proceed. A diagram of this type of
reactor is presented below in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Autothermal Reactor 38.
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In this system, the reaction is controlled by the amount of oxygen and steam being fed into each
reactor. At the inlet, the oxygen content will be controlled to limit the reaction and more
importantly the energy generated. The energy generated should balance that required by the
endothermic steam reactions. In this way, the reactions are controlled and become selfsustaining.
The product from the POX reactions (mixture of single hydrocarbons and hydrogen) now
becomes the feed to the steam reactions. Here, the steam content is controlled to drive the steam
reforming reactions, and the water-gas shift reactions to the completion.
There are actually two general forms of Autothermal Reactors. In the first style, the POX and
steam reforming reactions are separated into two separate reactors. The advantage of having
separate reactors is that specific catalysts can be used for each reactor. The disadvantages are
that two reactors are heavier, require more space, and there is less thermal integration than in just
one reactor. The disadvantage of having both reactions in one reactor is that the different
reaction rates cause a temperature gradient to form in the reaction vessel, resulting in in-efficient
conversion.
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Chapter 3: PROBLEM DEFINITION AND SYSTEM BASELINE
To develop design criteria and constraints for the SOFC hybrid abatement system, the emission
problem must be defined, and a rating system must be developed in order to provide baseline
comparisons of the designed technology to those currently in use.
There is only one constraint for this system; the ability of the technology to lower compounds of
concern to below current and foreseeable regulatory threshold limits. There are two criteria for
this system; overall lifecycle costs must be within budgetary restrictions, and the system must be
operationally flexible in order to ensure its operation will not hinder other facility processes.
Since this technology is not being developed for a specific customer, instead of developing
lifecycle costs that fit within budgetary restrictions, capital and operational costs will be
developed as a method of comparing various technologies against one another.
In this chapter, a case study will be developed involving the treatment of VOCs from a
moderately sized automotive parts coating facility located in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA).
Section 3.1 develops the criteria and constraint rating system, by turning qualitative information
into quantitative data. The idea is to use matrices with defined characteristics in which to rate
the performance of possible current technologies that could be used to treat the problem in
question. Section 3.2 defines the problem in terms of emission rate, composition, along with
various other data. Sections 3.3 to 3.5 use the Technology Comparison Tool outlined in Section
3.1 to solve the problem presented in Section 3.2. It outlines possible technological options, and
provides lifecycle analysis on each system. This will provide a baseline in which to compare the
SOFC hybrid abatement system. The design of the SOFC hybrid system is presented in Chapter
4 of this thesis.
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3.1 Technology Comparison Tool
The basic process flow used to determine which technologies can be utilized for VOC abatement
is provided in Figure 15 below. It outlines what needs to be understood about the emission and
process so that appropriate technologies are assessed for environmental problems.
Problem Definition

Pre-screening of available abatement technologies:
1.) Are there any specific incompatibilities between the
technology and the emission?
2.) Can the technology meet the regulatory requirements?
3.) How well does the technology operate?

Basic Design:
What are the Lifecycle Costs of the technologies?

Final Assessment:
1) Determine the most appropriate VOC abatement strategy for their
particular facility; and,
2) Anticipate future operational costs and future required resources
as a result of the technology selected

Figure 15: VOC abatement technology selection flow sheet.

3.1.1 Problem Definition
The problem definition is the step in which all preliminary data required to assess the issue is
found. This means defining four key elements: the emission source, the emission itself, legal
requirements that must be met, and any budgetary constraints. In almost all cases, these data are
readily available at the facility, and can be compiled quickly provided the appropriate people are
consulted.
3.1.2 Pre-screening
As outlined in Figure 15, the pre-screening step answers three questions:
1.) Are there any specific incompatibilities between the technology and the emission?
2.) Will the technology meet the current regulatory requirements?
3.) How well does the technology operate (technology robustness, and technology
flexibility)?
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The idea behind the pre-screening step is to compare the information compiled from the problem
definition with all the limitations found in literature on the abatement technologies considered.
This will allow facility management to discard technologies from consideration that don‟t meet
their prescribed criteria, and thus shorten the number of technologies required to undergo the
basic design step.
For instance, if it was found that the emission contained significant amounts of acidic gases
(such as chlorine or sulphur compounds), certain regenerative catalytic thermal oxidation
techniques may not be feasible (unless a scrubber step was implemented prior to the combustion
chamber) as the catalysts would be poisoned 19.
Can Technology meet current regulatory requirements?
When referring to the Regulatory Requirements a facility must meet, the concern is specifically
if the system can lower the current emission rate below the regulatory threshold, and if future
regulatory requirements are identified, can the system maintain the facility‟s emission output
below this future threshold. To avoid legislative issues, many facilities try to design systems to
reduce emissions below 50% of the current threshold ensuring the technology will be able to be
used for the entire lifespan of the system.
To obtain a quantitative measurement of how well each technology handles regulatory
requirements, the matrix is outlined in Table 7.
Table 7: Matrix outlining regulatory scoring requirements.
Score

Description

2

Meets current and foreseeable future regulations and
requirements
Meets current regulations and requirements

1

Does not meet current regulations and requirements

3

How well does the technology operate?
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The ability of an abatement technology to smoothly incorporate process or facility changes in its
operation is a function of how the basic technology works, and not the size of the facility or the
emission composition used for the design phase. This is the Operational Flexibility of the
technology, and can be assessed by examining the following factors:
1. Start-up times;
2. Continuous vs. Intermittent Operation; and,
3. Load Tolerance;
a. Ability to handle fluctuations in emission concentration or emission
types; and,
b. Ability to handle fluctuations in total flow
The scoring matrices listed in Tables 8 through 10 outlines how each type of abatement
technology will be quantifiably assessed for operational flexibility.
Table 8: Scoring system used to assess start-up timing for each type of abatement technology.
Score

Description

3

Start-up quicker then ½ production shift

2

Start-up quicker then 1 production shift

1

Start-up takes longer than 1 production shift

Table 9: Scoring system used to assess operational flexibility in terms of continuous vs. intermittent
operation for the abatement technologies.
Score

Description

3

Intermittent Operation or cycling ok

2

Moderate Toleration to Intermittent operation

1

Does not tolerate intermittent operation

Table 10: Scoring system used to assess operational flexibility in terms of load tolerance for the
abatement technologies.
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Score

Description (fluctuations in flow)

Score

Description (fluctuations in concentration)

3

Tolerates fluctuations in flow

3

Tolerates fluctuations in concentration

2

Tolerates minor fluctuations in flow

2

Tolerates minor fluctuations in concentration

1

Does not tolerate fluctuations in

1

Does not tolerate fluctuations in

flow

concentration

3.1.3 Basic Design
Once the pre-screening step is complete, the list of feasible technologies for further investigation
will be relatively small. A basic design for each of the technologies under consideration can now
be completed. The purpose of the basic design is to determine the size and main operational
requirements (utilities) of the system. The size will be used to obtain a good estimate of the
capital costs, and the operational requirements will be used to determine the annual operating
costs. Together, with the implementation of proper engineering economics, a lifecycle cost for
the abatement system can be determined.
When determining lifecycle costs there are many things that need to be considered to ensure that
a full assessment can be made. For this particular assessment the lifecycle cost calculation will
include the following:
1. Capital costs (delivery costs are not included here);
2. Resource costs (natural gas, electricity, water);
3. Labour and maintenance costs;
4. Anticipated major maintenance costs (example: RTO bed replacement costs);
5. Land use costs; and,
6. Anticipated lifespan.
Once these factors are compiled, the lifecycle cost will be determined, providing a very effective
technology comparison factor.
It is important to note that land use costs are very complex in nature and are highly dependent
upon the geographic location, whether new land was required to be purchased, or existing land
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could be used, and what type of construction would be required. For this reason, the land use
costs calculated here are based on the data provided by the province of Ontario in their Site
Development guide for the city of Toronto in terms of warehouse space 51.

3.1.4 Final Assessment
At this point in the analysis, a pre-screening assessment would have been completed to eliminate
technologies not able to meet the minimum constraints defined by the facility. Furthermore,
qualitative operational criteria and the ability of an abatement technology to meet legislative
requirements have been quantified into numerical values for objective comparisons, and a basic
lifecycle cost estimate has been created. At this stage the information is compiled into a
meaningful way so abatement system decision makers will be able to make a clear and informed
decision on the abatement strategy they wish to pursue. In this analysis, there is only one
constraint and two criteria to base the decisions on. These scores can all be multiplied together
to get an overall score assessing non-economic performance, and the lifecycle costs can be used
to consider economic considerations.
For further clarity, a case study using this Technology Assessment Tool is presented in Section
3.2. The case study is based upon the general case of a moderately sized automotive parts
painting facility in Southern Ontario.

3.2 Case Study - An Automotive Parts Painting Emission Problem.
In this particular case, the problem definition is presented in Table 11. It represents the emission
characteristics of an automotive parts painting facility in Southern Ontario.
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Table 11: Characteristics and composition of a typical emission stream being evolved from an
automotive parts painting facility in Southern Ontario.
Definition
Emission
Definition
Process
Definition

Legal
Requirement
Definition

Process Data
15% Xylene
35% Methyl Ethyl Ketone
40% Toluene
10% N-Butyl Acetate
1.) Process: Automotive trim parts painting
2.) Continuous process
3.) Annual Hours of Operation: 240 days @ 16
hrs/day annually
Total Flow: 60,000 cfm
Concentration: 100 tonnes VOCs
Legal Requirements are based upon those defined in
O. Reg. 419

*Note: Individual VOC concentrations are of the total VOCs, not of the total exhaust stream
3.2.1 Pre-screening Assessment
The information in Table 11 illustrates the types of contaminants in the emission stream, the
approximate concentration, the total flow rate, and the type of operation. Temperature for the
coating preparation and spray application is typically between 20 0C and 250C. Humidity can
vary depending on the operation, and system but we can assume the RH of the system is
approximately 50%. It is assumed that the target emission load reduction is 50% of current
levels.
Industrial coating operations using solvent based coatings are typically composed of high volume
low concentration exhaust streams of components with relatively low boiling points.
Condensation systems are limited to operations above 5,000 ppm in concentration and to
solvents with boiling points above 5,000 ppm 33, 34. The concentration of the emissions listed in
Table 11 are all well below this 5,000 ppm threshold. Under these conditions condensation
systems do not operate efficiently because the energy required to condense the component
emissions would be substantial.
Furthermore, industrial coating operations emit highly variable and complex emission streams in
which a suitable absorbing liquid is difficult to find. The result is that in this case, absorption
systems will not operate efficiently either, therefore will not be discussed further.
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In summary, under the conditions listed, only the following technologies will be reviewed for the
sample facility in Table 11: RTO (Regenerative Type), RTO (Recuperative Type), RCO,
Biological Oxidation, Carbon Adsorption, and the SOFC Abatement System.

3.3 Basic Design: Thermal Oxidation
3.3.1 Regulatory Requirements
Thermal oxidation systems are rated with destruction efficiencies that range between 95% - 99%.
Properly designed, a thermal oxidation system will always be able to remove the contaminants
below the prescribed emission limit. Even if regulatory threshold values were to decrease
substantially, these rated destruction efficiencies ensure that the system would be able to
maintain a consistent reduction. The only foreseeable problem is if regulatory thresholds were
established for carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and/or nitrogen oxides. In this case, because
the thermal reaction involves the transformation of VOCs to these specific contaminants, the
facility would have to ensure that they are monitoring these emissions as well. In this case, the
numerical value associated with this criterion is 3.
3.3.2 Lifecycle Costs
In order to determine the lifecycle costs for thermal oxidation abatement systems, the capital and
operational costs must be established. For the three sample facilities, the operational costs were
calculated using the EPA Handbook of Control Technologies for Hazardous Air Pollutants 1.
Capital costs were also obtained from tables contained in the EPA Handbook of Control
Technologies for Hazardous Air Pollutants 1. Finally, to transform these costs (capital costs as of
1999) to more current figures (2006 dollar values), the Vatavuk Air Pollution Control Cost
Indices was used 52.
The capital and operational costs to purchase and operate the various thermal abatement systems
outlined here are described below in Tables 12 through 14.
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Table 12: Recuperative Type RTO cost analysis.

Notes: a.) The operational costs calculated here do not include the cost to keep the systems hot
during non-production working times (8 hours per day).
b.) All costs have been rounded to the nearest $100 to reflect the accuracy of the numbers.
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Table 13: Regenerative Type RTO cost analysis.

Notes: a.) The operational costs calculated here do not include the cost to keep the systems hot
during non-production working times (8 hours per day).
b.) All costs have been rounded to the nearest $100 to reflect the accuracy of the numbers.
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Table 14: Recuperative Catalytic (RCO) thermal oxidizer cost analysis.

Notes: a.) The operational costs calculated here do not include the cost to keep the systems hot
during non-production working times (8 hours per day).
b.) All costs have been rounded to the nearest $100 to reflect the accuracy of the numbers.
All three thermal oxidation systems work on the same basic principles and perform similarly in
terms of Regulatory Compliance and Operational Flexibility. The only real difference between
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the three systems would be cost. Therefore, the only way in which to differentiate between each
system is through cost.
A preliminary analysis of the costs of each of these systems indicates that the Recuperative type
of thermal oxidizer is a much cheaper capital investment. However, the lower price also means a
substantially reduced level of performance. The Regenerative system has substantially lower
natural gas costs because of the heat exchange efficiency, while the Catalytic system has lower
operational costs due to the lower reaction temperatures needed.
By performing a lifecycle analysis on these systems the true costs become apparent. This was
done by using a discount rate of 3% which is outlined in the NIST Handbook 135 Life-cycle
costing Manual for the Federal Energy Management Program 53. Cost factors for energy
requirements were determined from references found within the NIST Handbook 53. Table 15
summarizes the results of these efforts, and the calculation methodology is presented in
Appendices A for the capital and operational cost assessments of each thermal oxidation system,
and Appendices E for guidance on how the lifecycle assessment was completed.

Table 15: Lifecycle costs for Regenerative and Recuperative RTO systems over a 10 year lifespan.
RTO Type

Case Study Cost

Recuperative

$14,319,941

Regenerative

$8,794,107

Catalytic

$6,192,087

As would be expected, the cheapest system to purchase is also the most expensive system to
operate. This is primarily because of the heat exchange efficiency. Both the initial purchase cost
of the RCO and the Regenerative type RTO are quite similar, having a difference of less than
$200,000. However, operationally, the RCO is by far the most efficient to operate. This is
because the reaction is run at a substantially lower temperature (meaning less natural gas is
required to reach this operational temperature).
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3.3.3 Operational Flexibility
The operational flexibility of thermal oxidation systems is moderate. Start-up times are
dependent upon the time it takes to get the combustion chamber to reach the combustion
temperature. From a dormant state, thermal systems typically take 4 to 6 hours to reach
combustion temperatures.
In terms of load tolerance, thermal oxidative systems are generally good because they can
destroy virtually all VOC compounds provided the combustion temperature is above the autoignition temperature of all species in the mixture. The problem comes when varying the
emission concentration or total flow rate. In practice, some VOC mixtures have enough energy
to sustain combustion, provided heat recovery of the system is at a sufficient level. Kohl and
Nielsen provide a figure outlining this relationship, and from it, one can interpolate that at a heat
recovery percentage of 95%, the VOC concentration would need to be approximately 3% of the
LEL to sustain combustion 34. This means, in theory no supplementary natural gas is required,
thereby lowering operational costs. For example, if the VOC mixture was initially at a
concentration of 3% of the LEL, and was lowered due to production changes, large amounts of
supplementary natural gas will be required, and operational costs could become prohibitive (this
is the case for the three sample facilities described here).
On the other hand, if emission concentrations are raised significantly due to production
variations (above 25% LEL), dilute air may be required to be added to the system. This would
increase the overall flow rate, changing design requirements, which will result in an in-efficient
destruction of the VOC compounds.
Therefore, in terms of concentration changes, the system has a fairly wide range of tolerance.
Conversely, as previously mentioned, thermal oxidation systems are not suited to highly variable
flow rates. The design of the system incorporates the flow rate to establish appropriate residence
times and mixing of the exhaust stream. As a result, changing the flow rate may result in the
incomplete combustion of the emission. Simply put, thermal oxidation systems are intolerant to
flow rate changes and tolerant to changes in concentration.
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Lastly, thermal oxidation systems are limited to processes that continually operate. If continuous
operation is not possible, systems can be run intermittently if the system is kept hot during off
hours. This is accomplished by continuously combusting natural gas in the oxidation chamber.
This prevents the bed cycling between hot and cold temperatures, which will prevent cracking of
the heat exchanger beds.
Overall, operational flexibility scores for thermal technologies have been outlined in Table 16.
Table 16: Overall operational flexibility scores for thermal oxidation abatement technologies.
Abatement
System

Start-up
times

RTO (Recup.)
RTO (Reg.)
RCO

2
2
2

Continuous vs.
intermittent
operation
2
2
2

Flexibility: Flow
tolerance

Flexibility:
Conc. tolerance

1
1
1

3
3
3

3.4 Basic Design: Biological Oxidation
3.4.1 Regulatory Requirements
For the sample facility in this analysis the removal efficiency (termed destruction efficiency for
RTO‟s) for biological oxidation processes is substantially lower than that of thermal oxidation
and adsorption abatement techniques. Despite this, biological oxidation systems can meet
regulatory thresholds. Meeting regulatory thresholds only refers to reducing the given facility‟s
emission output for a specific contaminant below the prescribed limit. If the facility in question
was emitting pollutants barely above the facility limits, then the level of reduction required
would be quite small. For this reason, a removal efficiency of 50% or lower may be satisfactory.
The only issue this may present is if regulatory thresholds are substantially lowered in the future.
If this is the case, the biological system may not be able to meet future limits, causing the
possibility of non-compliance and extra cost.
3.4.2 Lifecycle Costs
Operational costs are normally quite low for these systems because the temperature and pressure
will remain close to ambient conditions. The largest energy input is the power required to
circulate the emission through the bed. Therefore, provided the bed is maintained appropriately,
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the operational cost should not be high. The problem comes when assessing the overall space
requirement for these systems. Mass transfer limitations require that contact areas (bed surface
areas) are large. After associating the required space with an appropriate monetary value (lease
or purchase cost), the lifecycle cost of this system can become prohibitive. Tables 17 and 18
summarize the capital and operational costs, while Table 19 summarizes the calculated 10 year
lifecycle cost. The costing process used to calculate the biofilter capital and operational costs
were referenced from Devinny, Webster, and Dehusses‟s book entitled: “Biofiltration for Air
Pollution Control” 24. Furthermore, the lifecycle analysis was determined using a discount rate
of 3% which is outlined in the “NIST Handbook 135 Life-cycle costing Manual for the Federal
Energy Management Program” 53. Cost factors for energy requirements were also determined
from within the NIST Handbook53.
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Table 17: Open Bed Biofilter Capital Cost Summary

Note: All costs have been rounded to the nearest $100 to reflect the accuracy of the numbers.
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Table 18: Annual Biofilter (Open Bed) Operational Costs.

Table 19: Biofilter (Open Bed) 10 year Lifecycle Costs.
Abatement System
Biofilter

Case Study Costs
$11,644,813

3.4.3 Operational Flexibility
The key to understanding biological oxidative technologies is in performing complete and
thorough literature search to determine experimental parameters such as the removal efficiencies
for specific contaminant and media configurations. These experimental parameters are then used
to create a pilot design for testing. Once the pilot system is tested a better understanding of the
overall performance can be established. In this analysis, the cost of performing trials is not
explicitly outlined, however, it is considered as part of the engineering design fees. Operational
considerations, like how robust the system is, start-up times, and load tolerance can be tested and
evaluated before the implementation of a full scale system is undertaken.
That being said, biological systems are not quite as robust as other systems. Times required to
achieve steady state performance may vary between several days to several months 24. This is
specifically due to the kinetics associated with biological processes and start-up conditions.
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Biofilters are not very tolerant of load variations either. In biofilters, the main source of energy
for the microbial population‟s anabolic and metabolic processes comes from the VOC that is fed
to the biofilter23. Therefore if there is a large decrease in VOC loading, the microbial population
may begin to starve. If the microbial population does die, the entire bed would require
replacement or re-inoculation. This in effect, would cause a significant disruption in production
and could be a very expensive endeavour.
If the VOC load is increased one of two problems may occur:
1. The microbial population cannot destroy enough of the VOC emission to
maintain the regulatory limit because they have reached their maximum
destruction capability; and/or,
2. The microbial population‟s growth rate rapidly increases, substantially
increasing microbial wastes in the media, potentially creating a toxic
environment for the microbial population.
Both situations would result in significant issues that would require considerable resources to
remedy.
Biofilters can be somewhat resilient to intermittent operation, provided some contaminant has
been absorbed into the media. This adsorbed contaminant can be utilized by the microbial
population during downtime, or off shift periods. The actual level of resilience cannot be
quantified unless pilot studies are completed. The table below outlines the Biofilter‟s operational
flexibility scores.
Table 20: Operational flexibility scores for the biofilter.
Abatement
System
Biofilter

Start-up
times
1

Continuous vs.
intermittent
operation
3
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Flexibility: Flow
tolerance

Flexibility:
Conc. tolerance

1

1

3.5 Basic Design: Adsorption System
3.5.1 Regulatory Requirements
Similar to the thermal oxidation systems, removal efficiencies can be quite high and provided the
system is sized appropriately, it should always be able to reduce the contaminant loading well
below the regulatory threshold. Realistically, because this system will have removal efficiencies
close to 95%, there should not be a problem in meeting future regulatory thresholds that are more
stringent then current thresholds.
3.5.2 Lifecycle Costs
The principal operation of this system is solvent recovery. For the purposes of the sample
facilities described, solvent recovery will not be considered possible because the quality of the
product will likely be poor. However, this system may still be economically competitive with
other abatement systems once the true lifecycle costs for the system have been established.
As with the thermal abatement systems, the lifecycle costs can only be established after capital
and operating costs are determined. In this case, capital costs were established using
the EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 1, and the operational costs were established using
the procedures outlined in Air Pollution Control: A Design Approach 32.
Lifecycle costs were then established using a discount rate of 3% which is outlined in the NIST
Handbook 135 Life-cycle costing Manual for the Federal Energy Management Program 53. Cost
factors for energy requirements were determined from within the NIST Handbook 53. Table 21
below describes the calculated capital and operational costs, whereas Table 22 outlines the
lifecycle costs associated with adding an adsorption system to the three sample facilities
described in this work.
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Table 21: Adsorption system cost analysis

Note: The total cost has been rounded to the nearest $100 to reflect the accuracy of the numbers
Table 22: Lifecycle costs for adsorption abatement systems.
Abatement System
Adsorption

Case Study Costs
$3,060,874
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3.5.3 Operational Flexibility
The adsorption process takes place at near ambient pressure and temperature meaning there is no
need for a preheating or pre-pressurizing step before the system can be put into operation.
Therefore as long as enough carbon beds are available for operation, start-up times will be fast.
The design of adsorption systems is quite specific. The carbon requirement dictates the overall
load that can be treated, and once the system is sized it is very difficult to make alterations for
different loading levels or different flow rates. Therefore if the load is increased substantially,
the system will not be able to handle the increase in load unless the overall configuration of the
system is changed. More carbon would have to be added (new bed added), cycling and
regeneration times would have to be re-calculated, and in extreme cases these changes may not
be feasible. On the other hand, if the load was reduced substantially, the system would simply
last longer per cycle – essentially taking up more facility space then required.
Moreover, changes in load composition pose other unique problems. The original design of
these systems relies on the adsorption characteristics between the most difficult species to
adsorb. If a new compound was included into the emission mixture, and this new compound was
more difficult to adsorb than the assumptions used in the original design, a breakthrough
situation may occur during operation. This simply means the system would have to be
redesigned according to the new compound‟s adsorption characteristics.
Conversely, this system can operate both continuously and intermittently. This offers the
advantage of not using extra energy to operate the system when production is down, or to startup the systems when production times fluctuate substantially.
Overall, adsorption systems are moderately tolerant to flow rate variations, fairly intolerant to
changes in emission composition, and very tolerant to intermittent vs. continuous operational
strategies. Table 23 outlines the operational flexibility scores for adsorption based VOC
abatement technologies.
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Table 23: Operational flexibility scores for adsorption abatement systems.
Abatement
System
Adsorption

Start-up
times
3

Continuous vs.
intermittent
operation
3
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Flexibility: Flow
tolerance

Flexibility:
Conc. Tolerance

2

1

Chapter 4: SOFC INTEGRATED VOC ABATEMENT SYSTEM
Solvent based coating operations emit substantial amounts of volatile organic compounds. These
compounds detrimentally affect the health of both plant and animal life, and negatively impact
local air quality. For this reason, governments have been consistently increasing regulatory
pressure on these facilities to handle their emissions more responsibly. Although current VOC
abatement technologies have proven to be effective, they require significant monetary and
operational investments. Therefore, it is particularly important to develop VOC abatement
systems that have reduced operational costs while providing emission reductions comparable or
better than current technologies.

4.1 Overall System Configuration
In this research, the development of a hybrid SOFC abatement technology is investigated. The
basic processes occurring are:
1. Isolation and concentration of VOC compounds from a solvent based coating process
emission using adsorption recovery technologies,
2. Reforming of the VOC compounds to form a mixture primarily consisting of hydrogen
and carbon monoxide; and,
3. Oxidation of hydrogen and carbon monoxide to water and carbon dioxide by air through
a solid oxide fuel cell.
The overall process flow was presented as Figure 1 in Chapter 1 of this thesis. It is reproduced
here in the figure below.

VOC + Air

Reformer

H2 +

Fuel Cell

H2O +CO2

CO

Figure 16: Schematic representation of the SOFC-VOC hybrid VOC abatement system.
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Each of the process steps require in-depth analysis to ensure the processes can be integrated
together as a single functioning technology.

4.1.1 Problem Definition
As previously mentioned, the design of this system will be based upon the facility profile
presented in Section 3.2. In this manner, the SOFC hybrid abatement system can be compared to
other more commonly used technologies.
To re-iterate, the main constraint of this system is to ensure VOC concentrations will be
maintained below the current and foreseeable regulatory thresholds. The two criteria of this
system is lifecycle cost, and operational flexibility (both of which have been defined in Section
3.1).

4.2 Model Based Design of the Hybrid SOFC Abatement System:
Model based design methodologies are used because they can rapidly examine system
parameters of chemical processes to provide detailed information about process performance. In
the end, these types of analysis will facilitate pilot project development, and allow for rapid
development of full scale production facilities. The software package being used for the model
design of the Hybrid SOFC Abatement System under development in this project is Aspentech
HYSYS.
HYSYS is a commercial process simulator that contains a rigorous thermodynamic and physical
property database. It also provides comprehensive built-in process models that address a wide
range of steady-state and dynamic operations. Overall, it offers a convenient and time saving
means for system modeling, integration, and optimization.
The challenge in the development of this particular model in HYSYS is that it does not contain
separate models for the SOFC, reformer, or the adsorption system. In particular, the SOFC
system provides its own challenges. This is because HYSYS does not account for ion movement
across a membrane, nor does it include electrochemical reactions. In the literature, the most
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common approach to modelling SOFC systems is to develop an SOFC stack model in a
programming language such as FORTRAN, C++, or Visual Basic, then integrate these
proprietary models into a well known flowsheeting software package such as Aspen Plus, or
HYSYS 54. The purpose of linking these models to the flowsheeting software is to allow
integration with the balance of plant components such as heat exchangers, condensers, and
turbines. Using proprietary models for SOFC development limits the accessibility to those
researchers building and testing such systems, and more importantly, will not allow for alteration
of the model, if validation of the model is unsuccessful with the given researcher‟s experimental
results.
The method developed here is to fully utilize the functions within HYSYS to create all system
components. There is no use of user defined code, and the system will run using only the HYSYS
models. The advantage of this methodology is a reduction in computation times, ease of use, and
the ability to perform rapid parametric, thermodynamic, and statistical analysis on the overall
system. Overall, the result of this work will be a very simple model that can provide a holistic
analysis of VOC abatement by a SOFC hybrid abatement system.

4.2.1 Model Structure
The Hybrid SOFC model is constructed of one main model, separated into four separate
flowsheets. The Subflowsheets, or Subsystems, are listed below:
1. Adsorber Subsystem (Figure 18);
2. Heat Exchanger Subsystem (Figure 24);
3. Reformer Subsystem (Figure 25) ; and,
4. SOFC Stack Subsystem (Figure26).
The main flowsheet is presented below in Figure 17. The flowsheets representing each subsystem are discussed separately.
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Figure 17: Main Flowsheet for the Hybrid SOFC Abatement System Model.

The overall process is as follows:
1. Contaminated gas enters the Adsorber Sub-System:
a. Contaminated gas is separated into VOCs and air;
b. Decontaminated air is exhausted to the atmosphere, and the VOC stream becomes
humidified because it is purged from the adsorber using hot steam.
2.

Heat Exchanger Sub-System:
a. The Humidified VOC Stream is sent to the Heat Exchanger Sub-System for
preheating by the hot anode exhaust gases coming off the SOFC;
b. Heat from the Anode Exhaust Stream is used to preheat air and water streams.

3. The Humidified VOC Stream, Recycled Fuel Stream, Preheated Air Stream, and
Preheated Steam Streams enter the Auto-Thermal Reformer Subsystem:
a. The Auto-thermal reformer consists of one POX reactor and one Steam Reformer;
b. The Air Stream, VOC Stream, and the Recycled Fuel Stream are all sent to the
POX reactor;
c. The reformate (rich in H2 and CO), energy from the POX reactor, and steam, sent
to the Steam Reformer for complete conversion;
d. The final reformate consists of carbon monoxide, hydrogen, trace VOCs, steam,
and excess air.
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4. The Reformate enters the SOFC stack:
a. The Reformate is sent to the SOFC stack;
b. Pre-heated air is sent to the cathode;
c. SOFC stack calculations are completed in two worksheets – one to calculate the
required air ratio, and one to calculate SOFC performance;
d. Anode exhaust is sent to the Heat Exchanger Sub-System for heat recovery;
e. Cathode exhaust is sent to the adsorber for heat recovery.

4.2.2 Modeling the Adsorber Sub-System
Modeling an adsorption system in HYSYS presents interesting complexities. To begin, there are
interphase transport issues, uncertainty in equilibrium effects, and uncertainty in the effect that
each component may play upon one another during multi-component adsorption. These are only
a few of the issues, without even considering the dynamic aspects of the process.
For this reason, much of the background rigor was simplified and calculated outside of HYSYS,
with the results of these analyses being plugged into simple HYSYS system models made to
represent the overall steady-state adsorption-desorption system.
In the figure below, the HYSYS Component Splitter represents the steady-state adsorption cycle,
and is used to separate the air stream from the VOC stream. The concentrated VOC stream is
then sent to a Mixer model which combines steam to the concentrated VOC stream. This
simulates the anticipated desorption stream. A HYSYS Condenser model is then used to remove
the excess water from the desorption stream. This minimizes the flow rate of feed to the
Reformer Subsystem, but more importantly, increases the VOC concentration to represent
approximately 40% of the feed.
In this particular case, the painting operation cycle is 16 hours per day, whereas the SOFC should
be operated continuously (24 hrs per day). This will prevent having to thermally cycle the
SOFC, which could cause damage to the many of the components such as the ceramic electrolyte
or interconnect materials. For this reason, a HYSYS Tee model will be used to simulate the
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removal of some VOC for storage (and use during shutdown periods), while the rest of the
desorption flow is sent to the Reformer Subsystem.
The overall HYSYS model is presented in the figure below. The theoretical background and
justification for the inputs are presented in the following discussion.

Figure 18: HYSYS flowsheet of the adsorption system.

In order to pre-concentrate the VOC emission stream, an adsorption system will be used. To
develop adsorption and desorption parameters, the isotherm relationships for the target molecule
and adsorption material must be reviewed. The simplest and still most useful adsorption
isotherm equation is the Langmuir Equation 26, 31. This Equation is of the following form:

Equation 29

In Equation 29, q refers to the adsorbent loading (kg adsorbate/kg adsorbent), P i refers to the
partial pressure of the adsorbate, and a and b are both the Langmuir parameters. In normal
situations, experimental determination of the isotherm on appropriate adsorbents would be
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performed. With isotherms developed, a prediction of capital and operational requirements
could be made for each adsorbent. Once selected, the adsorption system would be optimized and
put into use. For this study the Langmuir isotherm parameters were obtained from literature, and
these were used to calculate the adsorption isotherms for each of these compounds on activated
carbon. The characteristics of the activated carbon are listed in the table below.
Table 24: Solid Adsorbent Physical Characteristics 55.
Parameter

Value
2

Surface Area (m /g)

1,100 – 1,200
3

Particle Density (kg/m )
3

720

Bulk Density (kg/m )

400

Particle Porosity

0.67

Bed void Fraction

0.44

Table 25 summarizes the Langmuir parameters for the MEK, Toluene, and Xylene on for the
adsorbent material noted in Table 24.
Table 25: Langmuir isotherm parameters from various sources 55, 56.
Compound

Parameter a

Parameter b

Reference 55, 56

Methyl Ethyl Ketone

1,301,120

402,450

Takeuchi and Shigeta, 199055

Toluene

50,557

12,014

Yun, Choi, and Kim, 199956

Xylene

263,817

72,384

Yun, Choi, and Kim, 199956

As stated above, the Langmuir parameters allow for determination of an adsorption isotherm,
which itself will be used to establish the operational parameters of the system. The adsorption
isotherms for the compounds of concern (Toluene, Xylene, and MEK) in the emission stream are
presented in three figures below.
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Figure 19: Calculated Adsorption Isotherm for Toluene.
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Adsorption Isotherm of Xylene
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Figure 20: Calculated Adsorption Isotherm for Xylene.
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Adsorption Isotherm of MEK
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Figure 21: Calculated Adsorption Isotherm for MEK.

Here the adsorption isotherms can inevitably lead to insight regarding both the adsorption and
desorption characteristics of the adsorption system. If one wanted to determine an actual mass
balance for an adsorption operation, the result would lead to partial differential equations in the
dependant variables q (mass loading kg adsorbate/kg solid) and Y (gas phase concentration – kg
adsorbate/kg carrier), and the independent variables t (adsorption time) and z (distance down the
adsorber) 57. This can become cumbersome and complicated. It is actually much faster to
develop operational relationships based upon experimental isotherms to predict adsorption
system performance. In this research, the method outlined by Basmadjian, in which operational
diagrams are developed from the adsorption isotherms to develop simple algebraic and
differential relationships to predict various process parameters is used 57. Although somewhat
limiting, these expressions can estimate very useful information about the performance of the
adsorption system. Furthermore, the accuracy of this information can be extended if it is used in
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conjunction with mass transfer correlations. In the following discussion, adsorption parameters
will be developed for the emission stream described in Table 8. These parameters are listed
below:
1. Adsorbent requirement:
a. Overall mass and volume of adsorbent required; and,
b. Preliminary Development of bed dimension requirements.
2. Adsorption Parameters:
a. Adsorption time – breakthrough time;
b. Estimated Length of the Mass Transfer Zone;
c. Final Dimension of beds; and,
d. Number of adsorption beds.
3. Desorption Parameters:
a. Desorption time;
b. Desorption temperature; and,
c. Purge requirements.

Adsorbent Requirements
The adsorption isotherm can be used to determine the adsorbent capacity. This in turn will
determine how much total adsorbent (what weight and volume) will be required to adsorb the
total emission stream. For this particular case, the emission stream is seen to contain a total of
100 annual tonnes of a mixture of toluene, xylene, and MEK. This annual amount can be broken
down into a daily (or hourly) mass of adsorbate by knowing what the operational cycle of the
emitting facility is. In Table 7, the operating cycle for the case study facility is 240 days (16
hours per day) and the daily mass of adsorbate emitted is calculated below:
Total mass of adsorbate per annum

100 (tonnes/year)

Emission rate of VOCs per day

100 (tonnes/year) x 1/240 (year/days) x 1000 (kg/tonne)
= 417 kg/day of VOCs

Emission rate of VOCs per hour

417 kg/day of VOCs x 16 hrs/day
= 26 kg/hr
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To determine the mass of adsorbent needed to completely remove 417 kg VOC /day from the
emission stream, the loading value from the adsorption isotherm needs to be utilized. This value
(q) denotes the amount of adsorbate that can be adsorbed on the adsorbent at a given component
concentration at a fixed temperature. In our case, we will be using the pure component isotherm
for each compound, and assume that each particular compound is the only substance in the
emission stream. For example, to calculate the required adsorbent for xylene, it will be assumed
that the VOC emission stream is composed of 100 tonnes of xylene. This calculation is repeated
for each compound separately. The amount of adsorbent for each compound is then compared,
and the highest value will be the one used for the adsorption system design. The only issue with
this calculation is that over time, and after repeated adsorption-desorption cycles, the capacity of
the adsorbent will decrease. This is because some of the adsorbate from the initial cycles will be
very difficult to remove, and in essence be considered permanently adsorbed onto the adsorbent.
Therefore a best practice in the design of adsorption systems is to add a safety factor of two to
the calculated amount of adsorbent required 1. These calculations are summarized in the table
below.
Table 26: Calculated mass and volume of adsorbent required.
Compound
Toluene
Xylene
MEK

Loading
(kg fluid/kg
solid)
0.161
0.334
0.225

Adsorbent
Density
(kg/m3)
400
400
400

Total Adsorbent
required (kg)

Actual Adsorbent
Required (kg)

2,613
1,251
1,854

5,228
2,502
3,709

Volume
Adsorbent
(m3)
13.07
6.26
9.28

Table 26 summarizes the total mass of adsorbent required to adsorb 100 tonnes of an emission
composition matching that in Table 7. In this particular case the value for Toluene would be use,
which is 5,228 kg. This mass corresponds to a volume of approximately 14 m3. This volume
allows for determination of the overall adsorption system dimensions. For this particular
application, several orientations are plausible, and can be determined by considering the bed
thickness and diameter comparison to the volume flow of emission being treated (60,000 cfm
from Table 7). The normal recommendation is to keep the bed thickness small, between 1 and 2
m or smaller, and the superficial velocity around 1 m/s 1, 32, 57. This will minimize the pressure
drop through the bed and ensure appropriate residence time in the adsorbing bed.
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The calculations used to determine the preliminary bed orientations and dimensions are
presented below.
Required Volume of Bed

14 m3

Given Volume Flow

60,000 cfm = 101,940 m3/hr = 28.4 m3/s

Area Required to have a superficial velocity of 1 m/s

28.4 m2

The required radius for 1 adsorption bed

(28.4m2/ π)0.5 = 3.01 m

The required radius for 2 adsorption beds

(28.4m2/(2π))0.5 = 2.13 m

The required radius for 3 adsorption beds

(28.4m2/(3 π))0.5 = 1.74 m

Calculated bed thickness

14 m3/28.4m2 = 0.49 m

The calculations above illustrate that different numbers and orientations of adsorption beds are
feasible, provided that the overall adsorbable area of the bed is fixed. The decision of which
orientation to use will fall upon the end user, but typically, if higher pressure operations are
desired, adsorption beds of smaller diameters are preferred. For this project, the system will be
run at atmospheric pressure, and therefore only one adsorbing bed will be used.
Adsorption Times and Operational Diagrams
Adsorption cycle times are normally calculated by developing breakthrough curves. A
breakthrough curve refers to the amount of time needed for a given concentration of fluid to
escape the outlet of the adsorption bed 58. In ideal conditions, the adsorbate molecules will fill
up the sites one by one, until the entire adsorption bed is saturated. Once that happens, the total
feed concentration will suddenly emerge from the outlet of the bed at one time. Unfortunately,
this does not happen in practice, and some portion of the adsorbate will be seen at the adsorption
bed outlet before the entire bed has been saturated. This occurs because there is a finite
resistance to mass transfer between the adsorbate gas and the solid 58. Therefore a finite amount
of time is needed for each particle to be loaded with adsorbate 58. This infers that mass transfer
must somehow be incorporated into actual isotherm determination.
Another issue is in regards to the effect that temperature has on the adsorption-desorption
processes. For adsorption, increasing temperature will decrease adsorption capacity. In practice,
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adsorption is known as an exothermic process, and therefore, a temperature rise would be
expected during operation. Therefore, before adsorption breakthrough times can be established,
the temperature rise expected must be estimated so realistic inferences can be made whether the
process will operate under isothermal or adiabatic conditions. Basmadjian developed a very
simple relationship to predict the maximum temperature rise expected from the adsorption
process 57. This expression is presented below:

Equation 30

In Equation 30, ΔT refers to the temperature rise due to the adsorption process, q refers to the
solid phase loading, (q/Y)F refers to feed conditions, ΔH refers to the heat of adsorption, Cpb
refers to the heat capacity of the carrier fluid, and Cps refers to the heat capacity of solid.
Using Equation 30, the maximum temperature rise for the adsorption process of all three solvents
(MEK, Toluene, and Xylene) is presented in Table 27.

Table 27: Maximum expected temperature rise for pure component adsorption based of major
solvents in the VOC emission.
Parameter
q
ΔH
Cpb
Cps
(q/Y)F
ΔT (calculated from
Equation 30)

Toluene

Xylene

MEK

0.161
344 kJ/kg
1.012 kJ/(kg*K)
33.18 – 55.8 kJ/(kg*K)
869

0.334
235 kJ/kg
1.012 kJ/(kg*K)
33.18 – 55.8 kJ/(kg*K)
1,225

0.225
277 kJ/kg
1.012 kJ/(kg*K)
33.18 – 55.8 kJ/(kg*K)
1,054

0.065 K

0.065 K

0.060 K

According to the calculations developed above, the maximum temperature rise expected during
the adsorption process is minimal, and thus the process can be considered isothermal.
As discussed earlier, the use of operational diagrams can predict realistic operation if a physical
understanding of the process is developed. In this particular case, all three compounds, Toluene,
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Xylene, and MEK exhibit what is known as a Type I isotherm (shape is concave down). During
adsorption, solutes that exhibit Type I isotherm character will take the form of a rectangular
discontinuity (at equilibrium, neglecting mass transfer effects); meaning that a sudden mass of
solute will move through the bed 57. Using this relationship, Basmadjian was able to develop a
simple design equation that relates adsorption time, with bed thickness, fluid and bed densities 57.
This was done by equating the cumulative amount of solute adsorbed at a given time, with the
cumulative amount of solute adsorbed over a given distance in the bed.

The result is the

following Equation:

Equation 31

In Equation 31, V refers to the propagation velocity of sorption front, z is the distance into the
adsorber bed, t is time, ρf is the fluid density (air), v is the superficial velocity through the bed, ρ b
is the bed density, Δq is the mass loading of solvent in the solid phase, and ΔY is the
concentration of the pollutant in emission stream. Interestingly enough, a similar expression will
be obtained from use of the local equilibrium model. In this model, the material balance for the
adsorbate is solved assuming that there is no concentration gradient within the particle or the
film surrounding the particle 59.
By rearranging Equation 31 to isolate t, and replacing z with L – length of the adsorber bed, the
adsorption time can be determined for adsorption of a Type I system. For the components in this
study, this method has been utilized to obtain an approximation of adsorption times assuming the
process goes to completion. These values have been compiled in Table 12 below.
Table 28: Adsorption times for VOC compounds in the emission stream.
Compound
Toluene
Xylene
MEK

Conc.
Pi
5.82x10-5
8.57x10-5
6.70x10-5

Conc.
ΔY
1.86x10-4
3.14x10-4
1.67x10-4
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Δq
0.161
0.334
0.225

Tads
(hrs)
78
95
121

If transport resistance is not considered, the adsorption phase of the entire process will appear to
be instantaneous 58. As previously stated, this means that the entire feed concentration will
suddenly appear out of the adsorber bed outlet once the working capacity of the adsorber bed has
been reached. In actuality, this does not happen, and transport resistance works to elongate the
contaminant front that is moving through the bed. The result is that the leading edge of the
contaminant front is composed of a concentration gradient. This area is termed the Mass
Transfer Zone (MTZ). The length of the MTZ is dependent upon transport resistance, and as
would be expected determines the minimum depth the bed can be. If the MTZ is larger than the
bed depth, premature breakthrough would result, resulting in non-compliant operation.
In typical adsorption system design, a breakthrough concentration is decided upon that can be
used as a marker to indicate a safe time in which the beds can be switch over to the regeneration
phase of the process. In this particular case, the breakthrough concentration will be considered
to be 0.01 (or 1%) of the feed concentration.
To account for transport resistance, design charts developed by Hiester and Vermeulen, and
modified by Basmadjian were used 57. These design charts allow for the system behaviour to be
expressed as dimensionless parameters related to fractional saturation (breakthrough
concentration of 1% in our case) and depletion of medium, its dimensions and transport
resistance, time scale and fluid throughput, and the equilibrium isotherm itself .
To utilize these design charts, there are three parameters that must be identified. The first is the
separation factor (r), the second is a dimensionless time variable (T) which refers to the
breakthrough time, and third is the dimensionless distance (N) which is a parameter that
incorporates transport resistance effects into the mass transfer zone. Each of these is explained
in detail below.
The separation factor is simply a measure of how favourable the equilibrium isotherm performs.
In the case at hand, three isotherms are considered, and all are Type I. Separation factors
between 0 and 1 represent effective Type I isotherms, and typical values for low boiling
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impurities range between values of 0.3 – 0.7. The formal definition of the separation factor is
presented below.

Equation 32

In Equation 32, ΔY and Δq denote the equilibrium curve to a particular point on it, while ΔY 0
and Δq0 refer to the entire range of the curve.
In order to quantify the dimensionless time and distance variables, mass transfer coefficients
must be developed to represent the transport resistant phenomena. For conventional purification
processes, Basmadjian was able to develop guidance regarding what diffusivities and mass
transfer coefficients could be expected 57. These are presented in Table 13.

Table 29: Range of Transport Coefficients with a particle radius set at 1 mm.

57

Fluid Phase

Solid Phase

Diffusivity (cm2/s)

Df = 10-2 to 10-3

Ds = 10-5 to 10-6

Mass Transfer Coefficient (s-1)

kfa = 10 to 10-1

ksa = 10-2 to 10-3

It is important to note that the values presented in Table 13, represent those for a particle
diameter of 1 mm, and can be adjusted using the Glueckauff relationships to transform
diffusivities into mass transfer coefficients 57.

Equation 33
Equation 34

In this case, D refers to diffusivity, the subscripts f and s refer to the fluid and solid phases, k fa
and ksa refer to the respective fluid and solid mass transfer coefficients.
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The last parameters required to utilize the design charts are the dimensionless time and distance
variables. These are presented in the equations below.

Equation 35

T

Equation 36

Equation 37

In Equations 35 and 36, f(r) is a function that uses r (separation factor) to correct for the nonlinearity of the equilibrium isotherms. The f(r) expression shown in Equation 37 is valid for
Type 1 isotherms. The expression changes for Type III isotherms (f(r) = r -1/2, with linear
isotherms being defined when r = 1, meaning f(r) = 1.
Five design charts corresponding to various fractional fluid and fractional solid concentrations
will allow determination of the effect of transport resistance on the adsorption process. For the
conditions outlined in this particular system, the dimensional N can be used to determine the
limiting values of z and v. These can be used as design specifications to begin the adsorption
process design.
For instance, in this particular case, the adsorption system was seen to require a diameter of 6 m
with a depth of only 0.5 m, with a superficial velocity set at 1 m/s. In actuality the minimum bed
depth or velocity can be calculated for various values of z and v, mass transfer coefficients are
known. An example of how to calculate the minimum bed thickness required to ensure
instantaneous breakthrough is not observed is provided below
Givens:

v = 1 m/s, kfa = 10, N ≤ 4.5, r = 0.5

Rearrange Equation 35 solving for z:

z ≥ N/[f(r)* kfa/v]

Minimum thickness (z)

≥ 4.5/[(2/1.5)*10/1] ≥ 0.3375 m
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Therefore, the minimum bed thickness required to ensure that instantaneous breakthrough does
not occur is 0.3375 m. Table 30 provides calculated values for various bed depths and
superficial velocities to ensure instantaneous breakthrough does not occur.
Table 30: Calculated values for minimum bed depths and associated maximum superficial
velocities to maintain conditions that do not favour instantaneous breakthrough.
Set v

Calculated Minimum z

Set z

Calculated Maximum v

0.25

0.0844

0.25

0.741

0.5

0.1687

0.5

1.481

1

0.3375

1

2.963

1.5

0.5062

1.5

4.444

2

0.6750

2

5.926

2.5

0.8437

2.5

7.407

3

1.012

3

8.889

The original dimensions considered were 0.49 m in thickness, with a velocity of 1 m/s, which in
comparison to the values in Table 30, are clearly acceptable.
The next calculations involve determining the adsorption time, and the length of the mass
transfer zone. To calculate the adsorption time, first the dimensionless distance is computed
using Equation 35. This calculation is provided below:
Givens:

v = 1 m/s, z = 0.5 m, kfa = 10, r = 0.5

Equation 35

N = kfa*(z/v)* f(r)

Therefore N

= 10*(0.5/1)*(2/1.5) = 6.667

The next step is to read the dimensionless time off of the appropriate design chart (the one with
the fractional concentration considered). Therefore, from the 1% design chart (Figure 22) the T
value = 1.2. This is read by drawing a vertical line from the appropriate r value (r = 0.5), then
following the contour line from the N value to the vertical line drawn. The last step is to move
horizontally from this point to the T axis and read off the T value.
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Figure 22: Modified Hiester-Vermeulen plots for fractional gas compositions of 0.01.

57

.

The value T/N is a correction factor that can be used to determine the adsorption time associated
with a fractional concentration (in this case 1%) of the feed breaking through the outlet of the
adsorber. Furthermore, the correction factor also incorporates mass transfer considerations upon
the equilibrium isotherm. The overall result is a breakthrough time that is specific to the system
considered. Equation 38 below illustrates how the correction factor is utilized onto the
equilibrium adsorption times, and Table 15 summarizes the anticipated breakthrough times.

Equation 38
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Table 31: Fractional breakthrough times calculated through the incorporation of mass transfer
through dimensionless time and distance parameters.

Fractional
Composition
1%

te (hours)

T/N

Toluene = 78

0.18

ta (hours)
Toluene = 12

Xylene = 95

Xylene = 14

MEK = 121

MEK = 18

In order to ensure pre-mature breakthrough will not occur as a result of our preliminary
dimension calculations, the length of the mass transfer zone (LMTZ) must be determined and
compared to the bed thickness being used. The LMTZ is determined by calculating the
dimensionless N value from the dimensionless T values established for an adsorption cycle time.
Two values of N will be determined, one from the solid phase design chart representing a solid
phase concentration of 0.01 saturation, and one representing a solid phase concentration of 0.99
saturation. The distance between these two values is the length of the mass transfer zone. A
sample calculation for Toluene is presented below. Note: here an 8 hour step time is used. This
ensures pre-mature breakthrough will not occur. Furthermore, because the daily production time
is 16 hours, it allows for two full adsorption-desorption cycles to be completed in the day.
Considerations

8 hour step time

Equation 36

T = kfa*t*(ρf/ρb)(ΔY/Δq)f(r)

Equation 36 with values

T = 10*28,800*(1.2/400)*(1.81x10-4/0.161)*(2/1.5)

Therefore

T = 1.29

N will be read from the design charts

N0.01 = , N0.99 = 0

z is calculated by rearranging Equation 35

z =(N/kfa)*(v/f(r))

z0.01

z0.01 = (6.5/10)*(1/(2/1.5)) = 0.487

z 0.99

z0.99 = (0/10)*(1/(2/1.5)) = 0

LMTZ

LMTZ = z0.01 - z0.99 = 0.487 m

From the calculation above, operating the adsorption cycle for 8 hours assuming the entire
composition of the solvent is Toluene would yield a mass transfer zone of 0.487 m. The
calculated preliminary adsorbent bed depth was 0.49 m, very close to that of the calculated mass
transfer zone. Standard practice is to design bed depths to be multiples of the mass transfer zone,
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thus, in this case, it would not harm the system to increase the bed depth to 1.0 m provided the
pressure drop through the system was reasonable.
Desorption Times
To regenerate the adsorbent a process cycle must be developed to remove the adsorbate. This
involves sending inert gas through the adsorbing bed while altering the physical parameters
(pressure or temperature) of the system. The inert material acts to drive the adsorbate from the
adsorbent pores, and the altered physical parameters act to reduce the affinity of the adsorbate to
the adsorbent – making the process more efficient.
Under the conditions of a Type I isotherm, the sorption propagation velocity is inversely
proportional to the equilibrium isotherm at each point 57. Therefore each point of the isotherm
will exert an effect on the velocity of the solute front resulting in decreasing desorption rates as
the desorption process continues. This greatly contrasts the adsorption cycle, in which the
adsorption cycle time will depend upon the feed and final concentrations, and not each individual
point of the isotherm. The design equation developed for desorption therefore differs with
respect to adsorption because the term Δq/ΔY is replaced with dq/dY 57.

Equation 39

To evaluate the desorption time at any point along the isotherm, the derivative dq/dY must be
evaluated. Over time, the process results in an ever expanding desorption front. The result is an
in-efficient desorption process. To compensate for this a Temperature Swing desorption cycle
will be used.
Temperature Swing desorption involves passing hot purge gas through the adsorption bed to
remove the adsorbate. The physical consequence of using hot purge is the enrichment of the
adsorbate as it is eliminated from the adsorbent. The overall effect is a decrease in desorption
time, increase in concentration of the adsorbate being evolved, and thus an increase in the
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efficiency of the desorption cycle. The effect of this has been quantified by Basmadjian for both
hot inert purge gas, and is presented below as Equation 40 57.

Equation 40

In Equation 40, YP refers to the maximum enriched concentration of the solute in the gas phase,
Cpb refers to the heat capacity of the carrier gas, ΔH refers to the enthalpy of adsorption, T R
refers to the regenerant temperature, TF refers to the adsorption temperature, and YF refers to the
feed gas concentration. If steam is used for the purge gas, the driving force for enrichment is the
latent heat of vaporization of water, and the heat of adsorption. The result is that the enrichment
factor (Yp) is driven towards unity because both the ΔHH2O and ΔH are approximately equal to
2500 kJ/mol, which is seen in Equation 41 57.

Equation 41

If desorption is attempted at ambient conditions, enrichment will not occur. In fact, if T R in
Equation 40 is set equal to TF, the maximum attainable concentration of the solute will be ½ that
of the original feed concentration. This is because the part of the energy of the stream is being
used to feed the endothermic process of desorption, thus lowering the temperature of the
adsorption bed, and increasing the affinity of the adsorbate for the adsorbent. If high
temperature purge is used, an intermediate temperature level is reached, at which desorption will
occur easier, concentrating the adsorbate as it is removed 57. Pictorially, this is described in the
figure below.
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Figure 23: A comparison of desorption breakthrough curves at low and high temperatures. High
temperature purge conditions leads to solute enrichment, while ambient purge leads to solute levels
below initial loading values 57.

In adsorption-desorption systems, it is desirable to always have one fresh bed ready for
adsorption. To ensure this, desorption cycles are designed to be faster than adsorption cycles. In
this system, to adsorb the entire mass of contaminant, the minimum time required would be
approximately 12 to 18 hours for a 1% breakthrough (Table 31). In practical applications
adsorption cycles are kept closer to 8 hours, therefore, we will begin purging after 8 hours of the
adsorption cycle. This means desorption (which includes purge, cooling, and drying of the bed),
should occur faster than 8 hours.
To calculate the desorption time, 1 hour will be allotted towards drying and cooling of the bed
(EPA estimates that this can occur in approximately 15 minutes), the rest of the time will be used
for purge. This means, at a maximum, the purge step (desorption) should take no more than 6
hours – so that the total desorption step will take 7 hours leaving a safety factor of 1 hour. To
calculate the actual desorption time, the purge requirements will be determined by matching
them to the expected ratio of purge to solvent required. As seen in the previous discussion, if
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steam is used as the purge gas, the maximum enrichment ratio expected will be on the order of
unity. Typical systems utilize 0.3 to 1 kg of steam per kg of carbon 1. For our system this
translates into 2 to 6 moles of steam per mole of solvent recovered. Steam flow rates for various
purge times and steam to VOC ratios are calculated in the table below.
Table 32: Calculated molar flow (kgmole/hr) of purge (steam) for various desorption times.
Steam Ratio

Mass of Steam (kg)

Molar flow of steam (kgmole/hr)
2 hr

3 hr

4 hr

5 hr

2

834

23.17

15.44

11.58

9.27

3

1251

34.75

23.17

17.38

13.90

4

1668

46.33

30.89

23.17

18.53

5

2085

57.92

38.61

28.96

23.17

Overall Adsorption Subsystem Description in HYSYS
With the overall design parameters calculated for the adsorption system, knowledge of the
desorbed VOC-steam stream will be required. This is because the desorbed stream will be the
feed for the Reformer and SOFC units. Using the steam ratios in Table 32, mole fractions for the
desorbed VOC components can be calculated. These are summarized in the table below.
Table 33: Calculated mole fractions of VOC within the desorbed stream. Based on anticipated
daily cycles (two 8 hr. adsorption cycles - 2 desorption cycles).
Steam Ratio

Total Mass of Steam

Mole Fraction of VOCs

(kg)

Tol

Xyl

MEK

nBA

2

832

0.015

0.034

0.031

0.011

3

1251

0.011

0.023

0.021

0.007

4

1668

0.008

0.018

0.016

0.005

5

2085

0.006

0.014

0.013

0.004
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As is evident from the Table 33, the mole fractions of the VOC substances are extremely low,
meaning the composition of fuel being sent to the Reformer and SOFC is not adequate for power
production. To alleviate this concern, excess water can be removed from the stream by partial
condensation. This is done by cooling the desorbed stream enough to condense out water
without letting the VOC compounds leave the gas phase. In this particular system, the Adsorber
Subsystem contained a Cooler and Separator function that acted as a condensing unit. In fact,
the actual results of the system indicate that the condensed phase contains less than 1% by mole
of VOC in it.
All the VOCs in this system with the exception of MEK have boiling points that range between
1100C to 1360C. Furthermore, the starting concentration of the VOCs within the desorbed
stream is low to begin with. For these reasons, it is expected the system will behave non-ideally,
and thus outlet concentrations may not be as expected (which is the case here). Therefore, this
portion of the model should be explored experimentally in the future.

4.2.3 Modeling the Heat Exchanger Subsystem
In practical application, SOFC operational temperatures range between 750 0C – 10000C 41. In
particular, the SOFC hybrid model has been set so that the SOFC operates at 9000C. Upon exit,
the SOFC exhaust materials will also be at 9000C, meaning the SOFC exhaust will contain
significant amounts of thermal energy. In order to recapture some of this energy, the SOFC
hybrid model includes a Heat Exchanger Subsystem. This Subsystem is used to transfer exhaust
thermal energy to the incoming air and water streams, thus increasing overall system efficiency.
The heat exchanger subsystem in the SOFC model is seen below:
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Figure 24: HYSYS Heat Exchange Subsystem.

HYSYS provides three basic heat exchanger models designed for steady-state applications
utilizing the shell and tube configuration. In the Heat Exchange Subsystem, we will be using two
of these three.
The first model is termed the Endpoint model. This model treats the heat curves for both Heat
Exchanger sides as linear 60. For simple problems where there is no phase change and Cp is
relatively constant, this model can provide relatively accurate results with very low
computational requirements 60. This model is utilized for the heat exchanger named Air HX 60.
The second model, termed the Weighted Model, is an excellent model to deal with non-linear
heat curve problems such as the phase change of pure components in one or both Heat
Exchanger sides 60. With the Weighted model, the heating curves are broken into intervals, and
an energy balance is performed along each interval 60. A log-mean-temperature-difference
(LMTD) and UA are calculated for each interval in the heat curve, and summed to calculate the
overall exchanger UA 60. The Weighted model is available only for counter-current exchangers,
and is essentially an energy and material balance model 60. This model is used for the Water HX
because there is a phase change involved 60.
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Stream conditions will change depending on the run, but for the basic system, running at
atmospheric pressure and no fuel recycle, the molar flow rates, and temperatures of the streams
are provided in Table 34.
Table 34: Stream conditions for the basic Heat Exchanger Subsystem model. In this run, there is
no Fuel Recycle, the excess air ratio is set at 1.2, and other conditions are as below.
Stream
Anode Exhaust
AE1
System Exhaust
Air Feed
Air Out
Water In
Steam In

Molar Flowrate (kgmole/hr)
6.869
6.869
6.869
2.837
2.837
0.68
0.68

Temperature (K)
1173
1142
1013
298.1
400
288.1
500

4.2.4 Modeling the Reformer Subsystem
During the development of the SOFC hybrid model, it was determined that an Autothermal
Reforming system would be used. The flowsheet for the Reformer Subsystem is presented
below.

Figure 25: Reformer Subsystem Model for the SOFC Hybrid abatement system model.
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Air coming from the Heat Exchange Subsystem, and Humidified VOC (HVOC1) coming from
the Adsorber Subsystem, are mixed together in a HYSYS Mixer operation and sent to the POX
Reactor. The POX reactor is modeled as a Gibbs reactor which calculates energy and material
balances by minimizing the change in the Gibbs energy function. To utilize this function, it is
assumed that the reaction will go to equilibrium, and therefore this should be checked
experimentally in future research.
The influence of various streams and reactor parameters upon the overall reforming process is
studied in model validation section of this thesis, however, the ratio of oxygen sent to the POX
reactor greatly influences the conversion of VOC‟s to smaller hydrocarbon components (C1
components). Too high a ratio will result in a full combustion reaction occurring while too low a
ratio will result in poor conversion rates. Optimizing the molar flow of air into the POX reactor
will result in a product mixture consisting primarily of nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen.
The outlet of the POX reactor is combined with excess steam to form the inlet reaction mixture
for the Steam Reactor. The main reactions taking place include the steam reforming reaction and
the water-gas shift reaction. The presence of excess steam will function to drive the water gas
shift reaction in the forward direction, thus creating more hydrogen from the reaction mixture.
In this case, the Steam Reforming Reactor is also modelled as a HYSYS Gibbs reactor. In order
to ensure the endothermic steam reforming reactions are sustained, the energy from the POX
reactor is sent into the Steam Reforming reactor. This is accomplished using the HYSYS Set
function.
4.2.5 Modeling the SOFC Subsystem
As with the other Subsystems, the model of the SOFC consists only of HYSYS models and
functions. The reformer outlet stream (consisting primarily of nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon
monoxide, and steam) was sent to the Anode side of the SOFC.
This mixture is sent to a Component Splitter that is used to set the Fuel Utilization factor. The
fuel being utilized is sent to a HYSYS Gibbs reactor with the appropriate stoichiometric ratio of
oxygen from the incoming air stream. The appropriate molar flow of air required is calculated
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via the Spreadsheet function in HYSYS. This is done by first setting a desired air utilization
factor, and using it to determine the required oxygen content to ensure complete conversion. The
airflow is calculated based on the assumption that 20.5% of the air used is composed of oxygen.
This airflow is preheated by exchanging heat with the Cathode Exhaust stream. Preheated, the
air stream is sent through a Component Splitter which is used to simulate the movement of the
oxygen anion across the electrolyte. Once through the Component Splitter, the air stream is
separated into two streams, one consisting only of oxygen (called Cathode O2 In), and another
consisting of nitrogen, unused oxygen, and argon (Excess Air). The Cathode O2 In stream is
then sent to the Gibbs Reactor representing the Anode.
The Excess Air stream is heated using the Heater function to simulate it obtaining heat from the
SOFC cell prior to its exit. Once through the Heater, the Excess Air stream is termed the
Cathode Exhaust stream
The exhaust of the SOFC is then mixed with the unused fuel which has been heated through a
HYSYS Heater model that is used to simulate the unused fuel going through the SOFC and
exiting at the cell temperature. This combined mixture is termed the Anode Exhaust, and is split
via a HYSYS Tee model to allow for the recycling of a percentage of the unused fuel. The Anode
Exhaust is then sent to the Heat Exchange Subsystem to preheat the air and water streams being
used in the Reformer Subsystem.
The fuel to be recycled is sent through a HYSYS Recycle function. The Recycle installs a
theoretical block in the process stream 60. The feed into the block is termed the calculated recycle
stream, and the product is the assumed recycle stream. The following steps take place during the
convergence process:
1. HYSYS uses the conditions of the assumed stream and solves the Flowsheet up to the
calculated stream 60;
2. HYSYS then compares the values of the calculated stream to those in the assumed stream
60

;
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3. Based on the difference between the values, HYSYS modifies the values in the calculated
stream and passes the modified values to the assumed stream 60;
4. The calculation process repeats until the values in the calculated stream match those in
the assumed stream within specified tolerances 60.
As previously described, the Recycled Fuel is then sent to the Reformer Subsystem to recycle the
steam contained within the Anode Exhaust stream. The SOFC Subsystem is shown below.

Figure 26: HYSYS SOFC Subsystem Model.
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Chapter 5: MODEL VALIDATION AND OPTIMIZATION
Model validation will occur via two avenues. The first is through examination of the factorial
analyses presented in Sections 3.2.3.1 and 3.2.3.2 for both the SOFC and Reformer subsystems.
A comparison of factor effects on the model to those anticipated in actual operation will be
examined to outline if the model is behaving appropriately. The second validation is by
comparison to a published model of an SOFC/Reformer operational system. Again, these results
will be examined to outline if the model is predicting performance accurately.

5.1 Factorial Analysis of the Reformer Subsystem
The Reformer Subsystem model is presented the figure below.

Figure 27: Auto-Thermal Reformer Subsystem flowsheet.

The basic reformer system configuration is that of an Autothermal Reformer consisting of two
separate operational units – one POX reactor, and one Steam Reactor. Air and the VOC vapour
is premixed, and sent into the POX reactor.
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The goal of the Auto-Thermal Reformer is to convert all of the VOC components into a mixture
of hydrogen and carbon monoxide. To optimize the process, and help validate the results of the
model, a full Design of Experiments 25 factorial analysis was performed on the Reformer
Subsystem. The conditions of the humidified VOC stream being sent into the Reformer are
presented in Table 35, while the factors considered in the factorial experiment are presented in
Table 36.
Table 35: Reformer inlet conditions.
Variable

Value

Molar Flow rate

0.337 kgmole/hr

Composition

0.134 Toluene, 0.150 MEK, 0.064 Xylene, 0.043 nBA, 0.608 H2O

Table 36: Experimental set-up of a 25 Factorial Analysis for the Reformer Subsystem.
Factor

Description

Lower Level (-)

Higher Level (-)

a

VOC Temp

400 K

800 K

b

Air Temp

400 K

800 K

c

Air Molar Flow

0.25 kgmole/hr

0.75 kgmole/hr

d

Steam Molar Flow

0.422 kgmole/hr

0.844 kgmole/hr

e

POX Reactor Temp.

800 K

1200 K

A detailed explanation of factorial analyses is presented in Appendix E, while the results of this
particular analysis are developed here. The effect of each factor, and all interactions of factors
were analyzed on the following three output variables:
1. Mole fraction of CO in the Reformate;
2. Mole fraction of H2 in the Reformate; and,
3. Mole fraction of CO2 in the Reformate.
In this particular analysis, the effect of each factor was identified through the use of normal
probability plots. Outliers in the plots were identified as significant factors, and those were then
examined by inspection to determine appropriate operational conditions. ANOVA analyses
could not used because an appropriate method to quantify experimental error was not present.
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Factor Effects on the Mole Fraction of Carbon Monoxide
The normal probability plot of the effects on the Mole Fraction of carbon monoxide in the
reformate is provide in the figure below.

Figure 28: Normal probability plot for the mole fraction of CO in the reformate.

The outliers in the figure above have been identified and labelled. The labels are referred to in
the table below.
Table 37: Significant factors as identified by the normal probability plot of effects on CO mole
fraction in the reformate. The factors are ordered from the most negative effect to the most
positive effect.
Factor
d
a
c

Description
Molar steam flow
VOC Pre-heat Temperature
Molar air flow

Effect
-0.024
0.014
0.043

Molar Flow of Steam: This factor was identified as a negative main effect. Increasing the
molar flow of steam above what is required by the steam reaction will cause the water-gas shift
reaction to occur. This will convert CO and the excess water to hydrogen and CO 2.
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VOC Pre-heat Temperature: VOC Pre-heat temperature was found to be a positive main effect.
This is an expected result.
Molar Air Flow: Molar air flow was identified as a positive main effect. Increasing the oxygen
content in the reaction vessel will drive the POX reaction in the forward direction.
Factor Effects on the Mole Fraction of Hydrogen
The Normal Probability Plot for the effect of the factors on the mole fraction of H 2 in the
reformate is presented in the figure below.

Figure 29: Normal probability plot for the mole fraction of H2 in the reformate.

The table below identifies the factors that exerted a significant effect on the mole fraction of
hydrogen in the reformate.
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Table 38: Significant factors as identified by the normal probability plot of effects on H 2 mole
fraction in the reformate. The factors are ordered from the most negative effect to the most
positive effect.
Factor
c
d

Description
Molar air flow
Molar steam flow

Effect
-0.127
-0.023

Molar Air Flow: This factor was identified as exerting a negative main effect. This means an
increase in the air flow would effectively decrease the mole fraction of hydrogen in the
reformate. This is examined further in the Factorial Analysis Summary discussion.
Molar Steam Flow: This factor was identified as exerting a negative main effect. This means an
increase in the steam flow would effectively decrease the mole fraction of hydrogen in the
reformate. This is occurring because there is already sufficient steam being supplied in the
HVOC stream, as well as in the Recycled Fuel Stream to drive the water-gas shift reactions and
the steam reforming reactions in the forward reaction.
Factor Effects on the Mole Fraction of Carbon Dioxide
The normal probability plot of the factor effects on the mole fraction of CO 2 in the reformate is
outlined in the figure below.

Figure 30: Normal probability plot for the mole fraction of CO2 in the reformate.
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The significant factors identified are summarized in the table below.
Table 39: Summary of the significant factors using xCO2 in the reformate gas as the output
variable, and the factors outlined in Table 18.
Factor
c

Description
Molar air flow

Effect
-0.0761

Molar Air Flow: Molar air flow was identified as a negative main effect. Air flow rate does not
directly impact CO2 concentration in the reformate. A discussion on this effect is presented
below in the Factorial Analysis Summary.
Factorial Analysis Summary
To fully appreciate the results of this factorial analysis, it is important to understand how varying
each factor would affect the output variables simultaneously (mole fractions of CO, H 2, and
CO2). It is expected that the pre-heat temperature of the humidified VOC or air streams would
not significantly affect the Reformer Subsystems Model performance. This is because the first
section of the reactor is a POX reactor, which is set at fixed temperatures in this model. The
reason the temperature is set, is to understand the effect temperature plays upon the system. In
most cases, the temperature would actually be set by reaction conditions. The effect of this is
that regardless of what temperature the inlet is (within reason), the overall reaction temperature
will remain at the fixed POX reactor temperature.
The real effect of increasing the Humidified VOC or Air stream temperatures would be to
increase the kinetics of the reactions (because reaction temperature is reached faster). This,
coupled with the fact that the composition of CO in the POX reactor is small (being consumed
by WGS reaction), means any small change in its formation or reduction will be noticeable.
Lastly, as the reactor temperature increases above 4500C the equilibrium of the WGS reaction
begins to move towards the production of H2O and CO 49. Therefore it is expected that these
factors will either not be significant, or show a minor positive effect on the concentration of CO
in the reformate gas. As predicted, the pre-heat temperature of VOC affected the molar
concentration of CO, and nothing else.
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The feed entering the reformer consists of recycled fuel from the fuel cell and humidified VOC
coming from the adsorption system. As indicated previously, the reformer here is modelled as
two separate reactors in series, a partial oxidation (POX) reactor and a steam reformer (SR). To
initiate the reaction in the first reactor (POX reactor), oxygen will be required. The first part of
the reaction zone in the reactor is for full combustion, which forms CO 2 and generates heat to
feed the rest of the reactions. After this initial zone, the partial oxidation reactions occur
(generating CO and H2).
The reaction mixture, now primarily consisting of H2, CO, N2, and to a lesser degree water and
CO2 is sent to the SR reactor. In this reactor, the heat generated in the POX reactor is utilized in
the endothermic water gas shift (WGS) reaction. The excess steam aids in preventing coking and
driving the steam reaction in the forward direction. The result is to have an end product
consisting primarily of H2 and CO.
In this particular experiment the initial molar flow of air (0.25 kgmole/hr) will supply the oxygen
to begin the reactions in the POX reactor. It can be hypothesized that the minimum air flow
supplied enough oxygen to virtually convert all the hydrocarbons (VOCs) into a mixture of H 2
and CO, and to a lesser degree CO2. This is confirmed by viewing the composition of the
mixture after the POX reactor. At this point the only remaining hydrocarbon is toluene. Any
increase in the molar air flow should generate even more hydrogen, CO, and dilute the amount of
CO2 present until all of the hydrocarbons have been converted.
Experimentally, increasing the molar flow of air served to increase the concentration of CO and
decrease the concentrations of CO2 and H2. This is actually expected under these reaction
conditions because once the hydrocarbons have been converted, and with temperatures above
4500C, the reverse water gas shift reaction can take place. This would essentially increase the
CO concentration, while decreasing both the H2 and CO concentrations. This type of behaviour
was noted by Ming et al 49.
In the steam reforming reactor, steam is used to transform any CO present to hydrogen and CO2
through the WGS reaction, and also to prevent coking of the hydrocarbon compounds. In this
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experiment, increasing the molar flow of steam from the initial value served to decrease the mole
fractions of CO, H2, and CO2. The hypothesis for this is that the humidified VOC stream already
contained sufficient steam to allow for the SR reactions to proceed. Any increase in steam only
served to dilute the product, causing a decrease in H2, CO, and CO2.
Overall, the reformer subsystem model is operating predictably, and thus can be utilized for the
overall abatement system model.
The factorial experiment also served to outline ideal operational parameters for the Auto-thermal
reformer. These were identified as run 17 in the experiment, and are presented in Table 40
below. In this run, all factors were set at the lowest level. The results of this run are presented in
Table 41. These results are set with a Fuel Recycle Ratio (FRR) of 0.5, and a Fuel Utilization of
0.85.
Table 40: Factorial settings for ideal reformer performance.
Factor
a
b
c
d
e

Description
VOC preheat temperature
Air Flow preheat temperature
Air Molar Flowrate
Steam Molar Flowrate
POX Reactor Temperature

Value
800 K
400 K
0.25 kgmole/hr
0.422 kgmole/hr
800 K

Table 41: Optimized reformer results. Factors set to levels for run 17.
Substance
CO
H2
CO2
H2O
N2
Total

Value
0.051
0.409
0.294
0.151
0.095
1
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5.2 Model Validation: Factorial Analysis of the SOFC Subsystem
As with the Reformer Subsystem, a „Design of Experiment‟ full 2 5 factorial analysis could be run
on the process parameters to optimize the process and help verify model performance. The
reformer system was set at the parameters outlined in Table 41, and the factors used are
summarized in Table 42.
Table 42: 25 Factorial design for the SOFC Subsystem model.
Factor

Description

Lower Level (-)

Higher Level (-)

0.25

0.5

400 K

700 K

a

FRR

b

Air Temperature

c

Fuel Utilization (Uf)

0.7

0.9

d

Excess Air (λ)

1.2

1.8

e

Current Density

150 mA/cm2

300 mA/cm2

The theory behind factorial experiments is presented in Appendix E; however, the results of the
analysis are developed here. There were four output variables for the system, and the effect of
each factor, and all interactions of factors was analyzed on these three output variables. The
output variables are listed below:
1. SOFC Stack Voltage;
2. Total Power;
3. Stack DC Power Produced; and,
4. Stack Heat produced.
In this particular analysis, the effect of each factor was identified through the use of normal
probability plots. Outliers in the plots were identified as significant factors, and these were then
further examined through optimization techniques to determine appropriate operational
conditions. ANOVA analysis was not used as experimental error for this system could not be
appropriately quantified.
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Factor Effects on SOFC Stack Voltage:
The normal probability plot of the effects on the SOFC stack voltage is presented in the figure
below.

Figure 31: Normal probability plot for SOFC Single cell voltage using the factors.

The outliers in the figure above have been identified and labelled. The labels are referred to in
the table below.
Table 43: Significant factors as identified by the normal probability plot of effects on SOFC single
cell voltage. The factors are ordered from the most negative effect to the most positive effect.
Factor
c
e
d
cd

Description
Fuel Utilization
Current Density
Air Utilization
Interaction of Air and Fuel Utilization

Effect
-0.457
-0.114
0.074
0.074

Fuel Utilization: Fuel utilization is shown to exert a strong negative effect on the SOFC stack
voltage. This is an expected result, because current is seen proportional to fuel utilization.
Therefore as fuel utilization increases, so will the current, decreasing the Nernst potential.
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Current Density: Current density is shown to exert a strong negative effect on the SOFC stack
voltage. This is an expected result because an increase in current will also increase polarization
effects, decreasing cell voltage.
Excess Air: Excess air is shown to exert a mild positive effect on the SOFC stack voltage. This
is an expected result.
Interaction of Air and Fuel Utilization Factors: The interaction effect of these two factors is
shown to exert a negative effect on the SOFC stack voltage.
Factor Effects on Total Power (Heat and SOFC DC Power)
The normal probability plot of the effects on the total power in terms of heat and DC electricity
is presented below in the figure below.

Figure 32: Normal probability plot of effects on Total Power.

The outliers in the figure above have been identified and labelled. The labels are referred to in
the table below.
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Table 44: Significant factors as identified by the normal probability plot of effects on total power.
The factors are ordered from the most negative effect to the most positive effect.
Factor
c
a

Description
Fuel Utilization
FRR

Effect
15.8
45.6

Fuel Utilization: This factor exerts a positive effect on the total power produced from the SOFC
stack. This is an expected result, as an increase in the amount of fuel utilized, means an increase
in reaction. Regardless of whether this improves cell performance or not, the total power
produced in terms of heat and electricity will increase.
FRR: This factor exerts a large positive effect on the overall power produced from the Fuel Cell.
This is expected in that increasing the FRR will increase the total flow of material moving
through the cell. Regardless of whether this improves cell performance or not, the total power
produced in terms of heat and electricity will increase.
Factor Effects on the SOFC DC Power Produced
The normal probability plot of the effects on the SOFC stack DC power produced is presented in
the figure below.

Figure 33: Normal probability plot of effects on DC Power produced.
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The outliers in the figure above have been identified and labelled. The labels are referred to in
the table below.
Table 45: Significant factors as identified by the normal probability plot of effects on DC power
produced. The factors are ordered from the most negative effect to the most positive effect.
Factor
c
e
ac
d
cd
a

Description
Fuel Utilization
Current Density
Interaction: FRR x Fuel Utilization
Excess air
Interaction: Fuel Utilization x Excess Air
FRR

Effect
-25.5
-8.31
-7.98
5.97
5.98
20.8

Fuel Utilization: Fuel utilization is shown to exert a strong negative effect on SOFC stack DC
Power production. This is an expected result, as an increase in current increases polarization
effects; and current is proportional to fuel utilization.
Current Density: Current density is shown to exert a strong negative effect on SOFC stack DC
Power production. This is an expected result, as an increase in current increases polarization
effects, thus reducing cell voltage.
Interaction – Fuel Utilization x Excess Air: This factor exerts a negative effect on SOFC stack
DC Power production.
Excess Air: Excess air is shown to exert a positive effect on SOFC stack DC Power production.
This is an expected result, as an increase in excess air allows for better system cooling, and thus
better system performance.
Interaction – Fuel Utilization x Excess Air: This factor exerts a positive effect on SOFC stack
DC Power production.
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FRR: This factor exerts a strong positive effect on SOFC stack DC Power production. This is an
expected result, as an increase the FRR would increase the equivalent amount of hydrogen and
carbon monoxide to the fuel cell.

Factor Effects on the SOFC Heat Production
The normal probability plot of the effects on the SOFC heat production is presented in the figure
below.

Figure 34: Normal probability plot of effects on heat produced.

The outliers in the figure above have been identified and labelled. The labels are referred to in
the table below.
Table 46: Significant factors as identified by the normal probability plot of effects on heat produced
by the SOFC. The factors are ordered from the most negative effect to the most positive effect.
Factor
e
ac
a
c

Description
Current Density
Interaction: Fuel Recycle x Fuel Utilization
FRR
Fuel Utilization
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Effect
8.31
12.1
24.8
41.3

Current Density: Current density is shown to exert a positive effect on SOFC stack heat
production. This is an expected result, as an increase in current works against the potential
difference. This causes increases in ohmic polarization effects, decreasing fuel cell efficiency.
Interaction FRR x Fuel Utilization: This factor has been shown to exert a positive effect on
SOFC stack heat production.
FRR: This factor exerts a strong positive effect on SOFC stack heat production. This is an
expected result, as an increase the FRR would increase the overall flow of material to the system,
and as the actual fuel gets diluted, the actual ratio of heat produced to DC power produced
should increase.
Fuel Utilization: Fuel utilization is shown to exert a positive effect on SOFC stack heat
production. Fuel utilization is proportional to current, and so an increase in fuel utilization
would have the same effect as an increase in current density (i.e. increase polarization –
decreasing cell efficiency and increasing the generation of heat within the cell).
Summary of SOFC Factorial Analysis
For the SOFC Subsystem, the factorial analysis included three output variables and five factors.
As with the Reformer Subsystem Factorial Analysis, the effect of each variable will be discussed
and compared in terms of expected and predicted results.
To begin, an increase in the FRR will increase the total flow of material to the fuel cell.
Therefore regardless of fuel cell performance, the overall energy being sent to the cell will
increase. When examining the effect of the FRR on DC power produced, the factor exerts a
positive effect. This is because in the range between 0.25 and 0.5 (recycle ratio) the equivalent
amount of hydrogen being sent to the fuel cell increases. Since this evaluation identifies that
increasing the FRR will increase both output variables (DC power produced and heat produced),
it is important to quantify how much of each. One way to do this is to examine the change in
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hydrogen concentration (mole fraction) and total molar flow as the FRR is increased. The figure
below displays this effect.

Hydrogen production vs Fuel Recycled
5.00E-01
4.50E-01
4.00E-01
3.50E-01
3.00E-01
2.50E-01
2.00E-01
1.50E-01
1.00E-01
5.00E-02
0.00E+00
0.000

8.00E-04
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6.00E-04
5.00E-04
4.00E-04
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2.00E-04
1.00E-04
0.00E+00
0.200

0.400
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0.800

1.000

Fuel Recycle Ratio
Mole Fraction of H2

Molar flow of H2 (kgmole/sec)

Figure 35: Hydrogen composition and flow as a function of the FRR. Fuel Utilization is set at 0.7,
and Excess air ratio is set at 1.8.

As seen in the above figure, although the amount of hydrogen increases as the fuel recycle ratio
(FRR) increases, the mole fraction of hydrogen in the reformate peaks at a FRR of 0.25. Once
0.25 is reached, the mole fraction of hydrogen in the reformate gradually declines until the
approximate value of 0.55. At this point, the mole fraction of hydrogen becomes severely
diluted, and drops off substantially with increasing FRR. Ideally, the most efficient power
production will come when the hydrogen concentration is the highest in the SOFC feedstream.
This confirms why the FRR should remain at 0.25.
The air temperature in the range of concern (600 K to 1000 K) does not seem to significantly
impact SOFC performance. Lower temperatures will emphasize polarization effects, but because
the fuel cell has been set to run at a fixed temperature of 1173 K, this effect will not be seen.
Therefore, the effect of this factor is as expected.
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Fuel utilization and current density are closely related and therefore will be discussed together.
The maximum current is a function of the number of electrons moving through the potential
difference. This, in itself is determined through the number of electrons available for transport
assuming all of the fuel is used. Uf is the ratio of fuel used with respect to the amount of fuel
being sent to the SOFC. Equations 42, 43, and 44, outline this effect, with I max representing the
maximum current, ne- representing the moles of electrons transferred per mole of fuel, n fuel(inlet)
refers to the molar flow of fuel sent to the SOFC, nfuel(used) is the amount of fuel used in the
SOFC, and I is the operational current.

Equation 42

Equation 43

Equation 44

In the fuel cell, current is the attempt by the fuel cell to reduce the potential difference between
the electrodes. Increasing current will decrease voltage because it will reduce the charge
difference between the electrodes, and as seen in Chapter 2, it will increase both concentration
and ohmic polarization effects. This means an increase in current will decrease cell voltage,
decrease DC power produced, and increase the amount of heat produced in the cell. As seen by
the expressions 42, 43, and 44 above, Uf is directly proportional to the operational current which
is directly proportional to current density. Uf is also directly proportional to Nernst potential
through Equation 45 (previously seen as Equation 21).

Equation 45
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As Uf increases, the mole fraction of water at the anode increases (numerator), and the mole
fractions of hydrogen at the anode, and oxygen at the cathode decrease. This corresponds to a
reduction in the Nernst potential.
Therefore, the anticipated effect of increasing U f and/or the current density will be a reduction in
cell voltage, a reduction in DC power produced, and an increase in heat produced. The factorial
analysis on the SOFC Subsystem model regarding the effect of U f and current density predict
these trends. This means that running the system at lower current densities and lower Uf will
amount to better fuel performance. Although this is correct, the amount of power produced will
be minimal, and the amount of fuel wasted would be significant. Therefore although the fuel cell
may run efficiently, much of the fuel heating value would be wasted as it passes through the cell
unused. In most literature systems reviewed here, Uf was found to be set between 0.8 – 0.85 54,
61-64

.

In this analysis, excess air has been shown to exert a positive effect on the stack DC power
produced. Air serves two main functions in the fuel cell. First it acts as an oxidising agent, and
second it provides a method of cooling the fuel cell 43. Operating at excess air ratios of between
1 and 2 ensures there is enough flow through the cell to assist with heat removal. The effect is a
moderate increase in stack voltage 43. This trend was initially presented in the “Modeling Solid
Oxide Fuel Cells”, and is reproduced here in the figure below 43.
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Figure 36: Reproduction of the effect of excess air ratios on the ideal potential of an SOFC at
various pressures. 43

Overall, this discussion provides evidence that the SOFC and the Reformer Subsystem models
are behaving predictably, and can give reliable performance during various modelling scenarios.
The ideal system parameters have been determined by using the results of the factorial analysis.
These are presented in the tables below, the first one representing the factor settings, and the
second one outlining the SOFC performance.

Table 47: Factorial settings for ideal reformer performance.
Factor
a
b
c
d
e

Description
FRR
Air Flow preheat temperature
Fuel Utilization Factor
Excess Air Factor
Current Density
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Value
0.25
400 K
0.80
1.8
150

Table 48: SOFC parameters with a first optimization of the Reformer and SOFC Subsystems.
Parameter
Stack Voltage (V)
Total Power Produced (kW)
DC Power Produced (kW)
Stack Heat Loss (kW)

Value
0.685
51.81
35.15
16.03

5.3 Model Validation: Comparison to Published Results
No system was found in literature that utilized volatile organic compounds as a fuel source.
Therefore, in order to validate the performance of the SOFC hybrid model, it had to be converted
to run on compounds similar to those systems found in literature. The most common fuels used
in systems published in literature were methane or natural gas.
The published model being examined is entitled: “Feasibility Analysis of Methanol Fuelled
SOFC Systems for Remote Distributed Power Applications” 65. The purpose of this study was to
determine through both experimental and model means the feasibility of converting a 5 kW
natural gas SOFC power generator system to run on methanol. For the purposes of the model
validation, only the modelling portion of this publication will be examined.
The model developed by Staite et al, was completed in Aspentech HYSYS, and made to run on
natural gas and methanol. A summary of the results they had achieved from their model (for
natural gas only) is compared to the values obtained from the SOFC hybrid abatement model
(altered to run on natural gas) in the table below.
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Table 49: Comparison between Staite et al Power Generating SOFC model vs. the SOFC Hybrid
Model (retrofitted to run on natural gas).

System Model
Parameter

Staite et al65

Reformer Heat Duty
3.9
(kW)
Actual Fuel Flowrate
18.7 slpm
Gross DC Power Output
5.95
(kW)
Recirculation Fuel (%)
67%
Exhaust-Fuel Heat
0.18
Exchanger Duty (kW)
Exhaust-Air Heat
6.6
Exchanger Duty (kW)
Stack Radiation Heat
2.26
Available to Air (kW)
Recovery Water Heat
5.3
Exchange Available for
Cogen.
Fuel Utilization (%)
83
Air Utilization (%)
40
Reformate Composition CO – 23.6%, H2 –
after Pre-reformer
39.1%, Steam – 27%,
CO2 – 10.3%

SOFC Hybrid
Model
@ 67% recycle fuel
N/A

SOFC Hybrid
Model
@ 40% recycled fuel
N/A

18.7 slpm
6.30

18.7 slpm
5.91

67%
0.19

40%
0.19

6.27

5.88

3.24

2.81

N/A

N/A

80
40
CO – 5.13%, H2 –
15.1%, Steam –
34.0%, CO2 – 12.4%,
N2 – 33.1%,

80
40
CO – 7.5%, H2 –
26.9%, Steam – 22.1
%, CO2 – 10.0%, N2
– 33.1%,

The comparison outlined in the table above indicates that the SOFC Hybrid Model can provide
realistic comparisons to a published model. The main difference between the two models lies in
the reformate composition, reformer duty values, and to a lesser degree percentage of fuel
recycled. The first two factors can be attributed to differences in the reforming system used
between Staite et al‟s model and the SOFC hybrid model. The difference in the percentage of
fuel recycled would be dependent upon the physical characteristics of the fuel cell.
At first glance, it was difficult to ascertain what type of reformer was used in Staite et al‟s model.
This was because no steam or oxygen stream was sent into the reformer. In fact, only two
streams were sent to the Reformer Subsystem. These were the fresh fuel, and the recycled fuel
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streams. The recycled fuel came off the anode side of the SOFC, meaning it would be composed
of unused fuel, carbon dioxide, and steam. With the inputs composed of only these materials, the
reformer subsystem could only be acting as a steam reformer.
In the case of the SOFC hybrid model, the reformer was developed to resemble an auto-thermal
reformer, in which two separate reactions are working simultaneously in two separate reactors.
The POX reaction requires oxygen, and in the model, oxygen is supplied as air. This is
significant because it means that a substantial portion of the reformate would not only consist of
reformed fuel, but also nitrogen. Furthermore, the Auto-thermal Reformer developed in the
SOFC model was designed so that the exothermic reactions taking place in the POX reactor
could generate the heat required by the endothermic reactions of the steam reformer. This means
that in an idealized case, the net heat duty would be zero, and therefore be substantially different
then the 3.9 kW identified for the Steam Reformer designed in Staite et al‟s model.
Calculation of Gross DC power accurately requires physical cell parameters such as active cell
area. Without the active cell area, current density could not be calculated, and therefore, the
voltage drop as a result of polarization effects would not be available. Therefore, increasing the
percentage of fuel recycled decreased the molar composition of hydrogen and carbon monoxide
in the reformate, while increasing the total molar flow of reformate. The overall effect was a
slight increase in the equivalent molar flow of hydrogen to the fuel cell.
As has been shown previously (Equation 42), an increase in molar flow of fuel will increase the
current produced. This alone will increase power. However, increasing current also increases
current density, which decreases voltage. Without knowledge of the active cell area, current
density is unavailable, therefore, to compare the two models appropriately, two conditions were
considered:
1.) Compare the models if both are run at the same recycle rate; and,
2.) Compare the models if both are run such that reformate compositions are similar.
Therefore, although the current density was unknown, comparable performance was achieved by
the SOFC hybrid model to the Staite et al‟s model. Differences between the models can be
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attributed to the difference in reformer designs as well as unknown SOFC active cell area. For
the purposes of this SOFC model, a current density of 250 mA/cm2 was assumed.

5.4 Optimization of the SOFC Abatement System Model
With the model validated, model performance can be assessed and compared to current VOC
abatement technologies; specifically those outlined in Chapter 3 of this work.

To assess this

system‟s performance, quantification of the thermal and electrical efficiencies, as well as
operational costs must be determined. To do this, the design criteria must be explored in order to
develop ideal operational parameters.
In Section 3.2, a case study regarding the treatment of VOC emissions from a moderate sized
automotive parts coating facility was outlined. The main design goal from this problem was the
treatment of 417 kg of VOC per day. In order to ensure long term operation of this SOFC hybrid
abatement system the main operational criterion is to ensure the SOFC portion of the abatement
system is run continuously. This is to prevent thermal cycling, which would cause damage to the
electrolyte and electrodes 41. In order to do this, a stream of VOC components (or fuel) must be
supplied to the SOFC on a continuous basis. The case study in question indicated that the daily
process time for this industrial coating operation was 16 hours per day for 240 days annually.
The automotive industry in North America normally undergoes two-two week shutdown periods
annually for maintenance. This means, to run continuously, the system must actually be running
for 337 days annually at 24 hours per day.
There are two ways in which this can be done. The first method is split the VOC emission
stream after the adsorption-desorption cycle such that a portion is being sent to a storage tank for
off production use, while the rest is being treated. The second method is to size the system for
the 417 kg of VOCs/16 hours, and then run natural gas through the system during shutdown
periods. In this work, only the first method will be investigated.
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5.4.1 Optimized Operation of the Adsorber
As outlined in Section 4.2.2, the adsorption system was designed such that excess air from the
process stream would be eliminated, leaving only concentrated the VOCs. The VOCs are
desorbed using steam as a purge gas. However, the concentration of this is still low because 2 kg
of steam are required per kg of VOC desorbed (Refer to Section 4.2.2). To further concentrate
the system, a condenser unit was placed after the desorbing bed to eliminate a substantial amount
of moisture from the emission stream. The condensed water contains < 1% VOC by mole. This
results in 99% recovery of the VOC for treatment. To ensure that the SOFC can operate
continuously during non-process hours, approximately 53% of the stream must be sent for
storage, while 47% is treated.
Table 50: Breakdown of concentrated VOC compounds.
Substance Annual
mass (kg)

Molecular
weight (g/mole)

Xylene

20,000

106.18

Annual
Moles
(kmoles)
188

Current flow
(kmoles/hr)

MEK

30,260

72.12

419

0.109

0.0518

Toluene

35,094

92.15

380

0.099

0.0471

nBA

14,463

116.18

126

0.032

0.0155

Total

100,000

0.290

0.137

0.0495

Adjusted flow
For continuous
operation (kmoles/hr)
0.0232

This translates in system requirement to handle 0.337 kgmole/hr of a mixture of 60% steam and
40% VOC in the Reformer and SOFC subsystems.
For optimized operation, the adsorption system stream characteristics, as well has heat exchanger
duties are presented in the tables below.
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Table 51: Adsorption System Stream Characteristic Summary.
Stream
ID.

Temp.
(K)

Press.
(bar)

Molar
Flow
(mole/hr)

298

1.013

385.5

Gas Composition (mole %)
O2

N2

Tol

MEK

Xyl

nBA

H2 O

4,224

0.209

0.781

2.3e-5

2.6e-5

1.2e-5

8e-6

0

1.013

0.2874

0

0

0.342

0.376

0.169

0.113

0

378.7
359.0
359.0
359.0
359.0

0.993
0.983
0.983
0.983
0.983

1.787
1.787
0.7109
1.706
0.3739

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0.055
0.055
0.134
0.003
0.134

0.061
0.060
0.015
0.001
0.015

0.027
0.027
0.64
0.003
0.64

0.018
0.018
0.043
0.001
0.043

0.839
0.839
0.608
0.992
0.608

359.0

0.983

0.3370

0

0

0.134

0.015

0.64

0.043

0.608

1071

0.980

3.219

0.102

0.892

0

0

0

0

0

288

1.013

1.500

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Exhaust

364.7

0.970

3.219

0.102

0.892

0

0

0

0

0

Heated

385

1.003

1.500

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Process
Emission
VOC
Vapour
*Air (N/A)
HVOC
HVOC1
HVOC2
WW
HVOC
Stored
HVOC3
Cathode
Exhaust
Water

Water

*Note: This stream would simply be air at atmospheric temperature and pressure. The system
does not accurately represent the actual adsorption-desorption process, just outcome.
Table 52: Heating system duties.
Unit Operation

Heat Duty (kW)

Cathode HX

19.82

Condenser HX

-13.12

5.4.2 Optimization of the Reformer and SOFC Subsystems
For this system to effectively treat the emission stream presented in Section 3.2 the Reformer and
SOFC components must also be optimized. In fact, these two components are the key to
developing an abatement system that can operate with reduced operational costs. The incoming
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stream characteristics are those coming from the Adsorber Subsystem. More specifically, the
characteristics are those outlined in Table 50 labelled HVOC3.
As seen in the Factorial Analysis of the Reformer Subsystem (Section 5.1), the initial parameters
that should optimize Reformer performance would be those with the settings depicted in the
Table 53 below. The results of the optimized Reformer performance are presented in Table 53.
Table 53: Factorial settings for ideal reformer performance.
Factor
a
b
c
d
e

Description
VOC preheat temperature
Air Flow preheat temperature
Air Molar Flowrate
Steam Molar Flowrate
POX Reactor Temperature

Value
800 K
400 K
0.25 kgmole/hr
0.422 kgmole/hr
800 K

Table 54: Optimized reformer results. Factors set to levels for run 17.
Substance
CO
H2
CO2
H2O
N2
Total

Value
0.051
0.409
0.294
0.151
0.095
1.00

At this point, it should be noted that the FRR was set at 0.5 for the Reformer Factorial Analysis.
The SOFC factorial analysis indicated that SOFC performance peaks at a FRR of 0.25. When
this value is substituted into the model, reformate compositions will change. Most notably, a
small percentage of Toluene (2.9%), and Xylene (0.4%) will not be completely reformed. Molar
composition of the reformate is presented in the table below.
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Table 55: Reformate composition at 0.36 FRR.
Substance
CO
H2
CO2
H2O
N2
Toluene
Xylene
Total

Value
0.042
0.429
0.251
0.152
0.108
0.017
0.002
1

If the Toluene and Xylene left in the reformate were to breakdown in the SOFC, this would not
be a problem, however, this is not the case. These trace amounts remain in the SOFC even after
operation. This means a portion of these contaminants will be released into the atmosphere,
which is specifically against the an important criteria (removal of all contaminants). Therefore,
the Reformer conditions must be altered to eliminate both toluene and xylene from the reformate.
The easiest way this can be done without altering design constraints is to incrementally increase
the steam or air flow rates being sent to the Reformer Subsystem. From the factorial analysis
(Section 5.1), it has already been determined that an increase in the molar flow rate of steam will
actually decrease the amount of hydrogen the in system because there is already enough steam in
the reaction mixture to sustain the steam reforming and WGS reactions. Furthermore, because
air is a much more economical material to use then steam, it makes more sense to adjust this
factor first. In this instance, the molar flow rate of air will be increased incrementally until all of
the toluene and xylene have been removed from the reformate. The reason this is being done
slowly, is to find the maximum hydrogen concentration. Figure 37 illustrates the effect
increasing the molar flow rate of air will have on the composition of toluene and xylene in the
reformate. Figure 38 illustrates the effect increasing the molar flow rate of air will have on H 2,
CO, and CO2 in the reformate.
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0.035

Mole Fraction

0.030
0.025
0.020
0.015
0.010
0.005
0.000
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

Mole Flowrate of Air (kgmole/hr)
Xylene

Toluene

Figure 37: The effect of increasing the molar flow rate of air on the molar composition of Toluene
and Xylene in the reformate.

Mole Fraction

0.50
0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10

CO
H2
CO2

0.05
0.00
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

Mole Flowrate of Air (kgmole/hr)

Figure 38 The effect of increasing the molar flow rate of air on the molar composition of H2, CO,
and CO2 in the reformate.

Figure 37 indicates that the xylene and toluene are not completely removed from the reformate
until the molar air flow rate reaches 0.75 kgmole/hr. Increasing the molar air flow this high only
moderately reduces the mole fraction of H2 and CO2 in the reformate, while increasing the
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amount of CO. Interestingly enough, these trends are also supported by the Reformer Factorial
Analysis previously performed. Since the SOFC can utilize CO as well as H2, the effect of this
reduction in hydrogen in the reformate will not substantially impact SOFC performance.
Before making this change to the system parameters, a check can be performed to see how
increasing the molar air flow to the reformer will affect SOFC performance. This is presented in
the table below.
Table 56: SOFC performance assessment with increasing molar air flow being sent to the
Reformer.
Molar flow of
air
(kgmole/hr)
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00

Total Power
(kW)
50.1
55.0
59.0
62.9
66.8
70.7
74.4
78.3
82.0
85.7
89.3
92.4
92.7
91.7
90.6
89.5

DC Power
(kW)
35.0
37.5
40.0
42.5
44.9
47.3
49.7
52.0
54.3
56.6
58.8
60.6
60.8
60.1
59.4
58.6

Heat Loss
(kW)
16.0
17.4
18.9
20.4
21.8
23.3
24.8
26.2
27.7
29.1
30.5
31.7
31.9
31.6
31.2
30.9

% Heat Loss
31.3%
31.7%
32.1%
32.4%
32.7%
33.0%
33.2%
33.5%
33.7%
33.9%
34.1%
34.3%
34.4%
34.4%
34.5%
34.5%

Table 56 indicates that the overall power generated from the cell increases without an
appreciable change in energy lost to heat. This is important, because in this range of change, DC
peak power output occurs at a molar air flow of 0.80, which for practical purposes, is the level at
which all VOCs have been reformed completely. For this reason, optimal performance can be
achieved by raising the molar flow rate of air to the reformer from 0.25 kgmole/hr to 0.80
kgmole/hr.
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The last thing that needs be done on this system is a thermal analysis. To calculate the SOFC
power production, the HYSYS Gibbs function was used to model the anode. The Gibbs reactor
representing the anode was able to calculate the power produced from the reaction, and with use
of the relationships presented in Appendix F the anticipated DC power could be calculated. The
remaining energy would represent the heat lost. The primary mode in which heat would be
removed from the cell would be the exhaust streams (Anode Exhaust and Cathode Exhaust). To
model the appropriate fuel utilization and oxygen transfer processes across the electrolyte, the
streams were split prior to entering the fuel cell, then mixed back together subsequent to the
reaction. This means that the streams that have been split off prior to entering the cathode or
anode must be heated to the exhaust temperature of the fuel cell. To do this two HYSYS Heater
functions were used on both the Unused Fuel, stream, and the Excess Air Stream. Under these
conditions there is a problem. The system calculates that only 31.6 kW of energy is lost as heat,
while the Excess Air stream requires 38.0 kW and the Unused Fuel stream requires 1.22 kW. In
total the system is short 7.62 kW.
The problem is that there is too much flow moving through the system. Therefore, the SOFC
operational temperature of 1173 K is too high, and must be reduced. This would lower the heat
demand of both the Excess Air and Unused Fuel streams. By lowering the SOFC operating
temperature to 1073 K, the heat duty of both the Excess Air and Unused Fuel Streams decrease
to 31.93 kW and 0.512 kW, where as the excess energy available for heat is calculated to be 32.4
kW. Furthermore, as a result of this temperature change, the voltage of the SOFC also increased,
altering all power calculations. This is due to the effect that a reduction in temperature would
have on the Nernst potential.
Therefore, the optimal conditions for this system running on 0.337 kgmole/hr of humidified
mixed VOC is presented in Table 57, with the SOFC energy output displayed in Table 58.
Stream characteristics for each subsystem at theses conditions are presented in Appendix G.
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Table 57: SOFC hybrid model optimal parameters.
Description
VOC preheat temperature
Air Flow preheat temperature
Air Molar Flowrate (to reformer)
Steam Molar Flowrate (to reformer)
POX Reactor Temperature
Fuel Recycle Ratio
Contaminant Stream after adsorption
System Pressure
Air temperature
Water temperature
Fuel Cell Operational Temperature

Value
800 K
400 K
0.80 kgmole/hr
0.422 kgmole/hr
800 K
0.25
0.337 kgmole/hr
1 bar
298 K
288 K
1,073 K

Table 58: SOFC parameters with a first optimization of the Reformer and SOFC Subsystems.
Parameter
Stack Voltage (V)
Total Power Produced (kW)
DC Power Produced (kW)
Stack Heat Loss (kW)

Value
0.703
93.0
60.6
32.4

5.4.3 SOFC System Efficiency
With the model optimized, the electrical and total efficiencies can be determined. The electrical
efficiency is the amount of power produced from the fuel cell vs. the lower or higher heating
value of the feedstock. The total efficiency examines the total amount of energy usable energy
extracted from the system in comparison to the lower or higher heating value of the feedstock.
The table below summarizes the Higher Heating Values (HHV) of the contaminants in the
emission stream.
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Table 59: Electrical efficiency calculation. HHV for the individual VOC compounds have been
obtained from the indicated resources.
Component

Toluene
Xylene
MEK
nBA

Mass flow
rate
(kg/sec)
1.15x10-3
6.33x10-4
1.01x10-3
4.72x10-4

Daily
Mass
(lbs/hr)
9.19
8.00
5.01
3.74

HHV
(Btu/lbs)

Reference

17,620
17,760
13,480
13,130

Lewandowski, 200021
Lewandowski, 200021
Cheremisinoff, 199967
Cheremisinoff, 199966

To calculate the total efficiency of the system, the thermal energy extracted from the processes
must be included in the total analysis. This means determining the amount of heat extracted
from the exhaust streams. The cathode exhaust stream was used to preheat the fresh air being
sent to the cathode as well as generate steam for the adsorption process. The anode exhaust
stream was used to preheat the incoming air and water feeds supplying the reforming processes.
Lastly, heat was also removed from the desorbed steam/VOC stream in the Condenser unit. All
of these contributions are listed in the table below.
Table 60: Total Heat Duty of Heat Recovery Systems.
Heat
Exchanger ID
Air HX
Water HX
Steam Boiler
Condenser
Air Preheat HX

Incoming
Streams
Anode Exhaust,
Air Feed
AE1, Water in
Cathode Exhaust,
Water
HVOC1
Cathode Exhaust,
SOFC-Air

Outgoing Streams

Subsystem
Location
Heat Exchanger

Heat Duty
(kW)
0.666

Water HX, System
Exhaust
Exhaust, Steam

Heat Exchanger

6.025

Adsorber

19.82

HVOC2
Cathode Exhaust1,
SOFC-Air1

Adsorber
SOFC

13.12
5.12

AE1, Air

Total (kW)

44.78

The efficiency calculations are provided in the table below.
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Table 61: Electrical and Total Efficiency calculations based upon the HHV of the feedstock.
Energy Term
Total Energy In
Total Power Produced
Total Heat Energy Extracted
Electrical Efficiency
Total Efficiency

Source
Table 58
Table 57
Table 59
N/A
N/A

Value
420,670 Btu/hr
60.6 kW = 206,571 Btu/hr
44.78 kW = 152,900 Btu/hr
49.2%
85.5%

At this point, the model has been validated and optimized to treat the VOC emission stream
coming from the Automotive Coating facility described in Section 3.2. The system is now ready
to be evaluated using the Technology Comparison Tool outlined in Section 3.1, and compared to
the results of the other technologies developed in Section 3.3.

5.5 Technological Evaluation of the SOFC Hybrid Abatement System
5.5.1 Regulatory Requirements
To estimate the removal efficiency, the anode exhaust stream of the SOFC model can be
analyzed. The anode gas composition using the optimized system conditions are as presented
below:
Table 62: Anode gas composition using the optimized SOFC Abatement System at a molar flow
rate of 4.101 kgmole/hr.
Substance
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Argon
Toluene
MEK
Xylene
nBA
CO
CO2
Water
NO2
Hydrogen

Value
0.000
0.245
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.023
0.269
0.381
0.000
0.079
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This indicates that all but one of the contaminants has been destroyed. For this system, 25% of
the exhaust will be re-circulated back into the actual reformer, and thus, only 75% of the toluene
will be emitted. In total, the actual percentage of toluene that has escaped capture is 5.2%. Of
the other species, everything has been destroyed, therefore all intensive purposes, the destruction
efficiency of this system can be termed > 95%.

5.5.2 Lifecycle Costs
Capital costs will be a combination of costs for each subsystem. This means individually
determining costs for the Adsorber, Reformer, and SOFC systems. The costs for the adsorber
have already been established, however, they must be altered because they were established for a
standalone adsorber. This means the cost analysis includes hazardous waste disposal and energy
costs associated with steam generation, both of which would not be relevant when using the
adsorber as a pre-concentrating system for the SOFC system. The new cost analysis is presented
in the table below.
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Table 63: Adsorber Subsystem Capital and Operational Costs.

Costs for the SOFC vary. Horne reported that most SOFC developers are targeting installation
costs between $800 - $1,000 /kW (Horne, 2002). Other references indicate current costs to be
closer to $2,000 / kW. The basic SOFC costs in this work will be based upon the $2,000 /kW
rate, with our system being sized to generate 75 kW. For the method of capital investment,
Peters and Timmerhaus‟ method will be used 67. The cost factors used for this analysis are
presented below.
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Table 64: Capital Cost Development for a 75 kW SOFC based upon cost factors developed by
Peters and Timmerhaus 67.
Purchased and installed
equipment costs:
SOFC purchased equipment
installation
instrumentation
piping
electrical
building
land (and yard)
service facilities (installed)
Subtotal Direct Installation Costs

Factor
0.32
0.08
0.06
0.08
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.13

Indirect Costs
Engineering
Construction and Field expense
Start-up and Performance
testing
Contingencies
Subtotal Indirect Installation Costs
Total Installation Costs

Cost
Subtotals
$150,000
$37,500
$28,125
$37,500
$18,750
$18,750
$18,750
$60,938
$370,313

0.05
0.09

$23,438
$42,188

0.02
0.05

$9,375
$23,438
$98,438
$468,750

Chen and Elnashaie developed costs for pilot sized autothermal reforming systems (100 kg/H 2
day) as well as for industrial sized systems 68. The production value of 100 kg/H2 day is similar
to that in this study, and therefore, their reported capital cost estimates will be used here. For the
equipment alone, they estimate amounted to $73,250 (USD). It included several items which are
not needed for this system (e.g. desulphurization tank, liquid hydrocarbon pump, etc...). This
cost was assumed to be approximately 32% of the total capital investment for the reformer, and
thus the total system cost was found to be approximately $269,300 (USD). Here, it is important
to note that Chen and Elnashaie developed these costs based upon finding a suitable catalyst. If
this was not the case, costs would likely be higher. The breakdown of these factors and overall
Reformer capital cost is presented in the table below.
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Table 65: Reformer Capital Costs based upon cost factors developed by Chen and Elnashaie 68.
Purchased and installed
equipment costs:
Reformer purchased equipment
installation
instrumentation
piping
electrical
building
land (and yard)
service facilities (installed)
Subtotal Direct Installation Costs

Factor
0.32
0.08
0.06
0.08
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.13

Cost
$73,248
$18,312
$13,734
$18,312
$9,156
$9,156
$9,156
$29,757

Subtotals

$180,831

Indirect Costs
Engineering
Construction and Field expense
Start-up and Performance
testing
Contingencies
Subtotal Indirect Installation Costs
Total Installation Costs

0.05
0.09

$11,445
$20,601

0.02
0.05

$4,578
$11,445
$48,069
$228,900

With the capital cost of both the Reformer and SOFC Subsystems developed, all that is left is the
determination of the operational costs. As outlined in Section 5.4.3, the system has been
designed to re-coup much of the heat that is generated. In typical SOFC and Reforming systems,
costs can be as high as 44% of the total investiture 64. This is because the prime objective of
SOFC technology is to generate power from a fuel source. For most practical applications this
means the use of large quantities of natural gas.
In this application, the feedstock is the waste stream of another process. This means the
feedstock has no value associated with it. Therefore the primary operational costs are removed,
only those associated with maintenance, and pumping air through the system are remaining. For
the Reformer, Chen and Elnashaie, developed cost factors for a pilot plant creating 100 kg of
hydrogen per day 68. The costs were based upon the amount of hydrogen produced and could be
transferable to the Reformer case presented here. Therefore operational based upon Chen and
Elnashaie‟s cost factors costs for electricity only are presented in the table below. The cost for
process water is based upon the flow rate of water being sent to the Reformer costing an average
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of $0.6/m3. Here it also should be noted that the reformer system cited here are for a fluidized
bed, meaning there will be some flow limitations 68.
The operational costs are summarized in the table below.
Table 66: Total Operational Costs for the Reformer Subsystem.
Reformer System Operational Costs
Process Water
Molar flow Required
0.422
Mass flow per day
182.304
Volume per day
182.304
Volume per day
0.182304
Cost
$0.11
Total Annual Water Cost
$37
Electrical Costs
Mole flow of H2
Mole flow of CO
Equivalent mass flow of H2
Mass flow of H2
Annual H2 flow
Cost factor electricity
Total Annual Electrical Cost
Labour Costs
*Supervisor
*Maintenance

1.35
0.39
1.74
3.49
28,210.94
$0.69
$19,324

kgmole/hr
kg/day
L/day
m3/day
$/day
$/year

kgmole/hr
kgmole/hr
kgmole/hr
kg/hr
kg/annually
$/kgH2
$/year

0
0

Total Operational Costs

$19,361

*Note: “It is assumed that for small plants, the reformers could operate unattended accept for
maintenance and emergency repairs”69 .
For the SOFC, the situation is similar, and the operational costs will be limited to the electrical
consumption required to send air through the SOFC at a rate of 6.127 kgmole/hr. Therefore
electrical costs can actually be developed by using rule of thumb measurements. The Handbook
of Mechanical Engineering Calculations outlines that 22 horsepower (16.4 kW) is required to
push every 100 cfm of air. This rule of thumb can be used to determine the amount of electrical
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power required to supply the 6.127 kgmole/hr of air needed to the SOFC system. The
calculation is presented below.
Flowrate of drying-cooling air (cfm)

= 6.187 kgmole/hr = 87 cfm

Size of motor required (hp)

= 22 hp (oversize as a safety)

Power rating (kW)

= 16.4 kW

Annual operation (hrs)

= 337 days x 24 hrs/day = 8,088

Cost per kWh

= $0.08

Annual Cost

= 16.4 kW x 8,088 x 0.08 = $10,611

Therefore, SOFC annual operational costs are $10,611, assuming maintenance and labour costs
are lumped in the adsorber costs. To determine the total system cost for the SOFC Abatement
system, the capital and operational costs are for each subsystem are summed together. This is
summarized in the table below.
Table 67: SOFC first year investment requirements.
Description

Totals

Adsorber Capital Cost

$485,415

Reformer Capital Cost

$468,750

SOFC Capital Cost

$228,900

Subtotal

$1,183,065

Adsorber Operational Cost

$61,841

Reformer Operational Cost

$19,361

SOFC Operational Cost

$10,611

Subtotal

$91,813

Total First Year Investment

$1,274,878

Lifecycle costs are then established using a discount rate of 3% which is outlined in the NIST
Handbook 135 Life-cycle costing Manual for the Federal Energy Management Program53. Cost
factors for energy requirements were determined from within the NIST Handbook 53. Table 66
above describes the calculated capital and operational costs, whereas Table 67 outlines the
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lifecycle costs associated with treating the Case study facility presented in Section 3.2 of this
work.
Abatement System
SOFC Hybrid

Case Study Costs
$3,268,107

It is important to note that this cost is only based upon the operational and capital costs, and does
not taken into account the value of the electricity that will be produced. The anticipated annual
amount of electricity generated from this system is calculated below:
DC Power Produced

= 60.5 kW

Hours operating

= 8,088 hours

Annual kW hours generated

= 489,324 kWh

Annual Value of Electricity (assume $0.08/kWh)

= $39,145

Over a 10 year period, the value of this electricity can be determined and subtracted from the
Lifecycle costs displayed in Table 67 above. The cost reduces by $266,186, altering the actual
10 year Lifecycle cost of the SOFC system to a value of $3,001,921.

5.5.3 Operational Flexibility
There are no technologies in published literature that have been developed for this purpose. For
this reason, operational issues are not known. However, there are several operational
characteristics of each subsystem that make the overall technology more robust.
First off, the reformer can reform most hydrocarbons to usable fuels 70. This means that even if
the composition of the emission were to change, the abatement system as a whole could still
operate. Realistically, the only adjustments that would require being made would be molar air
and steam flow rates. Secondly, unlike heat engine styled power generation devices, SOFC‟s run
very well on partial load 43. This means that the overall system could be sized slightly larger
than is required to anticipate future increases in production without detrimentally affecting
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performance, and if emissions and/or operations were to decrease the fuel cell could be operated
at part load.
The adsorber system also adds another piece of flexibility in the system, because it can act as a
as a standalone pollution treatment device if problems arise with the Reformer and/or SOFC.
Realistically, the main flexibility issues would be those associated with the adsorber. As
described in Section 3.5, the design of adsorption systems tends to be quite precise. The carbon
requirement dictates the overall load that can be treated, and once the system is sized it is very
difficult to make alterations for different loading levels or different flow rates. Therefore if the
load is increased substantially, the system will not be able to handle the increase in load unless
the overall configuration of the system is changed. More carbon would have to be added (new
bed added), cycling and regeneration times would have to be re-calculated, and in extreme cases
these changes may not be feasible.
Moreover, changes in load composition pose other unique problems. The original design of
these systems relies on the adsorption characteristics between the most difficult species to
adsorb. If a new compound was included into the emission mixture, and this new compound was
more difficult to adsorb than the assumptions used in the original design, a breakthrough
situation may occur during operation. This simply means the system would have to be
redesigned according to the new compound‟s adsorption characteristics. Likely this would result
in a change in volume or type of adsorbent needed for the emission change.
Conversely, this system can operate both continuously and intermittently. This offers the
advantage of not using extra energy to operate the system when production is down, or to startup the systems when production times fluctuate substantially.
Overall, SOFC hybrid abatement system will be moderately tolerant to flow rate variations,
fairly intolerant to changes in emission composition, and very tolerant to intermittent vs.
continuous operational strategies. The table below outlines the operational flexibility scores for
adsorption based VOC abatement technologies.
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Table 68: Overall operational flexibility scores for thermal oxidation abatement technologies.
Abatement
System
SOFC hybrid

Start-up
times
3

Continuous vs.
intermittent
operation
3

Flexibility: Flow
tolerance

Flexibility:
Conc. tolerance

2

1

5.6 Final Technology Comparison
Now the technologies can be compared. Overall, in terms of the ability of each technology to
meet current and future regulatory requirements, the Thermal Oxidation systems all appear to
have the highest destruction efficiencies. The only foreseeable problem with Thermal Oxidation
systems is the fact that they emit substantial amounts of NOx and CO.
Adsorption systems also have relatively high removal efficiencies, but they can be limited if
concentrations change or if compositions change. This means limitations for future facility
change.
Biological systems have the lowest destruction efficiency, and although they can meet current
limits, these systems can be problematic if changes in composition or flowrate occur.
The SOFC hybrid system is limited by those same ones imposed by the adsorption system. The
adsorption system will dictate what contaminants get capture and concentrated and thus which
contaminants will get treated. Overall, the system‟s destruction efficiency was seen to be above
95%.
The regulatory scores for these systems are presented in the table below.
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Table 69: Criteria rating for all technologies in the Regulatory Performance category.
Abatement System
*Regenerative Thermal Oxidation
Biofilter
Adsorption
SOFC Hybrid Abatement

Regulatory
Compliance
3
2
3
3

*Note: The scores are the same for all three variations of the Regenerative Thermal Oxidation
technology.
The SOFC system has the lowest 10 year Lifecycle cost out of any of the technologies studied
here. This is because approximately 85% of the energy of the emission is being recaptured to do
useful work somewhere else in the system. The RTO systems all have substantial operational
costs, and the biofilter requires a tremendous amount of area to ensure the appropriate residence
time can be met. The stand-alone adsorption system is really the only technology that can
competitively compete with the SOFC hybrid abatement system. The 10 lifecycle costs for all
four of these technologies are presented below.
Table 70: Ten year lifecycle cost analysis on all technologies that could treat the emissions from the
facility outlined in Section 3.2.
Abatement System
Thermal Oxidation (RTO) – Recuperative
Thermal Oxidation (RTO) - Regenerative
Thermal Oxidation (RCO)
Biofilter
Adsorption
SOFC Hybrid Abatement

Regulatory
Compliance
$14,319,941
$8,794,107
$6,192,087
$11,644,813
$3,060,874
$3,001,921

Lastly, the technology with the most operational flexibility is Thermal Oxidation. These systems
can all handle almost any contaminant, and have a large range in which concentrations can
change within the emission 21. Safety limitations prevent treatment of too high a concentration,
while economic issues would prevent the treatment of too low a concentration 21.
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Performance of biofilters is very difficult to predict. Start-up times can range between several
days to a month, and if the microbial populations are killed, the work required to restore the
system is immense 24. For these reasons, this system is the least operationally flexible.
The advantage of using an adsorption system is that start-up times are fast, and the system can be
run intermittently, without performance issues 1. Issues only arise if future change is expected in
the facility. If contaminants that are not compatible with the size of adsorption beds are
suddenly run through the system, breakthrough could occur, making the system less flexible.
Lastly, the SOFC hybrid system has operational characteristics from two systems that make it
more robust then either sub-system by itself. For instance even if breakthrough were to occur on
an adsorption bed, the contaminant would be directed to the Reformer, in which it would be
destroyed anyway. The adsorption bed allows for a secondary stand-alone system to be
integrated into the overall system. This ensure that if the Reformer or SOFC breakdown,
processes could still go on because the adsorber could still capture the emissions.
Overall, although the SOFC system may suffer from similar issues as the adsorber system, it
would be more operationally flexible. A summary of the operational flexibility scores is
presented in the table below.
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Table 71: Operational Flexibility Scores for all systems treating the facility profile described in
Section 3.2.
Abatement System
Thermal Oxidation (RTO) –
Recuperative
Thermal Oxidation (RTO) Regenerative
Thermal Oxidation (RCO)
Biofilter
Adsorption
SOFC Hybrid Abatement

Start-up

Continuous
vs.
Intermittent

Flexibility:
Flow

Flexibility:
Conc.

Total

2

2

1

3

12

2

2

1

3

12

2
1
3
3

2
3
3
3

1
1
2
2

3
1
1
1

12
3
18
18

From this analysis, the SOFC abatement system is a technology that can compete with the
currently used VOC abatement technologies. The system has a lower 10 Lifecycle cost than any
other system, and it is the most operationally flexible. Its destruction efficiency is high (> 95%),
and its exhaust components are environmentally benign. Overall the system shows promise.
However, there are two main issues with this system. The first is that in order to have a
reasonably sized SOFC and Reformer unit, the desorbed stream coming off the Adsorption
system had to be partially condensed. This removed substantial amounts moisture from the
system and simultaneously extracted 13.12 kW of energy which could be used elsewhere in the
plant. The problem is that a small fraction (< 1% by mole) of solvent liquid was trapped in this
aqueous phase. Although these compounds compose a very small mole fraction of the total
stream, they are still significant. For instance, in the York Region (north of Toronto), the sewer
use By-Law S-0064-2005-009 sets limits on three of the four VOC contaminants in this emission
stream. The table below compares the concentration of VOC in the condense water to the York
Sewer Use By-Law limits. As is evident, this contaminated water cannot be disposed of in the
sanitary sewer.
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Table 72: Comparison of the concentration of VOC contaminants in the condensed phase of the
WW stream of the Adsorber HYSYS subsystem model to the York Region Sewer Use By-Law S0064-2005-009 Limits.
Component

Concentration (mole
fraction)

Molecular Weight
(g/mol)

Concentration
(mg/L)

Toluene

0.00264

92.15

13,628

York Sewer
Use Limits
(mg/L)
0.27

MEK

0.00114

72.12

4,605

8.00

Xylene

0.00303

106.18

18,023

14.00

nBA

0.00151

116.18

9,828

N/A

This presents a potentially challenging problem. First of all, it means that in order to treat or
dispose of the water, extra costs will be incurred. This could push the overall cost of this system
fairly high, especially when considering what costs could be to dispose of solvent contaminated
materials.
The second main issue is in regards to technology maturity. The cost of SOFC technology is
extremely high because commercial use and production has not begun. Literature references
indicate that in order for SOFC technology to become more accessible, costs will have to drop to
$400/kW 71. If this were to occur, the cost of this abatement system would substantially
decrease. Along with this is the fact that there are very few SOFC units in operation, and of
those, only one has been designed to run on VOC compounds.
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Chapter 6: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Conclusions
Volatile organic compounds are dangerous to handle, and are designated smog precursors.
Regulatory bodies around the world are implementing tighter and tighter limitations on the
emission of these compounds from industrial sources. As a result, many industrial facilities are
searching for economical and efficient treatment options.
Unfortunately, although many current technologies are efficient, they tend to be costly to
operate, and in some cases, inflexible. For this reason, technologies must be developed that can
be effective, economic, and operationally flexible.
The technology proposed in this work consists of an adsorption system coupled with a Solid
Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC), which allows for energy recovery from the VOC stream. This thesis
examined the use of model-based design to develop and optimize a hybrid VOC abatement
technology that uses a SOFC for energy recovery. The model was built using existing HYSYS
unit operation models, and was able to provide a detailed thermodynamic and parametric
analysis of the hybrid SOFC-VOC abatement system. The model was validated by comparison
to published literature results and through the use of several Design of Experiment factorial
analyses.
As the developed model indicates, the system is not only cost effective, it is also very efficient.
In comparison to three other VOC abatement technologies, the SOFC hybrid system was seen to
have the lowest operational cost over a 10 year lifecycle, and the highest operational flexibility
rating in a decision analysis. More specifically, the model illustrated that this type of system
could achieve a 95% destruction efficiency with a lower ten year lifecycle cost then Thermal
Oxidation, Biological Oxidation, or Adsorption VOC abatement systems. The 10 year life cycle
cost for the Hybrid SOFC system was $3M. For this reason, this system has promise in
becoming a very useful mainstream VOC abatement tool.
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The cost of SOFC technology is high, and will remain so for several years until the technology
matures. This means that although the system shows promise, pilot testing should be done to
verify model results and prove the robustness of the system. Secondly, studies should be
conducted on improvement of the adsorption system and possible removal techniques of the
VOC from the condensed stream.

6.2 Recommendations
Although the system shows promise, there are several avenues in which this research should
move to ensure appropriate technological maturation. The first and most important
recommendation is to further develop the adsorption subsystem model through experimental
trials and dynamic model development. For this abatement system, the adsorber removal
efficiency will likely be the greatest single factor contributing to the overall destruction
efficiency. This is for several reasons:
1. The reaction conditions of the reforming system can easily be altered to accommodate
different concentrations and compositions of compounds; and,
2. The SOFC efficiency will be dependent upon the concentration and composition of
material coming out of the reformer, and since the reformer can theoretically reform any
hydrocarbon, the SOFC should never have a problem with regards to the fuel stream.
Study of the Adsorption subsystem would include development of a dynamic adsorption model
to study the adsorption-desorption cycles, and steam ratios required for desorption. Once
developed, adsorption experiments should be carried out to optimize the model for VOC
systems.
A second recommendation would be to begin experimental trials on the Reformer and SOFC
units. The goal would be to confirm some of the issues identified during the Factorial
experiments.
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For the reformer this would include experimentally determining if utilizing the Gibbs function is
appropriate by confirming that equilibrium would be obtained. Another avenue of research
would be to determine if enough steam was already present to drive the steam reforming
reactions to completion and minimize coke formation. Lastly, it would be advisable to
experiment with the partial oxidation reactions to determine under what conditions the reverse
water-gas shift reactions would occur, and how to prevent them.
For the SOFC, the primary concerns would focus on the predictable performance of the model
vs. actual operation, and how well the system would operate on an unreformed mixture of VOCs.
Both these issues could be checked with the same apparatus, and with only a small number of
actual cells – perhaps 3 or 4. In this way experimental costs are kept low, and if the presence of
hydrocarbons on the electrodes do cause issues (such as degradation or performance problems),
only minimal costs are expended.
The final recommendation is to perform experimental trials that would mimic an industrial
process emitting exhaust for only a portion of the day. Suggested trials for this investigation
would involve the following scenarios:
1. Storing VOCs in an adsorber bed;
2. Always desorbing the system, and storing the concentrated VOCs in a holding vessel; or,
3. Running the entire flow of VOCs through the system as they are desorbed, then switching
the system over to natural gas for off-line operation.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Thermal Oxidation Calculations
Recuperative Type
RTO Calculations: These calculations are based upon those completed in EPA‟s Handbook of
Air Pollution Control Technologies. The process of calculating operational and cost criteria is
displayed below:
Step 1: Determine the Oxygen Content
This is done to determine if excess air must be supplied to promote combustion. In most cases,
the VOC compounds are so diluted in air, no excess is needed.

Step 2: Determine the LEL of the VOC Mixture
This is done to ensure the VOC mixture is not too concentrated. Most North American
jurisdictions place restrictions on the LEL concentration to be below 25% of the concentration of
the LEL.

Here:
Xi

Volume fraction of combustible component i

LELj

Lower explosive limit of component j (ppmv)

n

Number of combustible components in the mixture
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Step 3: Establish Temperature of Operation
The residence time and combustion temperature denote the percentage destruction. For VOC
compounds, typically a temperature of 1,600 F with a residence time of 0.75 seconds will
provide an overall destruction rate of 98%.
Step 4: Calculate waste gas temperature at the end of the pre-heater
This balances the costs between needing a large heat exchanger vs. using more natural gas. The
larger (or better) the heat exchanger, the less natural gas is required.

Where:
Two

= Temperature of waste gas out

Solving for this gives: 1,283 F

Twi

= Temperature of waste gas in

= 77 F

TFi

= Temperature of exhaust gas in

= 1,800 F

FER

= Fractional Heat Recovery

= 70%

By setting the fractional heat recovery to a desired level, one can re-arrange the equation and
solve for Two. Here the fractional heat recovery was set at 70%. It is important to note that the
Two should be lower than that required to initiate combustion. A sufficiently high Two could
initiate reaction (with heat release) in the pre heater. This is only the case for recuperative type
systems, not regenerative type systems in which heat recovery percentages are set around 95%.
Step 5: Calculated Auxiliary Fuel Requirements

Where:
De

Energy Density of VOC (Btu/scf)

= 0.0739

Qe

Max emission flowrate (cfm)

= 60,000

Cp(air)

Heat capacity of air (Btu/lbF)

= 0.253

Tc

Combustion Temperature (F)

= 1,800

The

Temperature Entering Incinerator (F)

= 1,283
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Tr

Temperature entering incinerator w/o heat exchange (F)

= 77

Df

Energy Density of natural gas (Btu/scf)

= 0.0408

hf

Fuel heating value (Btu/lb)

= 21,600

he

VOC heating value (Btu/lb)

=0

Qfg

Fuel Gas Flow (cfm)

= 897 (Calculated)

Step 6: Calculate electrical requirements to push air through system
Equations here are used in terms of acfm. Therefore the first step is to transform the scfm of the
flow of contaminant gas into acfm.

Qcom

Flow rate of emission stream (scfm) (Q fg + Qe)

= 897 + 60,000 = 60,897

Tc

Combustion Temperature (F)

= 1,800

Qcom,a

Flow rate of emission stream (acfm)

= 256,289 (calculated)

Qcom,a

Flow rate of emission stream (acfm)

= 256,289

ΔP

Pressure Drop (inches of water)

= 15 (from table in EPA
manual)

HRS

Annual hours operating (240x16 = 3,840)

= 3,840

Fp

Annual Power Requirement (kW)

= 2,671,970(calculated)

Regenerative Type
RTO Calculations: These calculations are based upon those completed in EPA‟s Handbook of
Air Pollution Control Technologies. The process of calculating operational and cost criteria is
displayed below:
Steps 1 and 2 are identical to that found in the calculation for the Recuperative type RTO
Step 3: Establish Temperature of Operation
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The residence time and combustion temperature denote the percentage destruction. For VOC
compounds, typically a temperature of 1,600 F with a residence time of 0.75 seconds will
provide an overall destruction rate of 98%.
Step 4: Calculate waste gas temperature at the end of the pre-heater
This balances the costs between needing a large heat exchanger vs. using more natural gas. The
larger (or better) the heat exchanger, the less natural gas is required.

Where:
Two

= Temperature of waste gas out

Solving for this gives: 1,714 F

Twi

= Temperature of waste gas in

= 77 F

TFi

= Temperature of exhaust gas in

= 1,800 F

FER

= Fractional Heat Recovery

= 95%

By setting the fractional heat recovery to a desired level, one can re-arrange the equation and
solve for Two. Here the fractional heat recovery was set at 95%.
Step 5: Calculated Auxiliary Fuel Requirements

Where:
De

Energy Density of VOC (Btu/scf)

= 0.0739

Qe

Max emission flowrate (cfm)

= 60,000

Cp(air)

Heat capacity of air (Btu/lbF)

= 0.253

Tc

Combustion Temperature (F)

= 1,800

The

Temperature Entering Incinerator (F)

= 1,714

Tr

Temperature entering incinerator w/o heat exchange (F)

= 77

Df

Energy Density of natural gas (Btu/scf)

= 0.0408

hf

Fuel heating value (Btu/lb)

= 21,600

he

VOC heating value (Btu/scf)

= 0.0314
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Qfg

Fuel Gas Flow (cfm)

= 337 (Calculated)

Step 6: Calculate electrical requirements to push air through system
Equations here are used in terms of acfm. Therefore the first step is to transform the scfm of the
flow of contaminant gas into acfm.

Qcom

Flow rate of emission stream (scfm) (Q fg + Qe)

=337 + 60,000 = 60,337

Tco

Temperature of catalyst bed (F)

=1,714

Qcom,a

Flow rate of emission stream (acfm)

= 253,930 (calculated)

Qcom,a

Flow rate of emission stream (acfm)

= 253,930

ΔP

Pressure Drop (inches of water)

= 15 (from table in EPA
manual)

HRS

Annual hours operating (240x16 = 3,840)

= 3,840

Fp

Annual Power Requirement (kW)

= 2,647,372 (calculated)

Recuperative Catalytic Type
RTO Calculations: These calculations are based upon those completed in EPA‟s Handbook of
Air Pollution Control Technologies. The process of calculating operational and cost criteria is
displayed below:
Steps 1 and 2 are identical to that found in the calculation for the Recuperative type RTO
Step 3: Establish Temperature of Operation
For a system to obtain 98 – 99% destruction efficiency, Catalyst bed temperature at the inlet
should be around 600 F and the catalyst bed at the outlet should be between 1,000 and 1,200 F.
The minimum temperature ensures an adequate initial reaction rate, while the 1,000 F outlet
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temperature ensures an overall adequate reaction rate. It should be noted that a lower
temperature may be feasible in some situations.

Step 4: Calculate waste gas temperature at the end of the pre-heater
The temperature of the temperature out of the catalyst bed must be determined to see if it falls in
the 1,000 F to 1,200 F range. If note, adjustments must be made to the initial temperature.
Where:
TCI

= Temperature of catalyst bed at inlet

= 600 F (first guess)

he

= VOC Fuel Value (Btu/lb)

= 0.0314 Btu/scf

TCO

= Temperature of catalyst bed at outlet

= 601

The temperature of the catalyst bed at the outlet is not in the range of 1,000 F to 1,200 F, and
therefore, the temperature of at the inlet of the catalyst bed must be adjusted.
Where:
TCi

= Temperature of catalyst bed at outlet

= 998 F (Calculated)

he

= VOC Fuel Value (Btu/lb)

= 0.0314 Btu/scf

Step 5: Calculated Auxiliary Fuel Requirements

Where:
De

Energy Density of VOC (Btu/scf)

= 0.0739

Qe

Max emission flowrate (cfm)

= 60,000

Cp(air)

Heat capacity of air (Btu/lbF)

= 0.253

Tc

Combustion Temperature (F)

= 998

The

Temperature Entering Incinerator (F)

= 952

Tr

Temperature entering incinerator w/o heat exchange (F)

= 77

Df

Energy Density of natural gas (Btu/scf)

= 0.0408
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hf

Fuel heating value (Btu/lb)

= 21,600

Qfg

Fuel Gas Flow (cfm)

= 178 (Calculated)

Step 6: Calculate electrical requirements to push air through system
Equations here are used in terms of acfm. Therefore the first step is to transform the scfm of the
flow of contaminant gas into acfm.

Qcom

Flow rate of emission stream (scfm) (Q fg + Qe)

=178 + 60,000 = 60,178

Tco

Temperature of catalyst bed (F)

=1000

Qcom,a

Flow rate of emission stream (acfm)

= 163,387 (calculated)

Qcom,a

Flow rate of emission stream (acfm)

= 163,387

ΔP

Pressure Drop (inches of water)

= 21 (from table in EPA
manual)

HRS

Annual hours operating (240x16 = 3,840)

= 3,840

Fp

Annual Power Requirement (kW)

= 2,384,782 (calculated)
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Appendix B: Adsorption System Criteria
The pure component isotherms shown in section 3.2.1 are all based upon the Langmuir
parameters obtained from literature. The formulae used to develop the isotherms are below:

Where:
q

Mass loading of adsorbent (mol/g)

a

Empirical Langmuir parameter

b

Empirical Langmuir parameter

p

Partial pressure of pure component

To convert to mass ratios:

Where:
p

Partial pressure of pure component

Ptot

Total pressure

M1

Molecular weight of solute gas (g/mol)

M2

Molecular weight of carrier gas (g/mol)

Y

Mass loading of contaminant in the carrier gas (kg/kg)

Using the second expression, and rearranging for p, and substituting into the first expression, the
mass loading of the adsorbent can be made into a kg/kg basis.

Where:
q

Mass loading of contaminant on the adsorbent (kg/kg)

p

Partial pressure of pure component
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Ptot

Total pressure

M1

Molecular weight of solute (g/mol)

M2

Molecular weight of carrier gas (g/mol)

Y

Mass loading of contaminant in the carrier gas (kg/kg)

This last expression is used to obtain the isotherms in terms of mass loading q (kg/kg) vs. Y
(kg/kg).
Lifecycle Cost Analysis of the Adsorption System
The lifecycle cost of the system depends on direct and indirect installation costs, as well as direct
and indirect operational costs. The costs tabulated for the adsorption system in the main body of
this work include cost factors to estimate most of the indirect and direct costs. These cost factors
are dependent upon the actual size and operational criteria of the system.
The only costs that are not transparent are the ones associated with the vessel, the carbon, and
power requirements. These will be presented here.
To determine vessel costs, an empirical equation is presented in EPA‟s Handbook for Control
Technologies of Hazardous Air Pollutants that relies on the estimated surface area of the vessel.
The equation below determines provides a relationship to estimate the surface area of the vessel
based upon measurements of the vessel already established in the main body of the thesis.

Where:
Dv

Diameter of the vessel (m)

=6

Lv

Length (or thickness) of vessel (m)

=1

S

2

Surface Area (m )

= 75.49 (calculated)

The cost of each vessel can then be computed using the following empirical relationship
Where:
S

Surface Area (ft 2) (must S into ft 2)

= 75.49 m2 x 10.7639 ft2/m2 = 812.57 ft2
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Cv

Cost of the vessel (USD)

= $49,759

The next step is to calculate the cost of carbon required. This is again a very simple empirical
relationship. The EPA suggests a value of $2.00/lb of carbon, whereas more recent data
indicates that carbon costs can range between $1.05 to $1.15 /lb of carbon. Historically, the
price between 1997 and 2002 was seen to decline by 0.9%, whereas after that period, it was
anticipated to rise by 3%. For this reason, the standard cost of $2.00/lb was used for this
calculation.
The total capital cost of the system then becomes a combination of costs between the vessel,
carbon, and any auxiliary system costs. These auxiliary system costs can be estimated using a
cost factor based upon the flow rate of material running through the adsorber. This is presented
below:
Where:
Qa

Contaminant flow rate (acfm)

= 60,000 acfm

Rc

Auxiliary equipment factor

= 1.347

Now the auxiliary cost factor can be utilized to determine overall equipment costs (meaning
carbon vessel, carbon, ductwork, fans, pumps, condensers, internal piping, etc...)
Where:
EC

Equipment Cost (USD)

= $164,702

Rc

Auxiliary equipment factor

= 1.347

Cc

Carbon Cost ($2.00 per pound) (USD)

= 5,167 kg x 2.2 lbs/kg x 2 vessels =
$22,737

Cv

Vessel Cost (USD)

= $49,759

NA

Number of adsorbing vessels

=1

ND

Number of desorbing vessels

=1
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Steam Costs were based upon the knowledge that 2 kg of steam were required for every kg of
solvent liberated from the adsorption bed. Therefore, on a daily basis 834 kg of steam were
required. This translates into 200,160 kg of steam annually.
The energy requirement to produce 1 lb of steam was found to be 1,028 Btu (Ref). The cost
required for 1 MBtu is $9.64 USD. The total cost of steam therefore is simple multiplication.

Where:
Ms

Annual steam requirement (kg)

= 200,160 kg = 440,352 lbs

CSE

Energy cost (USD)

= $9.64 / MBtu

ES

Energy Requirement (USD)

= 1,028 Btu/lbs of steam

CS

Annual Cost of Steam (USD)

= $4,365

To determine the electrical power required for the system, the pressure drop must be determined
in order to calculate the required horsepower to push air through the bed.
The Ergun equation was used to determine the pressure drop through the bed.

Where:
Dp

Particle diameter (m)

= 0.001

Vs

Superficial velocity (m/s)

=1

ρ

Carrier density - air (kg/m3)

= 1.2

є

Bed Porosity

= 0.44

µ

Kinematic Viscosity (m2/s)

= 1.26x10-5

fp

Friction factor

= 1.96

Re

Reynold‟s number

= 707 (Calculated)
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Where:
L

Bed thickness or Length (m)

=1

Dp

Particle diameter (m)

= 0.001

Vs

Superficial velocity (m/s)

=1

ρ

Carrier density - air (kg/m3)

= 1.2

є

Bed Porosity

= 0.44

fp

Friction factor

= 1.96

Δp

Pressure drop (Pa)

= 71.6 (Calculated)

With the pressure drop determined, the system fan horsepower can be determined:

Where:
Δp

Pressure drop (inches of

= 2.06

water)
Qa

Particle diameter (acfm)

= 60,000

hpsys

Horsepower (hp)

= 53

The system fan cost can then be calculated by knowing the kW price, and the hours in operation
Where:
hpsys

Horsepower (hp)

= 53

HRS

Annual hours operating (240 days x 16 hours/day)

= 3,840

CE

Electrical Cost (USD)

= $12,233

The bed cooling and drying fan horsepower can be determined in a similar way, however the
overall operational time is different, as well as the flow rate. The operational time is equivalent
to the number of hours the cooling and drying fan would operate (1 hour per cycle, which is 2
hours per day, which is a total of 480 hours). The flow rate is different, because it is expected
that about 100 ft3 air / lbs carbon is required to cool and dry the bed:
Where:
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Me

Mass of adsorbent per vessel (lbs)

= 11,367

Θdry-cool

Dry-cool cycle time (hr)

=1

FRsys

Flowrate of drying-cooling air (ft 3/hr)

= 1,136,894

The total annual cost of drying-cooling fan can now be calculated:
Where:
FRsys

Flowrate of drying-cooling air (ft 3/hr)

= 1,136,894

Δp

Pressure drop (inches of water)

= 2.06

Θdcf

Annual operational time (hr)

= 480

Erate

Electrical rate (USD/kWh)

= 0.08

Cdcf

Cost of the dry-cool fan (USD)

= $28,619
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Appendix C: Biofilter Cost Model
The main parameter in developing a Biofilter model is realizing the importance of residence
time. For most applications, residence time within the biofilter is of paramount importance, thus
most systems are sized according to appropriate residence times. The biofilter system modeled
here is simple outdoor bed. Meaning the site is excavated and lined, with the appropriate media
is placed within it.
This system will be based upon a 50 second residence time. Typical times range between 25
seconds to 60 seconds depending on VOC concentrations.
Where:
EBRT

Empty Bed Residence Time

= 50 x 1 hour /3600 seconds = 0.0139

(hours)
Q

Flow rate of contaminant

= 101,940

(m3/hour)
V

Volume of media required (m3)

= 1416 (Calculated)

Using a 20% safety factor will increase the Volume of media required to 1699 m3. In most
cases, bed depths must remain between 1 m to 1.5 m or less to ensure that the media does not
undergo significant bed compaction, or that the pressure drop is not too significant. With these
restrictions, the bed depth dimensions can be calculated, assuming our bed will be square in
shape.

Where:
V

Volume of media required (m3)

= 1699

D

Bed depth (m)

= 1.06 m

L

Volume of media required (m3)

= 40
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The system will also include a section of gravel, about 1/3 the depth of the overall media. This
means, an extra 0.3 m of gravel would be required for this system, which equates to a volume of
gravel to be 480 m3. Therefore, the total volume required would be 2,179 m3. Site preparation
costs will be based upon this volume. Site excavation costs are estimated to be $7.1/m3. Total
cost for site preparation are = $15,470.
All other capital costs are transparent on the original table presented in the main body of the
document.
Operating Costs
As with any system, operational costs will depend upon the resources and labour required to
keep the system operating. Electricity and costs will be based upon how much power is required
to force air through the bed, while water costs will be based upon the volume required to
maintain bed moisture. Labour costs are transparent in the main body of this document and will
not be presented here.
In this case, empirical parameters were taken to determine pressure drop through the system.
Philips et al developed a pressure drop equation for varying media materials. For our cases, we
used the parameters for a material consisting of 40% heather and 60% peat.
Where:
a

Empirical parameter

= 5940

U

Superficial velocity (m/s)

= 1.06

b

Empirical parameter

= 1.35

ΔP

Pressure drop (Pa/m)

= 7,597 (Calculated)

With the pressure drop determined, the system fan horsepower can be determined:
Where:
Δp

Pressure drop (inches of

= 22.4

water)
Qa

Particle diameter (acfm)

= 60,000

hpsys

Horsepower (hp)

= 351 (Calculated)
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The system fan cost can then be calculated by knowing the kW price, and the hours in operation
Where:
hpsys

Horsepower (hp)

= 336

HRS

Annual hours operating (240 days x 16 hours/day)

= 3,840

CE

Electrical Cost (USD)

= $81,734
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Appendix D: NIST Cost Factor Lifecycle Analysis
Note: To ensure the method outlined here is clear, the example of the Recuperative type RTO
will be used.
Dollars generally lose value over time. For this reason, the cost of operating a piece of
machinery, or even purchasing machinery (using a fixed payment schedule) over time will
change (most likely getting smaller).
To obtain the future compounded amount for operational and capital investitures, it is then
important to develop relationships to yield this amount.
Where:
P0

Present value (USD)

$273,991 (w/o taxes instrumentation or freight)

i

Interest rate

4.75

t

Time period in years

10

Pt

Future value after time period t

$435,789 (Calculated)

The above example illustrates a simple way in which to determine the cost of a piece of
equipment if amortized over a 10 year period.
To obtain the future value of energy costs (natural gas, electricity, and water), there is normally
one method. It is termed the FEMP UPV* factor, which is used to calculate the annually
reoccurring energy costs over n years at a non-constant escalation rate based on the US
Department of Energy predictions.
FEMP UPV* factors are calculated for the current discount rate 3% and have been published in
The Annual Supplement to Handbook 135. The most recent one found for this application was
from 2006. Note, the values used were from Table Ba-1, and represent values for the most
geographically closest area to Toronto. The time period considered here is 10 years.
Where:
PVelec

Present Value of Electricity (USD)

= $1,816,933

UPV*gas

DOE Gas Factor

= 6.65
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UPV*elec DOE Electricity Factor

= 6.8

A0(gas)

Initial Annual Value of Gas (USD)

= $1,755,772

A0(elec)

Initial Annual Value of Electricity

= $267,196

(USD)
PVgas

Present Value of gas (USD)

=$11,675,884 (Calculated)
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Appendix E: Factorial Analysis (Reformer Example)
To analyze the effect of various factors affecting the Reformer and SOFC models, a full 2 5
factorial analysis was performed. This involved developing an experimental design to test the
effect to all factors on the output variables. Here, the Reforming Subsystem model was used as
an example.
The five factors chosen were as follows:
Variables

Low level

High Level

VOC temp = Factor a

400 K

800 K

Air temp = Factor b

400 K

800 K

Molar Air flow = Factor c (kgmole/hr)

0.25

0.75

Molar Steam flow = Factor d (kgmole/hr)

0.422

0.845

Fuel Recycle Ratio = Factor e

0.25

0.5

The four output variables for this system were: Molar flow of CO, Molar flow of H 2, and the
molar flow of H2O. The treatment combinations and results were as follows:
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The effects of each treatment were then determined, and plotted against the residuals in a
Normal Probability Plot to determine significant effects.
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APPENDIX F: SOFC CALCULATIONS
The SOFC Subsystem Model developed in HYSYS is seen below.

The details of this flowsheet are explained in Section 4.2.5, and so here, the focus will be on the
calculations used to determine DC power created from the SOFC.
As explained in Section 2.4.4, the fuel cell voltage can be calculated either by knowing the gas
compositions at the anode or cathode, or by using the fuel utilization factor and excess air. To
calculate the voltage from the fuel utilization and excess air factors, Equation 26 is used

Equation 26

In this particular case, the fuel utilization factor and excess factors were set according the results
of the optimization of the model. For the optimized model these factors were set at U f = 0.8, and
λ = 1.8. Using these factors, the ideal potential equated to -0.7718 V.
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-0.7718 reflects the ideal potential, and thus does not include loss as a result of concentration,
activation or ohmic polarization effects. To account for these effects, the relationships outlined
in Section

2.4.4 will be used. Equation 16 refers to the Tafel equation, and describes the

effects of the activation polarization.

Equation 16

To determine the effect that kinetic polarization exerts on this system, Equation 17 (Explained in
Section 2.4.4) will be used
Equation 17

Lastly, to determine the effect that resistance within the cell will exert on the actual voltage,
Equation 18 must be used.
Equation 18

In Equations 16 through 18, cell parameters such as the exchange current density (i0), the
limiting current density (iL) and the charge transfer co-efficient (α) are established from
literature.
Equation 19
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